SINGLE CHIP IMPLEMENTS IMAGE-COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS

- SPECIAL REPORT: COLOR IMAGE COMPRESSION
- SMALLER HARD-DISK DRIVES POSE DESIGN CHALLENGES
- PIPS: POWER, INTERCONNECTS, PASSIVES, SWITCHES/RELAYS
OrCAD has introduced the greatest product upgrade in its history. Memory limits, design restrictions, even boundaries between products are all disappearing.

For years, OrCAD's competitors have been playing a game of catch-up. With the introduction of Release IV, the race is over. No one will match our price/performance ratio on these features:

- Schematic Parts Library has been increased to over 20,000 unique library parts
- Digital Simulation process has been speeded up by an order of magnitude
- Printed Circuit Board Layout package offers autoplacement and autorouting at no extra charge
- Expanded memory capabilities

Best of all, OrCAD introduces ESP

ESP is a graphical environment designed specifically for the electronic designer. Software tools appropriate for different stages in the design process are now linked together to form a seamless flow of information. This easy-to-use framework relieves the designer of time consuming tasks and the inconvenience of moving from one tool set to another. You can now spend more time productively designing.

For more information . . .

You need to know more about Release IV and all of the benefits OrCAD has to offer. Call the telephone number below and we'll send you a free demonstration disk.

For more information, call (503) 690-9881

or write to OrCAD Sales Department, 3175 N.W. Aloclek Drive, Hillsboro, Oregon, 97124

CIRCLE 170
Your Make/Buy Decision Just Got A Lot Easier!

BURR-BROWN'S OEM MICROTERMINALS SATISFY ALL YOUR OPERATOR INTERFACE/CONTROL PANEL NEEDS - INCLUDING PRICING THAT'S SO LOW YOU NO LONGER NEED TO EVEN CONSIDER BUILDING YOUR OWN!

Cost-Effective Solutions

These devices will save you valuable design, tooling, and development costs and time so you can concentrate on your product designs. Plus, their low pricing makes them very easy to cost-justify. From $195, with generous quantity discounts.

Industry's Widest Selection

Burr-Brown brings you fourteen models from which to choose...from the most basic device to multifunction microterminals to rugged, industrial units. Plus multiple customization options designed specifically with the OEM in mind. Whatever your requirements, we have models to fit your particular needs.

Years of Experience

For over a decade, Burr-Brown has been supplying quality, high-performance microterminals, worldwide. For applications such as control systems, instrumentation, communications, test & monitoring, machine setup, medical, and many, many more.

For a copy of our new brochure, or information about demonstration units, write Burr-Brown Corp., P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734. Or, call Toll-Free 1-800-548-6132.

Burr-Brown OEM Microterminal allows operator to interface to a precision laser.

CIRCLE 156
Bring the Modulation Domain designing on a higher level.
These days, designers face problems that require a level of understanding beyond the scope of conventional measurement techniques. The Modulation Domain can give you that level of understanding. With a new dimension in signal measurement that makes it possible to analyze frequency, time-interval, and phase over continuous time. And now, HP brings the Modulation Domain to your lab with high-performance analyzers that give you insight into your designs you've never had before.

The HP 53310A streamlines Modulation Domain analysis with a simplified user interface, one-button signal acquisition and real-time measurements for fine-tuning your designs. It gives you continuous frequency and time-interval measurements for analyzing modulations in RF and microwave signals. Characterizing VCOs, phase-locked loops, and electromechanical devices. Locating sources of jitter. And much more.

The HP 5372A is ideal for gathering in-depth Modulation Domain information in single-shot events. In addition to frequency and time-interval measurements, it also displays phase over continuous time. And analyzes even the most complex signals with incredible detail.

Find out how to take your design skills to new heights. Call 1-800-752-0900. Ask for Ext. 1853, and we will send you a Visitor's Guide to the Modulation Domain on floppy disk. That way, you'll be up on all the latest developments.

There is a better way.
SMALLER HARD DISKS POSE ENGINEERING CHALLENGES
Designers explore ways to downsize without sacrificing storage capacity.

IC EXECUTES STILL-PICTURE COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS
JPEG codec chip minimizes the time and money required to process, store, transfer, and print digitized images.

COLOR IMAGE COMPRESSION FINALLY HEADS FOR MATURITY
Multimedia designers can sigh in relief as the industry identifies the last major hurdles faced by an adolescent technology.

UNDERSAMPLING TECHNIQUES SIMPLIFY DIGITAL RADIO
By sampling below the Nyquist rate with a new type of ADC, designers can exploit the benefits of digital radio.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SIMULATORS BLEND SEAMLESSLY
Two VME boards implement a software algorithm in hardware to accelerate gate-level simulation.

OPTIMIZE AND RETARGET EXISTING LOGIC DESIGNS
A tool merges multiple programmable-logic devices into one design, then optimizes and retargets it into an ASIC technology.

COMBINATION RAM/PLD OPENS NEW APPLICATION OPTIONS
Packing 2048 bits of RAM plus four 500-gate configurable logic blocks lets an EPLD compete with standard cells and arrays.
Follow up research with reality

- Customizable DSPs allow optimized design
- Frequency generator and palette DAC unite
- Land-grid socket offers low profile
- Analog circuit improves ADC accuracy
- Group sets hardware and software standards
- 4-Mbit UV EPROMs access in just 80 ns
- Fast-turn program speeds TAB products
- Run Spice2g6 on 386 and 486 PCs

29 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES
- Closed-loop design builds fastest 12-bit sampling-amplifier IC
- Write-caching supplements read caching to boost drive performance
- Bare-chip-attachment method spreads I/O, permits pretesting
- Tiny-chip program allows low-cost breadboarding of analog ICs

120 IDEAS FOR DESIGN
- Build low-cost precision barometer
- Control stepper’s speed, direction
- Amplifier drives VCOs directly

125 QUICK LOOK
- Perspectives on Time to Market: Finding pitfalls in the plan
- Demand grows for object-oriented databases
- Engineering investors—dealing with risk

131 PEASE PORRIDGE
What’s all this brick stuff, anyhow?
At 10 nanoseconds, the new BiCMOS 64K SRAMs from Samsung are the fastest made.

So fast you might think you couldn’t even see them.

But see them you can. As one of the world’s true manufacturing giants, we can assure you of extremely reliable, high-quality chips—now.

Adding to our current line of ultra-fast 8Kx8 and 16Kx4 SRAMs, we’ll soon introduce an innovative BiCMOS 256K family—also tremendously fast, and featuring address latches for still-higher performance.

The Samsung BiCMOS parts will soon be joined by fast SRAMs in the 1-meg density. All
of which will join our remarkable existing line of SRAMs. These currently produced parts include fast SRAMs up to 256K, and slow SRAMs up to 1 meg.

What all these things tell you is that, at Samsung, we’re continuing to build on a genuine commitment to the SRAM market. And that’s extremely significant for your access to supply.

For data sheets on the fastest 64K BiCMOS SRAMs made, call 1-800-423-7364 or 408-954-7229 today. Or write to SRAM Marketing, Samsung Semiconductor, 3725 No. First St., San Jose, CA 95134.

We’ll send you the real block diagram.
ANCOT's SCSI instruments are powerful, easier to use, and cost less. Proven in use worldwide, Ancot's portable equipment travels from bench to field and back again without ever slowing down. They are time and labor saving instruments, for design, manufacturing, repairing, and inspection applications.

Call today for product data sheets, demo disc, or to make arrangements for a free evaluation unit in your facility.

New "1210" Surface Mount Inductors

Surface mount inductors available from .01 µH through 220 µH in 53 values.

- Internally welded connections
- Precise dimensions permit automatic insertion
- Excellent flow soldering terminal strength
- Solderability per MIL STD 202 Method 208

- Operating temperature range: -20°C to +100°C
- Shock and pressure resistant
- Positive value identification with laser marking
- Epoxy resin encapsulation...Ferrite core...Tinned copper terminals

Catalog on request.

J.W. Miller Division
BELL INDUSTRIES
306 E. Alondra Blvd. Gardena, CA 90247
(213) 537-5200 FAX (213) 631-4217
Since 1924, leading manufacturer of standard and custom inductors.

CIRCLE 148
To put VGA graphics on your motherboard, you need a cost-efficient, highly integrated, powerful solution that uses minimal board space. You need the new CL-GDS320 Enhanced VGA-Compatible Graphics Chip from Cirrus Logic.

Use it to incorporate full 16-bit or 8-bit VGA into low-cost personal computers. You only need two industry standard 256K x 4 DRAMs and as few as five other ICs. Whatever memory speed you select — 80ns, 100ns, or 120ns — you’ll get a complete VGA display system with greater performance than systems using a more expensive solution with 64K x 4 DRAMs.

You don’t sacrifice features. You get 16-bit and 8-bit support for the VGA graphics standard, and full, register-level backwards compatibility. For maximum performance, it has an 8/16-bit CPU interface, independent video and DRAM clocks, internal FIFOs, and page mode DRAM access. And it will interface to both analog (PS/2 and multi-sync) and TTL monitors.

You can also pick a ready-to-use solution that’s right for you. Anything from a chip with full BIOS, drivers, utilities, user’s manual, and documentation — to a complete manufacturing kit including everything you need to quickly move into high-volume production.

Make your PC more competitive and save time, space, and money. Call Cirrus Logic today.

Get on board. Call today for more information on our motherboard VGA solutions.

Call 1-800-952-6300. Ask for dept. LM32.
Because Speed We'll Stop

MACH
Fastest High Density CMOS PLDs
At 15ns

PALCE16V8H-10
Fast Universal CMOS PLD Family
At 10ns

PAL16LB-5
Fast Bipolar PLD Family
At 5ns
Is Everything, At Nothing.

Whatever kind of PLD you need, the fastest comes from AMD.

We'd love it if all our work amounted to "zero." As in zero delay. And we're not far off.

Not surprising—because AMD invented the PAL device. That's why we know programmables better. And offer you the most choices of the best devices.

Say you want speed, but can't sacrifice density. Don't. Use our new MACH™ products (Macro Array CMOS High-density) that give you up to 3600 gates and 15ns performance. They're two to three times faster than the competition and cost 40% less.

For more speed, along with low power consumption, try our new 10- and 15-nanosecond CMOS PLDs. Use our 16V8-10s and 20V8-10s anywhere you'd use a GAL® device. Or choose the ever-popular AMD-invented 22V10 at 15ns.

Faster still are our seventh generation bipolar PAL devices. Complete families of 16L8-5s, 20L8-5s, and the 22V10-10s. And for real speed freaks, we're now shipping a 4.5ns bipolar PAL device—the world's fastest TTL programmable logic.

Along with all this speed, we're providing equally fast delivery. In quantity. In fact, we deliver more programmable logic devices than all our competitors combined.

For details, call AMD now at 1-800-222-9323. And let nothing stand between you and your need for speed.
Making mighty modems micro.

That's AT&T
"Customerizing" means helping you develop fast, compact, low-power V32 modem solutions—with the high-level integration needed for laptop/portable applications. The AT&T V32 Data Pump consists of only three surface-mountable devices: A single DSP16A digital signal processor—ROM-coded with software to handle receive, transmit and echo cancellation—complies with the V32 standard, and is compatible with V22bis, V22, V21, V23, Bell212A and Bell103; a 16-bit linear codec allows for fully digital echo cancellation; and a controller chip integrates CPU bus interface and line interface circuitry. The 0.9 micron CMOS design draws less than 0.5 watt, versus 1.5 to 2 watts in many competing products. Sleep-mode function takes power consumption down to 50 mW. And to speed design-in, EIA/TIA Automode is built into the solution. In addition, your Data Access Arrangement (DAA) can utilize AT&T high-performance solid state relays and transformers. For more on how AT&T "Customerizing" can help you develop better V32 modem or other datacomm solutions, just give AT&T Microelectronics a call at 1 800 372-2447, Ext. 626. In Canada, call 1 800 553-2448, Ext. 626.
Going Global At The Hannover Fair

A couple of issues back, we cited what we believe to be the five most critical issues facing the electronics industry: time-to-market, higher quality, design for manufacturability, designing with more complexity, and dealing with fewer vendors. All of these challenges, we noted, are being played out against a backdrop of global competition. This overall umbrella issue—global competition—will indeed set the pace for success or failure in tomorrow’s electronics industry.

The global nature and the common concerns of the electronics industry were quite evident last month at the Hannover Fair Industry '91, the giant international trade fair held each year in northern Germany. A few stats: This year’s fair drew 480,000 attendees to view the wares of—and make deals with—its 6339 exhibitors from 50 countries during the fair’s eight-day run. About 20%, almost 100,000, of the visitors came from North and South America and the Asian-Pacific basin.

The fair basically covers all industries, from heavy construction equipment to hydraulics and pneumatics to microelectronics. Thus, the attendee can view wide-ranging electronic applications as well as the devices and subsystems themselves. Observing the operations at the exhibit stands and discussing the technology with the exhibitors, you get the impression that this is indeed a place for serious business. You also get the impression that, throughout Europe, the concerns of the international electronics industry are similar to what we face every day in the U.S.—those five vital issues cited above.

Concerning quality, the International Standards Organization (ISO) has already issued several standards covering this topic. ISO 8402 covers quality vocabulary; ISO 9000 involves quality management and quality assurance standards; ISO 9001, 9002, and 9003 cover quality systems, or models for quality assurance in design/development, production, final inspection and test, installation, and servicing; and ISO 9004 offers guidelines for quality management. In many ways, these standards lay out a parallel process to our Malcolm Baldrige Award system.

Sensitivity to quality is spreading throughout Europe, just as it has done in the U.S., according to A.P. Matthijsen, Quality Support Manager at Philips Components, Eindhoven, the Netherlands. For example, the first European awards for quality will be made in 1992. And, needless to say, Japan already has its own version of quality awareness and its own awards.

Though the fair represented all four corners of the globe spanning thousands of miles, the international quality movement shows how small a world it really is, at least through one attendee’s eyes.
dc to 2000 MHz amplifier series

Unbelievable, until now... tiny monolithic wide-band amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged 0.085 in. diam., plastic-packaged units are 50ohm* input/output impedance, unconditionally stable regardless of load*, and easily cascadable. Models in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0 to +11 dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB, and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.

**NOTE:** Minimum gain at highest frequency point and over full temperature range.

* MAR-8. Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet.

Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.†

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>FREQ. MHz</th>
<th>GAIN, dB</th>
<th>NF</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAR-1</td>
<td>DC-1000</td>
<td>13 12.5 11 8.5</td>
<td>+3 6.5 1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-2</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>13 12.5 10.5 8.0</td>
<td>+8 6.0 1.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-3</td>
<td>DC-1000</td>
<td>8.2 6.0</td>
<td>+11 7.0 1.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-4</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>20 16 11 9</td>
<td>0 2.8 1.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-5</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>13.5 12.5 10.5 8.5</td>
<td>+3 5.0 1.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-6</td>
<td>DC-1000</td>
<td>33 23</td>
<td>+10 3.5 2.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input/Output Impedance &gt;S not 50ohms, see data sheet.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAR-8</td>
<td>Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.†

**Size (mils)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Temperature Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>NPO</td>
<td>10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 220, 470, 660, 1000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>2200, 4700, 6600, 10,000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>.022, .047, .068, .1µf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|= Minimum Order 50 per Value

Designers kit, KCAP-1, 50 pieces of each capacitor value, only $99.95

Designers amplifier kit, DAK-2

5 of each model, total 35 amplifiers only $59.95

finding new ways... setting higher standards

Mini-Circuits

A Division of Scientific Components Corporation

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500

Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 685264 or 620156
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ECL Oscillators
In Standard D.I.P.
Are The Industry
Standard From
10 to 325 MHz

ECL oscillators
from MF are
available in
three of the most popular con­
nections in 10K and 10KH logic,
single ended and complementary,
with and without enable/disable

Enable/Disable Application;
How to get one of two frequencies

Enable: “0” or Float
Disable: “1”

Phone or FAX for our catalog or 350 K
catalog-on disk on all our oscillators
including VCXO’s, Phase-Lock Loop
Oscillators, ECL up to 325 MHz, Tristate
HCMOS/TTL and Wide Temp Range
oscillators in DIL package.

M F Electronic has
received the coveted
Outstanding Supplier
Award for 1991
from SiliconGraphics.

CIRCLE 140

TECHNOLOGY BRIEFING

FOLLOW UP RESEARCH WITH REALITY

Although the U.S. electronics industry still
dominates or is competitive in most areas of
high technology, it has come under attack for
its fall from the top in memory chips, optical
storage, and displays. A recent report by the Council on
Competitiveness, a group of leaders in the industry, la­
bor, and academia, concluded that the U.S. is in trouble
in 33 out of over 90 technology areas. The problem was
brought into sharper focus in an address earlier this year
at a UCLA Research Symposium by Daniel S. Goldin,
vice president and general manager of TRW’s Space &
Technology Group. “We’ve lost the edge in many highly
visible arenas—stereo equipment, semiconductors, and
VCRs,” said Goldin. “We invented them, but we lost the
market because we failed to bridge the gap between high-tech research and low­
cost, high-quality volume manufacturing.”

Goldin also noted that the symposium featured papers on such topics as
satellite-based networks, communication-systems research, and
microwave communications. Yet, although the country’s university system
comprises 3400 institutions, 125,000 buildings, 6000 librarians, and 5 mil­
lion students, less than 10% of them use state-of-the-art communications
techniques. “It’s taught, it’s needed, but it’s not used,” he said. “We have
become a nation of consumers instead of inventors, a service-oriented so­
ciety. We’re not translating technology into the real world.”

What’s the answer? Heightened emphasis across the industry on accelerated
time to market through concurrent engineering and parallel product develop­
ment would certainly be helpful. Also, faster development of standards for
emerging technologies would give industry a healthy boost out of the starting
blocks in the race to capture new markets and reclaim old ones. Another notion
deserving serious consideration involves information sharing among universi­
ties and the industry.

The common thread weaving through all of these ideas is faster, more effi­
cient data exchange on a country-wide or even global basis through computer
networking—one of the remaining showcases of U.S. technological know-how.
The concept is not new. Large firms are already linking mainframes with work­
stations and PCs to exchange information between all levels of operations: cor­
porate management, R&D laboratories, engineering, manufacturing, market­
ing, and accounting.

On a global scope, such a massive information-exchange depot might be modeled
after the international distributed-processing computer environment of
Cray Research Inc., Eagan, Minn. Its Data Center in the U.S. contains 10 Cray
supercomputers networked to over 3000 machines, including mainframes, mini­
computers, workstations, file servers, graphics terminals, X terminals, and PCs
from multiple vendors.

The supercomputer handles CPU- and memory-intensive tasks for fast num­
ber-crunching, while downloading visual information to a graphics workstation
through a standard network. The main facility in Minneapolis, Minn., uses vari­
ous types of networks: Ethernet (10 Mbits/s), FDDI (100 Mbits/s), and Hippi
(800 Mbits/s). Connections within the U.S. and to overseas sites are made with
T1 (1.5 Mbits/s) lines. Network protocols used include Apple Talk, DECNET,
Novell, OSI, TCP/IP, and X.25.

Fragments of such a system already exist in the communication networks
of various government agencies, universities, and industry. But tying them
together would be an enormous undertaking, requiring joint funding by all
of the beneficiaries. Nevertheless, it’s a worthwhile price to pay toward
helping the U.S. regain its leadership in converting the fruits of its research
into real-world products.
Five ways to look at 100 MHz.
Starting at $2295!

Just check the choices in our line-up of five 100 MHz oscilloscopes:
• GPIB Programmability
• Hardcopy Documentation
• 100 MS/s Single-shot
• Automatic Measurements

Name your application, we’ll provide the solution.

Tek gives you the perfect blend of modern analog real-time and digital technologies in 100 MHz oscilloscopes. Whether it’s hardcopy output from a fully programmable real-time scope, automatic measurements specified to .001%, or 100 MHz, 100 MS/s single-shot performance, no one has the choices Tek does. To see it all, call your Tek rep or 1-800-426-2200. The closer you look, the more you’ll appreciate Tek.

One company measures up.

Tektronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

CIRCLE 113
dc to 3GHz from $11.45

lowpass, highpass, bandpass, narrowband IF

- less than 1dB insertion loss
- greater than 40dB stopband rejection
- 5-section, 30dB/octave rolloff
- VSWR less than 1.7 (typ)
- meets MIL-STD-202 tests
- rugged hermetically-sealed pin models
- BNC, Type N; SMA available
- surface-mount
- over 100 off-the-shelf models
- immediate delivery

---

**low pass dc to 1200MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PASSBAND, MHz (loss&lt;1dB)</th>
<th>fco, MHz (loss&lt;3dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss&gt;20dB)</th>
<th>VSWR pass-stop band typ.</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLP-10.7</td>
<td>DC-11 14 19 24</td>
<td>200 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-21.4</td>
<td>DC-22 24.5 32</td>
<td>400 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-30 40 47</td>
<td>DC-32 35 50</td>
<td>600 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-45 60 65</td>
<td>DC-45 48 80</td>
<td>800 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-60 80 85</td>
<td>DC-60 65 100</td>
<td>1000 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-70 100 105</td>
<td>DC-70 100 120</td>
<td>1200 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-90 120 125</td>
<td>DC-90 125 140</td>
<td>1400 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-100 140 145</td>
<td>DC-100 140 160</td>
<td>1600 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-120 160 165</td>
<td>DC-120 160 180</td>
<td>1800 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**high pass dc to 2500MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PASSBAND, MHz (loss&lt;1dB)</th>
<th>fco, MHz (loss&lt;3dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss&gt;20dB)</th>
<th>VSWR pass-stop band typ.</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHP-50</td>
<td>DC-11 14 19 24</td>
<td>200 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-100</td>
<td>DC-22 24.5 32</td>
<td>400 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-150</td>
<td>DC-32 35 50</td>
<td>600 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-200</td>
<td>DC-45 48 80</td>
<td>800 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-250</td>
<td>DC-60 65 100</td>
<td>1000 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-300</td>
<td>DC-70 100 120</td>
<td>1200 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-400</td>
<td>DC-90 125 140</td>
<td>1400 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-500</td>
<td>DC-110 140 160</td>
<td>1600 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-600</td>
<td>DC-130 160 180</td>
<td>1800 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-700</td>
<td>DC-150 180 200</td>
<td>2000 1.7 18</td>
<td>1.7 18</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**bandpass 20 to 70MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>CENTER FREQ</th>
<th>PASS BAND, MHz (loss&lt;1dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss&gt;20dB)</th>
<th>VSWR total band typ.</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIF-21.4</td>
<td>21.4 18 25 4.9 8.5</td>
<td>1500 1.3 159</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>DC-220 14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF-30</td>
<td>30 25 35 7 120</td>
<td>1900 1.9 210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>DC-330 14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF-40</td>
<td>40 35 49 10 160</td>
<td>2400 2.5 280</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>DC-440 14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF-50</td>
<td>50 41 58 11.5 200</td>
<td>3000 3.1 350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>DC-550 14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF-60</td>
<td>60 56 70 14 240</td>
<td>3600 3.8 400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>DC-600 14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF-70</td>
<td>70 58 82 16 280</td>
<td>4200 4.4 490</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>DC-750 14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**narrowband IF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>CENTER FREQ</th>
<th>PASS BAND, MHz</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBP-10.7</td>
<td>10.7 9.5-11.5</td>
<td>7.5 15</td>
<td>6.6 50-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7 18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP-21.4</td>
<td>21.4 19.2-23.5</td>
<td>15.5 29</td>
<td>3.0 80-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7 18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP-30</td>
<td>30.0 27.8-33.0</td>
<td>22 40</td>
<td>3.3 99-1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7 18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP-60</td>
<td>60.0 55.0-67.0</td>
<td>44 79</td>
<td>4.6 190-1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7 18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP-70</td>
<td>70.0 63.0-77.0</td>
<td>51 94</td>
<td>6.6 193-1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7 18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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CIRCLE 163
Now you can replace a fistful of components, and drive power FETs and IGBTs with one cost-effective part: The IR2110 monolithic dual channel 2A gate driver with floating high side and ground reference low side.

Count your design time in hours instead of days. And cut assembly time to a fraction.

The IR2110 runs as fast as it designs. With operation above 1 MHz. On-chip bootstrap. Plus matched channel delay within 10 ns. That’s right. 10 ns.

It takes good care of your circuit too, with gate under-voltage protection.

And latched shutdown makes current mode control both simple and easy.

Is it rugged? 50 V/ns dv/dt at -55 to 150°C in plastic. Versatile? Operates off 12 to 500 V rails with 5 to 20 V input, in any circuit topology. Reliable? The IR2110 meets the same high standards as IR’s incomparable HEXFET® power MOSFETs.

Call (800) 245-5549 for more information. We’ll get it off the ground and on your desk in no time.

IR2110

International Rectifier
CUSTOMIZABLE DSPS ALLOW OPTIMIZED DESIGN
Although a variety of digital-signal processors (DSPs) exist to satisfy a good share of the potential applications, some applications demand a more-optimized DSP solution. For just such applications, Texas Instruments, Dallas, has moved its popular TMS320C5X fixed-point DSP CPU cores (the 'C50 and 'C51) into its semicustom cell library to offer users two degrees of configurability. The simplest level offers the DSP core with the standard accompanying I/O features, but lets the designer adjust the amount of on-chip RAM and ROM. For applications requiring a higher degree of customization, the core can be coupled with any combination of serial ports, timers, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, and other functions created or extracted from TI's cell library. Customizing the DSP chips at moderate cost penalties enables designers to differentiate their products, reduce board space by integrating more functions on the DSP chip, lower power consumption by reducing the number of chips, and tackle specific applications that may not have been practical with off-the-shelf DSP ICs. DB

FREQUENCY GENERATOR AND PALETTE DAC UNITE
Two companies have allied to develop a standard graphics-display chip that cuts board space and cost while adding functionality. Music Semiconductors Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo., and Avasem Corp., San Jose, Calif., will jointly design the first combination color-palette DAC and frequency generator to fully support the super VGA (video graphics array) and other common graphics standards for the PC. Thus far, the PC graphics industry has been hindered by a lack of standards and second sources. In fact, many color-palette DACs and frequency generators have no credible second source.

Today's palette-controller ICs are controller-specific. And because the palette is a true mixed-signal IC, combining it with the complex logic of a controller results in a costly chip that's difficult to test and performance-limited in low-end applications. With both palette and timing-generator functions on the same chip, neither circuit impinges on the testing nor compromises performance of the other. In addition, because the IC isn't controller-specific, it can become a standard at minimum user cost. For additional information, call Bruce Threewitt at (719) 570-1550, or Jacqueline A. Chasse at (408) 297-1201. FG

LAND-GRID SOCKET OFFERS LOW PROFILE
Land-grid-array (LGA) packages with up to 484 positions on a 0.050-in. centerline grid can be housed in the AMPFLAT LGA socket assembly. The socket, from AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa., offers an extremely low profile of less than 0.009 in. high when compressed. It provides less than 10-ps delay and 200°C/W of thermal resistance per contact. The assembly consists of a heat clamp-pressure plate, a chip-carrier nest that holds the LGA, an AMPFLAT contact array, and an insulator-spacer sandwiched between a cover plate and base plate. The clamping top plate requires only a screwdriver for tightening or removal. Call for pricing and delivery. DM

ANALOG CIRCUIT IMPROVES ADC ACCURACY
Digital autozero/autocalibrate techniques combined with switched-capacitor digital-to-analog converters have been used increasingly to build analog-to-digital converters that hold 12-bit and greater accuracy over temperature. But Maxim Integrated Products Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., has decided to stick to pure analog techniques in its MAX178. This 12-bit sampling ADC offers a guaranteed maximum "total unadjusted error" (TUE) over temperature of ±1 LSB. Though the parameter TUE (which includes gain, offset, and integral-linearity errors) over temperature has prevailed at the 8-bit level, it's seldom seen at 12 bits, especially if it, like the MAX178, applies to the military-temperature range. In the MAX178, the input circuit employs an analog-autozeroed sampling comparator. Admittedly borrowed from switch-capacitor technology, it keeps the offset error below 1/2 LSB at 25°C. Unlike digitally corrected circuits, offset is zeroed every 60 µs, or once every time a signal is sampled and converted. Keeping differential and integral linearity error within 1 LSB are in the hands of the chip's thin-film DAC. Gain error, a function of the on-chip reference, is laser-trimmed to within 1/2 LSB at 25°C. And like offset, it varies just 0.5 ppm/°C. As with all of today's sampling ADCs, ac specifications are provided. Signal-to-noise plus distortion runs 70 dB, and total harmonic distortion and spurious noise run ~80 dB each. For additional information, call Steven Leandro at (408) 737-7600. FG
Positive protection for electronic equipment.

If you're looking for a way to guard against excessive power supply voltage, Motorola Thyristors are the low-cost answer. Crowbar circuits utilizing Motorola SCR's are the perfect way to protect sensitive loads.

The MCR22 series of SCR's are specifically designed for Crowbar applications, featuring high dv/dt and very low VF at high current.

A wide selection of SCR's are available: on-state current ratings from 0.8A to 3A, blocking voltages from 50-600V and packaged in cost-effective TO-92, Case-77, TO-220, and TO-220 FP.

“Prime Devices” designed for high-speed power switching applications.

Rated at 60 volts/23 amps/0.120 ohms, Motorola's new MTP23P06 is designed for applications such as switching regulators, converters, solenoid and relay drivers, and offers better electrical performance than the competitive part from IR, the IRF9Z34, rated at 60 volts/18 amps/0.140 ohms.

The MTP36N06E is rated at 60 volts/36 amps/0.040 ohms. It is our newest (E-FET) energy rated MOSFET, with an energy-efficient design that offers a drain-to-source diode with a fast recovery time. This device is particularly suited for bridge circuits where diode speed and commutating safe operating areas are critical.

Now the right hand knows what the left hand is doing.

Motorola's MPX5100A provides direct microprocessor interface and an absolute pressure reference. It's the industry's first fully integrated pressure sensor with absolute reference. This 0-15 PSI sensor integrates the sensing element, offset calibration, temperature compensation circuitry and signal amplification all on the same monolithic silicon chip.

The output signal is calibrated for 0.5V offset and 4V span to speak directly to microprocessors with A to D inputs. It's also temperature compensated from 0°C to +85°C, making it ideal for use in industrial, biomedical, consumer and automotive applications.

Matched-Pair sensor system for high performance and low pressure sensing.

Motorola's Matched-Pair pressure sensing system employs a high performance silicon pressure sensor which is on-chip laser-trimmed, and a matching operational amplifier. The MPX6010D is designed to operate from 0" to 40" water column pressure, while the MPX6002D operates from 0" to 10" (approx. 0.361 PSI) water column pressure. Typical sensitivity with a +5V supply and full scale pressure is 100mV/inch for the MPX6002D and 88mV/inch for the MPX6010D. Custom outputs are also available. Applications include industrial, biomedical, and commercial. Available as a kit or in assembled form.

New SWITCHMODE IV debuts.

If you're looking for a device with reduced parameter sensitivity to temperature change, one with improved switching for lower power dissipation, low dynamic saturation characteristics, and improved efficiency due to lower base drive requirements, this Switchmode IV device rated at 5 amps and 1000 volts is the answer.

This newly introduced NPN Transistor is designed to operate in off-line switching power supplies and is being offered in the popular TO-220, MJE18004, and TO-220 isolated Full-Pak, MJE18004 packages. The Switchmode IV process makes it possible to compete handily with high voltage mosfets in applications less than 100 watts and operating at frequencies from 40 to 70 kHz.

New output transistor joins long pulse microwave power lineup.

Motorola's latest long pulse, L-band transistor is the output device of a 3-part lineup designed for common base amplifier applications such as JTIDS (military) and Mode S (commercial) transmitters. The MRF10120 is capable of providing over 9 dB gain operating from 36 volts and handling 10 micro-second pulses at 50% duty cycle for a period of 3.5 milli-seconds at a time. The frequency of operation extends from 960 to 1215 MHz.
Power to shrink the world.

Today's smaller, more advanced applications require compact, higher frequency power supplies. The MEGAHERTZ™ Family of semiconductors—MBR20200CT, MBR2535C, MBR2030CITL, and MURH840CT, plus TMOS™ Power MOSFETS and Linear ICs—gives you the capacity to shrink your power supply designs and is the key to more watts per cubic inch.

The MEGAHERTZ Family includes both Schottky barrier and ultrafast rectifiers. They're avalanche energy rated and perfect for most high frequency switching power supplies and converters.

New high-speed, wideband, hybrid amplifier.

A new wideband hybrid amplifier designed specifically for use as the video channel final stage driver in high resolution color monitors is now available from Motorola. The CR3424 provides 2.7 nanosecond typical rise and fall times with 40 volt peak-to-peak output circuit swings into a 10 pF load. Linearity error is less than 5%. Operation from an 80 volt supply provides the large DC offset range required for color monitors. To learn about the effects of video amplifiers on CRT picture quality and basic drive requirements and drive circuits for the CR3424, order application notes #AN1103.

New MOSFET turn-off device simplifies circuit design.

The MDC1000 Series offers an economical and space-saving method of turning off a power MOSFET while achieving a level of circuit improvement at the same time. It reduces the component count on an active turn-off network for power MOSFETS. One MDC1000 device replaces a zener diode, a signal diode, a resistor and a PNP transistor. Replacing these four devices with a single chip also frees up space on the printed circuit board. Applications for the MDC Series include PWM circuits in switchmode power supplies, DC-DC converters, and brushless and brush motor controls. Available in SOT-23, SOT-223 and TO-92 packages.

Satellite microwave power transistors at down-to-earth cost.

If you're designing satellite up links for land, sea or airborne transportation vehicles and want L-band large signal output and driver amplifier stages, look to Motorola's rugged new MRA1600/RF309X Series of 1600-1660 MHz microwave power transistors and associated linear devices. They feature gold metallization, diffused ballast resistors and internal impedance compensation—at the lowest cost available.

Get more information.

To get more information on any of the Motorola products shown, contact your local Motorola sales office, complete and return the coupon below to Motorola Semiconductor Products, Literature Distribution Center, P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. Or call toll-free any weekday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (MST), 1-800-441-2447.

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036

Please send me more information on:
A. MDC1000 Series
B. MRF10120
C. MTP23P06 / MT6P36E
D. M2RF309X
E. MEGAHERTZ™ Family Book
F. MRA1600 / RF309X Series Chart
G. MDC1000 Series
H. MRF10120
I. Reprint USA Frequency Matched Pair
J. MDC1000 Series
K. Revised USA Frequency Matched Pair

Name _____________________
Title _____________________
Company ___________________
Address ____________________
City ________________________ State _____ Zip _____
Call me ____________________
GROUP SETS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE STANDARDS

To endorse a nonproprietary, standards-based computing environment, a group of major computer hardware and software companies established the Advanced Computing Environment (ACE). Participating companies include Compaq, Digital Equipment, Microsoft, MIPS, NEC, The Santa Cruz Operation, Silicon Graphics, and Tandem. The environment includes two operating systems: a unified Unix called Open Desktop that comes from The Santa Cruz Operation Inc., Calif., and OS/2 Version 3.0 from Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Wash. It also includes support for two hardware platforms: Intel 80X86-based PCs and MIPS RISC-based systems. In addition, ACE will supply the specifications for networking with existing systems.

The specifications resulting from the initiative will give users access to a large base of software that will run on many systems produced by multiple manufacturers. Applications will run on all ACE platforms without any modification. OS/2 3.0, due some time this year, will support MS-DOS, Windows, OS/2, and Posix-compliant applications. Open Desktop integrates Unix, a graphical user interface, data management, and distributed networking. ACE is open to all computer companies. Initial products resulting from the initiative will be available for developers by the end of the year, and end-user products should come in 1992.

4-MBIT UV EPROMS
ACCESS IN JUST 80 NS

An advanced 0.8-µm process and clever circuit design now make it possible to produce the fastest 4-Mbit UV-erasable EPROM with an access time of just 80 ns. The high speed of the M27C4001-80FX1, from SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Agrate, Italy, which is organized as 512k by 8 bits, comes as the result of SGS’s E5 CMOS process. The process uses 6-in. wafers and polycide interconnects. The high speed is also derived from a matrix die design in which the memory array is configured as 16 blocks, each with its own bit- and word-line drivers. The shorter line lengths mean reduced propagation delays during addressing. Housed in a ceramic package with a rectangular window, the device contains a built-in electronic signature that allows the appropriate programming algorithm to be selected. Using Presto II, a high-speed interactive algorithm with 100-µs pulses and no over-program pulse, the entire 4-Mbit EPROM can be programmed in about 50 seconds. The device works over the operating temperature range of 0 to 70°C. Its fast access makes it ideal for use in various applications requiring high speed and large memory capacity. These include laser printers, private automatic branch-exchange equipment, fax machines, robot systems, simulators, industrial controllers, and embedded circuits.

FAST-TURN PROGRAM SPEEDS TAB PRODUCTS

The overall design and development cycle for two-layer TAB interconnection products is now being compressed by a fast-turnaround program. In the new program, initiated by 3M, Austin, Texas, finished two-layer TAB film for high-lead-count ICs will be delivered four weeks after designs are approved by customers. The program will provide TAB products with identical characteristics to those produced on 3M’s volume manufacturing line in Columbia, Mo.

RUN SPICE2G6 ON 386 AND 486 PCs

The first version of Berkeley SPICE2g6 with virtual memory for use on PCs based on the 386sx, 386dx, and the 486 microprocessors has just been announced. RSPICE, from RCG Research Corp., Indianapolis, Ind., determines the amount of extended memory available at the start of the program. As the program runs, the available RAM is monitored. If the memory required for the simulation is greater than the available RAM, RSPICE begins swapping to disk memory and completes the simulation. Circuits with 10,000 transistors may be simulated with as little as 1 Mbit of extended memory.

The program is complemented by RGRAPH, an advanced graphical post-processor that lets users call on a library of intrinsic functions to analyze output variables. Just a few of these functions include ABS (absolute value), SQRT (square root), logarithms, all common trigonometric functions, as well as integration and differentiation. RGRAPH reads any standard SPICE file. In addition, it will create hard copy of any screen plots to a laser printer. RSPICE with RGRAPH sells for $295, which includes a coupon to attend one of RCG Research’s hands-on training seminars called “Successfully Simulating Circuits with SPICE.” For a free demo disk of both programs or a copy of their SPICE-users newsletter, call Ron Kielkowski at 1-(800) 442-8272. Incidentally, if you’re an analog-circuit designer who uses SPICE and would like to teach, Kielkowski is looking for part or full-time help.
DATEL's broad line of complete hybrid Data Acquisition Systems provide unmatched performance. Precision, speed, small size, low power, and functional integration. All have been optimized to save money, time, and space while minimizing layout and interfacing pitfalls in your Data Acquisition designs.

Each HDAS has an on-board multiplexer, sample-hold, instrumentation amplifier, analog-to-digital converter, clock reference, and high impedance three-state outputs.

Bottom line, compare these Data Acquisition Systems with any competitive units, and you'll see there is no reason to look anywhere else.

**Fast becoming the Industry Standard**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bits</th>
<th>Throughput (KHz)</th>
<th>Power (Watts)</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDAS-16/8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>16SE/8D</td>
<td>62-Pin Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDAS-75/76</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8SE/4D</td>
<td>40-Pin DOPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDAS-538/534</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8SE/4D</td>
<td>40-Pin DOPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDAS-528/524</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8SE/4D</td>
<td>40-Pin DOPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDAS-950/951</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>8SE/4D</td>
<td>40-Pin DOPF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For details on how DATEL Data Acquisition Systems can improve your system performance, call or write DATEL, Inc., 11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048 (508)339-3000, FAX (508)339-6356.

*For NEW Catalog call 800-233-2765*
IF 22 DIFFERENT COMPANIES ARE ALL OPEN TO THE SAME IDEA,

NAS FROM DIGITAL.
If we told you we’re shipping a framework that lets you control the workflow, design data, design changes, process management, and everything else you have to contend with to meet your schedule, you’d probably be impressed.

If we told you we’ve implemented customized solutions of this framework for dozens of leading electronic manufacturers, and it lets their designers work with the design tools they now use on the systems they now have in place, and lets them add any tools they want in the future, you’d probably want to hear more.

If 22 of the leading design tool vendors told you they’ve embraced this framework, you’d probably want to know its name.

It’s called PowerFrame. An embodiment of Digital’s Network Application Support (NAS), it’s one more example of our ability to deliver a truly open computing environment. An environment based not just on international standards, but on the philosophy of letting different applications on different computing systems from different companies all work together.

If you agree your design department could benefit from this kind of openness, then call 1-800-332-4636, Ext. 220 for more complete information on PowerFrame. Or visit Booth 1418 or one of the many other booths that will be demonstrating PowerFrame at the Design Automation Conference in San Francisco, June 17-21.

THE OPEN ADVANTAGE.
When it comes to LED’s, IDI goes across the board.

No matter what your specific applications call for, when it comes to LED’s that meet your exacting specifications, there’s only one name to consider: IDI.

Consider our selection. Whether you’re talking about lamps or ready-to-mount LED “packages”, IDI has an unsurpassed variety. Available in virtually every shape, size, color, and voltage range.

Of course, our wide range of products is only the beginning. Which is precisely why major manufacturers rely on IDI for everything from custom designs, to “off the shelf” products. All backed by our industry wide reputation for engineering, responsiveness and quality control.

Call or fax for your FREE 224 page IDI Data Book and cross reference guide and find out all the ways IDI can provide design solutions for your LED needs.

Industrial Devices, Inc.
260 Railroad Avenue, Hackensack, N.J. 07601,
(201) 489-8989, Fax (201) 489-6911
CLOSED-LOOP DESIGN BUILDS FASTEST 12-BIT SAMPLING-AMPLIFIER IC

A new architecture (patent applied for) and a high-speed complementary bipolar process have allowed Analog Devices' CLD Div., Greensboro, N.C., to come up with the fastest sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA) at both 10- and 12-bit accuracy in just one chip. This development continues a trend over the last 18 months that has seen fast-sampling IC SHAs, like those from Vanguard Semiconductor, Milpitas, Calif., and Acculin Inc., Natick, Mass., take on more expensive and physically larger chip-and-wire hybrid SHAs.

In its 9100, Analog Devices incorporates a switching-bridge circuit into the input amplifier and closes a feedback loop around them and the top of the hold capacitor (see the figure, a). This contrasts with conventional ultra-fast SHAs that employ an open-loop buffer on the front end. The buffer is followed by a diode-bridge switch, the hold capacitor, and an output buffer with a JFET input, which may run in open- or closed-loop modes (see the figure, b). The only exception to this is an IC SHA from Vanguard, which closes the loop from output to input. The loop gain corrects distortion caused by both the switch and amplifier, while still achieving slew rates in a class with open-loop designs. In addition, acquisition slew current for the hold capacitor is higher than that from conventional diode-bridge configurations, removing a major contributor to sampling-rate and signal-frequency limits.

The new SHA, which grabs a 2-V step change in voltage (from the last sample) to within 0.01% accuracy in a maximum of 23 ns (typically to 0.1% in 13 ns), represents a good example of the tight link between process, performance, packaging, and architecture. Without the process, the architecture would have been impossible. And, of course, without process, architecture, and special packaging, the SHA's performance would have been impossible.

The 12-V complementary process used to make the device features vertical npn and pnp transistors with f_Ts of 3.5 and 2.7 GHz, respectively. The special 20-pin, narrow-body ceramic DIP has supply-pin bypass capacitors integrated into its structure. The package also enables an off-chip, 22-pF silicon-dioxide hold capacitor to be added. Putting the capacitor on-chip would significantly increase chip area (and thus cost), and would make the capacitor voltage sensitive to boot.

Sampling ac signals represents a major application for fast SHAs, like the 9100. As a result, ac specifications—such as hold-mode distortion—at high signal frequencies are just as important as acquisition time. In earlier devices, 12-bit-accurate sampling rates were limited to about 20 MHz. Distortion generated in the front-end amplifier and switch typically limit dynamic range to about 75 dB and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to about 70 dB for 10-MHz input signals (see the figure, again). The AD9100 provides typical and maximum hold-mode distortions of -81 and -72 dBfs (decibels full scale), respectively, while sampling a 12.1-MHz sine wave at 30 MHz. Sampling 2.3-MHz and 19.7-MHz signals at 30 MHz results in typical distortions of -83 and -74
off data sheets. The AD9100’s architecture minimizes hold-mode distortion over its specified frequency range. For example, in the track mode, the worst harmonic generated for a 20-MHz input sine wave, sampled at 30 MHz, typically runs -65 dBfs. In the hold mode, it drops to -74 dBfs. That’s because only dc characteristics are relevant in the hold mode. Since the output buffer settles to within 0.01% accuracy in just 7 ns, it has settled to its dc distortion level even for track-plus-hold times as short as 30 ns.

To prevent hard saturation of the SHA’s circuits when they’re overdriven—which can significantly increase overvoltage recovery time—clamps at ±2.3 V have been added to the chip’s input. In the overdrive mode, the output never leaves the linear operating region (±2 V). When overdrive is removed, the output settles to within 0.1% of its value in 21 seconds. The limited output swing also protects circuits the AD9100 might be driving, such as flash analog-to-digital converters.

The SHA has a minimum, small-signal 3-dB bandwidth of 160 MHz for a 400-mV pk-pk input, and slews full-scale steps (±2 V) at a minimum of 550 V/μs. That translates to a full-power bandwidth of 43 MHz. Consequently, the device lends itself to so-called undersampling or super-Nyquist sampling of bandlimited signals beyond half the sampling rate (for example, IF amplifier outputs).

This kind of performance doesn’t come gratis. The chip needs a maximum of 118 mA from a +5-V rail, and 132 mA from a -5.2-V ECL supply. In quantities of 100, the commercial-grade AD9100 runs $79 each. The industrial grade costs $20 more, and the military grade costs $198. For additional information on the 9100 SHA, call David Buchanan at (919) 668-9511.

FRANK GOODENOUGH

WRITE-CACHING SUPPLEMENTS READ CACHING TO BOOST DRIVE PERFORMANCE

Although many disk drives with intelligent interfaces, such as the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI), include an in-drive cache to speed read operations, few apply the cache to write operations as well. The volatility of cache data is often the main reason designers forsake the performance benefits that write caching can provide—an increase in the sustained data-transfer rate of 50 to 200%. However, by studying the way data is accessed and stored, engineers at Quantum Corp., Milpitas, Calif., have developed a scheme that lets them exploit write-caching benefits, particularly because the time needed for data storage is usually less than 25 ms.

The scheme, known as WriteCache, is implemented by Quantum in its 3.5-in. SCSI disk drives. It accepts data into the drive’s cache from the host system. When the write command is executed, the drive immediately sends a Command Complete message back to the host system before data is actually written to the disk. The host is then free to move on to other tasks, such as preparing data for the next transfer, without incurring delays.

* File Create
* Sequential Write
* Random Write

![WriteCache performance on PC Bench](image_url)

Measured with ProDrive 2105 on a 33-MHz 386-based PC clone, using PC Bench with 64 records of 4 kbytes each.
The R3001 RISController™: The Embedded Processing Solution

The R3001 is the first derivative of the R3000 processor designed specifically for embedded control applications. Compared to the Intel 860 and AMD 29K processors, the R3001 is the most cost-effective solution for these applications—we have the data to prove it! Call and ask for KIT CODE 0091A to get an R3001 Performance Comparison Report.

FCT-T Logic: Fastest Speed/Lowest Ground Bounce

IDT's FCT-T Logic Family is the fastest logic family available and has the lowest ground bounce—up to 40% less than previous FCT devices! The FCT-T Family provides direct TTL logic compatibility and is available in FCT, FCT-AT, and FCT-CT speeds. Call today for KIT CODE 0091C and get a copy of the High-Speed CMOS Logic Design Guide.

IDT Subsystem Modules: Building Blocks for the '90s

IDT offers a complete line of board-level subsystem products, including cache memory, shared-port memory, writable control store, RISC CPU, high integration modules, and custom designs for specific applications. Call today for KIT CODE 0091E and receive technical data and a free IDT puzzle!

BiCEMOS™ ECL SRAMs: Technology for the '90s

Design the fastest systems with IDT's BiCEMOS ECL family. At 7ns, the IDT10494 is the fastest BiCMOS 64K ECL SRAM in production. 256K and synchronous self-timed SRAMs are also available in 10K/100K/101K configurations. Call and ask for KIT CODE 0091B to get a copy of the BiCEMOS ECL Product Information booklet.

The SyncFIFO™ Family: Double Your FIFO Performance

SyncFIFOs offer leading-edge performance that is 50% faster than other FIFOs. The synchronous architecture is easy to implement and reduces chip count 9-to-1. SyncFIFOs have 18-bit buses and are ideal for 32-bit systems. Ask for KIT CODE 0091D to get AN-60: Designing with the IDT SyncFIFO™.

12ns Cache Tag SRAMs: Wait No Longer

IDT's cache tag SRAMs have the features you want to design in: single-pin block reset, totem-pole match output, 4K and 8K depths, industry standard pinouts, and an on-board comparator to simplify design. Call and ask for KIT CODE 0091F to get free samples of the IDT6178 cache tag.

Contact us today to receive data sheets and other design information on IDT's products.

(800) 345-7015
FAX: 408-492-8454

Integrated Device Technology, Inc.
caused by the drive's seek time or rotational latency.

While signaling to the host that the command has been completed, the drive is actually writing the cached data to the disk, usually completing the operation in less than 23 ms after issuing the Command Complete message. With such a scheme, a single-block random write would only require about 3 ms of host time. Without write caching, the same random-write operation would require about 27 ms of host time.

Even though write caching as a concept isn't new—large disk drives and streaming-tape systems have used it for years—the small form-factor disk drives haven't realized its full potential. However, as higher-performance desktop hardware places tougher demands on the drives, intelligent write caching can give designers that extra measure of system performance.

One concern users might face is no confirmation of a successfully completed write to the disk. If so, the host can disable the WriteCache at any time. More appropriately, the host could disable the feature during the last block of a sequential write. That would cause the drive to return status information.

Another concern is that a write may not be completed if the drive doesn't have a good sector left to hold data. To counter that issue, the WriteCache will disable itself if fewer than five spare sectors are available on the drive.

Although random writes show a significant improvement, the most significant speed-up in sustained throughput can be found during sequential writes to the drive (see the figure). Drives typically store data in the form of blocks, which usually hold between 512 and 8192 bytes each. Wherever possible, these blocks are assigned adjacent addresses on the disk to minimize the amount of seek time required to store and retrieve the file. Without write caching, the blocks are stored one at a time, with data from the first block downloaded from the host and then written to the disk. After the Command Complete signal is sent, the host sends the second block, and the process is repeated. Such an approach often causes significant delays between blocks, and might cause the data to be scattered across the disk due to other disk activity.

With write caching, the transfer latency is hidden within the host-to-cache buffer transfer time, and actual drive writes can actually be done in parallel with the data transfers. Systems that use 1:1 interleave schemes on the disk drives, such as PCs, will typically see a 200 to 300% increase in write throughput when write caching is employed. That gain stems from the latency that's eliminated between sequential blocks thanks to the write caching.

Without caching, a 1:1 interleave drive could have a latency of as much as one disk rotation due to the time needed for the host to recognize the Command Complete signal and to start sending the next block. The delay would enable the disk to rotate far enough so that the next sequential sector would have already passed the read/write head and the disk would rotate until that sector is back under the head.

The Quantum WriteCache algorithms will write data to the cache buffer while writing it to the disk. That simple operation enables the host to recall recently written data from the cache without accessing the disk. However, requests to read recently written data are infrequent in most applications. Moreover, data transfers from the host to the buffer, and from the buffer to the disk, still occur sequentially. With WriteCache, the operations occur in parallel—the drive can write data to the disk while simultaneously accepting new data from the host. This enhances throughput for every write operation, substantially increasing data throughput.

DAVE BURSKY

BARE-CHIP-ATTACHMENT METHOD SPREADS I/O, PERMITS PRETESTING

The simplicity of wire bonding, the pretesting capability of tape-automated bonding, and the packaging density of flip-chip techniques are all promised by a new bare-chip assembly technique for multichip modules. The technique, known as bonded-interconnect-pin (BIP) technology, uses proven thermosonic ball bonding and reflow soldering to create electrical interconnections between the bare chip and substrate.

The technology, which is being developed by Advanced Packaging Systems, San Jose, Calif., can be applied to any chip that's capable of being thermosonically ball bonded. It has several distinct advantages for multichip-module assembly. For one, the full area of the chip can be used for I/O pads, not just the periphery. Potentially, this means a much higher pin count per die. Because BIP chips are assembled face-down on the substrate, signal-path lengths are minimized. The result is lower inductance and less pin-to-pin coupling in high-speed circuits, faster signal travel, higher clock rates, and higher overall system performance. In addition, path routing is simplified and packaging densities are as high as those achieved using flip-chip techniques.

Also, the BIP length can be varied to accommodate thermal-coefficient-of-expansion mismatches that are often encountered using flip-chip attachment methods. This eliminates a failure mode that can plague multichip modules. For example, silicon die can be attached to ceramic substrates.

A proprietary connector technology is under development that will permit full-speed testing of BIP chips before they're committed to a module. The result is greatly increased module yields, which leads to lower final module costs.

The pins are fabricated from 2-mil-diameter gold bonding wire and are attached to the die with a
Siliconix’ DG458 is the best value in CMOS analog multiplexers. Now you can get ±35V overvoltage and fault protection for 25% less.

MUX MORE
MUX LESS.

At Siliconix, we’ve always been committed to providing you with the best in Analog Switches.

But recently we noticed that we had overlooked a small niche in our broad line of industry standard-setting products.

Multiplexers with overvoltage protection.
So now we offer you the DG458/459 eight- and dual four-channel CMOS Analog Multiplexers. Devices with overvoltage protection and fault tolerance too! They’re ideally suited to meet your requirements for data acquisition, industrial process control or test system solutions.

- Fault and overvoltage protection
- Fail safe with power loss (no latch up)
- Break-before-make switching
- TTL and CMOS compatibility
- All channels off when power off for signals up to ±35V
- Pin-compatible with HI508A and MAX358

We could tout all the feature/benefit advantages of our products such as higher reliability resulting from our silicon-gate processing. Or faster switching speed, lower on-resistance, and minimized power consumption...but we won’t.

Why?
Because our research has indicated that your primary concern is value. And that we can guarantee. Because our devices outperform industry equivalents and cost far less. About 25% less to be exact.

That’s right. Just $3.75* each.
And that means more value for you. So why pay full price for an HI508A or MAX358, when a DG458 costs so much less and performs so much better?

Get MUX more for MUX less! Call our toll-free hot line now. 1-800-554-5565, Ext. 559. Ask for our DG458/459 Qualification Kit including free samples.

Siliconix
2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, CA 95056

* In 5,000 piece quantities
modified ball bonder (see the figure). A proprietary bonding capillary helps transform the bulk wire into individual pins. After the wire is welded to the chip's interconnect pad, it's clamped, drawn up in tension, and weakened by discharging an arc from a small electrode in the capillary wall. This causes a tensile break in the wire, which completes the pin's formation. Typically, the pins are broken at a length of 20 mils with a coplanarity of 1 mil and pitch of 6 mils minimum.

In final assembly, interconnect sites in the substrate are squeegeed full of solder paste, which is reflowed in a furnace. A thin layer of flux is wiped over the sites. Then, the BIP chip is placed in position on the substrate and reflow-soldered to the interconnection sites.

Early reliability testing has been encouraging, according to the company's scientists. Preliminary data indicates no catastrophic failures of prototype BIP assemblies after such environmental tests as temperature cycling, thermal shock, mechanical shock, random vibration, and substrate-attach strength. Further testing is in progress to develop reliability data and a reliability model for the BIP process. In addition, a fluxless process is being investigated, as are encapsulation materials for BIP assemblies and the possibility of using copper bonding wire to form the pins instead of using gold.

DAVID MALINIAK
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES

TINY-CHIP PROGRAM ALLOWS LOW-COST BREADBOARDING OF ANALOG ICs

A manufacturing technology can now provide a silicon breadboard for analog IC circuits for just $1500. “Tiny Chip” from Orbit Semiconductor, Sunnyvale, Calif., helps ensure first-pass working silicon on analog or mixed-signal, custom or semicustom ICs. The technology is part of Orbit’s Foresight program which also includes larger chips. It lets IC designers at OEMs, system houses, and fab and fabless IC companies, design a reasonably sized (2.4-by-2.4-mm) analog circuit in CMOS, and have a dozen packaged chips in-hand 5 or 6 weeks after design completion.

Use of the Foresight program for pure analog IC design is obvious. You can get lots of analog circuitry on a 10,000-mil² chip in 1.2-µm CMOS, the finest geometry of the 36 processes available. Orbit is able to offer this service, and profit from it, by putting designs from several customers on one wafer.

However, the most significant application for a “Tiny Chip” may be to let the analog-design guru on teams creating complex, largely digital, mixed-signal ICs check their circuits in real silicon, in lieu of (or in addition to) simulation. Such a chip typically takes 18 months to design before going to fabrication. During this period, if the analog and digital design (including layout) proceed in parallel, the simpler analog portion is usually completed early on. If the design tape is then sent to Orbit, the designer soon has working silicon.

Because Orbit starts a wafer run every two weeks, a new set of ICs can be in the designer’s hands in a few weeks, if problems are quickly found and fixed. This contrasts with a $65,000 cost and 10-week turnaround of a typical industry fab cycle for 1.2-µm CMOS. When the analog circuits are checked out, they’re merged with the rest of the chip.

Foresight and Tiny Chip can also be used to develop an analog and/or digital standard-cell library. For circuit checking, one or more cells can be put on each chip.

Larger packaged die in the Foresight program include Small Chip (4.8 by 4.8 mm) at $6000 for 12 ICs, Medium Chip (7.2 by 7.2 mm) at $12,000 for 24 ICs; and Large Chip (9.6 by 9.6 mm) at $18,000 for 36 ICs. Call Gary Kennedy at (408) 744-1800.

FRANK GOODENOUGH

FRANK GOODENOUGH

power outs.

That’s AT&T “Customerizing.”

With 48V becoming the standard bus voltage for EDP systems, AT&T’s 48V telecomm experience positions us to offer you unique support.

And we offer a wide range of devices from 0.5–150W; with a variety of input (18V–72V) and output (2V–up) voltages, all featuring EMI compliance with FCC level A.

For a catalog on what AT&T’s DC/DC modules can do for your telecomm, EDP and ATE applications, call AT&T at 1 800 372-2447, Ext. 629. In Canada, call 1 800 553-2448, Ext. 629. Also available through Hamilton/Avnet or Lex Electronics.

AT&T Microelectronics
CIRCLE 93
Any color.
Angled or straight.
"Click"—it's connected.
Plug new sales appeal into your system with Du Pont Latch-N-Lok™ Shielded Assemblies.

Improve your system's sales appeal with Du Pont Latch-N-Lok modular interconnections.

Choose from the industry's widest variety of compact plugs and receptacles. Straight, right-angle or combination designs. Latch on top, bottom or side. Panels, chassis or board mounted receptacles. And cords—coiled or straight—in any length, with any number of conductors, and foil, serve or braid shielding. What's more, Latch-N-Lok can use a variety of wire gauges (22 to 30 AWG) within an assembly. All of these combinations can be customized and color-coordinated to your system. Yet Latch-N-Lok costs no more than standard assemblies.

And Latch-N-Lok is the only quick disconnect pin-and-socket system. With a contact design proven over millions of applications.

For a free sample or our free brochure call 1-800-233-1173.

Or write, Du Pont Electronics, Room G-51155, Wilmington, DE 19898.
One of the precise hand-held instruments that didn’t need one of our cable assemblies.

Annie never missed. Well, almost never. As long as she was ahead of second best, the room for error was there. Not so in the critical engineering of micro-miniature cable and connector solutions at Precision Interconnect. Tolerances are getting tighter, desired sizes smaller, and development time shorter.

Working with exact electrical requirements, plus challenging mechanical parameters, we design and produce extremely reliable, long flex-life cable, with conductors terminated to standard connectors or active devices, and with protective flex-strain reliefs. These complete interconnect systems, usually using 30 AWG and smaller conductors, provide the critical link in hand-held applications on test and measurement equipment and medical diagnostic devices.

Our expertise, increasing with each unique problem we solve, ensures that reliability is designed in, built in, and tested. So we’re right on target. Every time.

PRECISION INTERCONNECT
16640 S.W. 72nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97224
(503) 620-9400
Offices in San Francisco, Boston, Wilmington and Düsseldorf

High frequency probe provides matched impedance and matched time delay for a Tektronix logic analyzer.
TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS

SMALLER HARD DISKS POSE ENGINEERING CHALLENGES

DESIGNERS ARE EXPLORING WAYS TO DOWNSIZE WITHOUT SACRIFICING STORAGE CAPACITY.

RICHARD NASS

Technology Inc., Scotts Valley, Calif. (20, 40, and 80 Mbytes), and Prairie-Tek Corp., Longmont, Colo. (20 and 40 Mbytes). Areal has a 100-Mbyte version on the way and Maxtor Corp., San Jose, Calif., says its 2-1/2-in. entry will come sometime in this quarter.

A drive's height is one critical feature that's in need of downsizing. In a notebook PC, where most of these small-form-factor drives are headed, the keyboard and monitor limit the machine's length and width. But quite often, the drive is the limiting factor in the system's height. In a palmtop computer, which usually has a reduced-size keyboard and monitor, all three dimensions are equally important. Current palmtops employ SRAM memory cards, but they could move to rotating media if the drives get small enough.

Although the 2-1/2-in. drive contains a standard connector, a sub-2-1/2-in. version will probably contain a more primitive interface. Present drives use a SCSI or IDE interface. Because those connectors would be larger than the whole drive, they would defeat the purpose of the small drive. The new interface would have a primitive signal coming out of the head and disk. Then, the circuitry on the motherboard will handle the actual read/write and communications functions.

Obviously, one way to handle the connector problem is to eliminate it. By mounting the drive directly onto the system's motherboard, the traditional connector wouldn't be needed. Today's low-profile packages...
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2. THE RAMP-LOADING TECHNIQUE, designed by PrairieTek, increases the drive’s reliability by keeping the head from making contact with the disk. The head lays on the plastic surface when the disk is turned off.

could simplify mounting the head-disk assembly on the system’s motherboard as a large component. There’s an advantage in reliability using this method because some cables and connectors are eliminated. It would also conserve space.

Some activity exists in standardizing parts of the drives, which helps to speed up the process of embedding the drives. But system makers are used to having many drive suppliers, and if there aren’t many embedded-drive suppliers, the technology may not be quick to catch on.

The integrators, or system makers, are probably the most interested party when it comes to mounting the drive. They’re concerned with problems caused by external sources within the system. For example, a liquid-crystal display (LCD) in a notebook PC tends to radiate noise. This noise can negatively affect the drive’s error rate. The worst scenario is having the drive sit right under the LCD. Texas Instruments, Temple, Texas, found some inventive ways to avoid this problem in their TravelMate notebook PCs. On one model, they mounted the drive directly to the underside of a pc board containing ground power planes. This put the grounded board between the drive and the LCD, creating a shield. On their TravelMate 3000, the drive is mounted under the keyboard, which contains an aluminum backing that supplies an adequate shield.

One component that must shrink to downsize the drives is the read/write head. A smaller head produces a smaller mechanical load, making it easier for the head to follow the terrain of the disk. This accommodates any nonflatness of the disk. In addition, there’s less chance of damage because the head won’t come in contact with the disk. The downside is that it’s more difficult to attach wires to a smaller head.

The present head generates a signal that’s proportional to the linear velocity of the disk. An increase in linear velocity increases the signal out of the head. Linear velocity can be defined as the bits, one after another, that pass under the head. As the disk’s diameter shrinks, the linear velocity gets smaller even though the disk’s rpm doesn’t change. This produces a weaker, and harder to recover, signal.

Media manufacturers are doing a good job at allowing the heads to fly closer to the disk. A year ago, 6 µin. was a standard height. Today, it’s 4 µin., and soon it will tumble to 3. By moving down just a few microinches, the signal strength increases dramatically. The signal amplitude rises and the pulse width diminishes. There’s also less noise.

Flying the head lower gets easier as the disk gets smaller. When the head touches the disk with a faster linear velocity, there’s more impact energy. But touching the media isn’t as traumatic with a smaller disk.

A technology that could impact small form-factor drives is the magneto-resistive head. Here, the transducer part of the head is independent of the media’s surface velocity. With a conventional inductive thin-film head, the speed of the acquired signal is related to how quickly the magnetic bits pass the head. As the form factor shrinks, the linear velocity gets smaller because the radius gets smaller. Because the magneto-resistive head is independent of the media’s velocity, a good signal (in relation to noise) is acquired, regardless of the media size or speed. The velocity can be reduced by almost 50% with a reasonable signal coming out. This technology can be applied to both longitudinal and vertical-recording applications. It’s been used in the magnetic-tape industry for some time, but it’s more difficult in disk applications. Vertical recording is another method that could increase the capacities of small form-factor drives (see “Vertical recording,” p. 41).

CHANGING MEDIA

Using glass-based media is one way to get higher capacities from smaller disks. With glass, the head flies much closer to the media. Areal, one of the innovators of glass media, says it can fly the head under 4 µin.

“When we were talking about 4 µin. a few years ago, people chuckled at the idea. They’re not laughing now,” says Mike Kirby, president of Areal. Areal’s 60-Mbyte MD-2060 drive boasts a height of 0.59 in. and a weight of 5 oz. It uses about 2 W in the read/write seek mode.

Kirby says the technology was given more legitimacy when Toshiba announced a 43-Mbyte, 2-1/2-in. glass-media drive. Its MD-1122FC measures 0.67-in. high and weighs 6.3 oz. In standby, the drive dissipates just 0.4 W. It features an average seek time of 23 ms and a transfer rate of 5 Mbytes/s.

The main reason for Toshiba’s switch to glass was the high capacity that could be achieved using just one platter. It could squeeze 43 Mbytes on a glass platter, but only 30 Mbytes on an aluminum disk. There are also weight and power savings because a second platter is eliminated. Apart from the head-media interface, the rest of the design is the same. And
A PERSPECTIVE ON DESIGN ISSUES:
Breaking the analog barriers to optimum system design

IN THE ERA OF
MegaChip
TECHNOLOGIES
Advanced Linear extends the boundaries of system performance.

Innovative analog circuits from Texas Instruments add a new edge to Digital Equipment’s proven market winners. They can do the same for you.

The goal Digital Equipment Corporation set was clear: Strengthen its position as the leading supplier of Ethernet-based local area network products. Achieving the goal has been spurred by the use of Advanced Linear circuits from Texas Instruments.

These leadership ICs meet growing industry demand for linear circuits that can improve overall system performance and reliability, reduce costs and speed design cycles.

These were precisely the advantages Digital’s designers needed.

Expertise and teamwork carry the day
For many years, Digital has used a wide variety of TI linear circuits — from op amps to mixed-signal devices — and values our analog viewpoint toward system design.

As Digital defined the requirements to meet its market goal, the decades-long relationship entered a new era of even more intense cooperation. With Digital handling system-level design and TI applying its linear expertise, the two teams fully utilized our LinASIC™ design methodology to create a series of mixed-signal Ethercell™ functions. They are the basis for the advanced linear devices Digital requires.

The design flow was aided by our Boston-area Regional Technology Center that provides access to LinASIC development tools and by the extensive use of EDIF to exchange information.

Enhancing Digital’s competitive edge
To date, close teamwork has produced components that can enhance Digital’s ability to respond quickly to market demands for feature-rich but lower cost Ethernet and communications products:

• A dual driver and dual receiver IC that minimizes the number of components required for the Attachment Unit Interface (AUI) function in an Ethernet network.
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"Utilizing TI's LinASIC mixed-signal design methodology allows us to design cost-effective solutions with aggressive time-to-market goals."

— Nick Ilyadis, Product Engineer
Telecommunications and Networks Group
Digital Equipment Corporation

- An octal receiver created to solve system-level cross-talk noise problems in RS-232, -485 and -423 applications. This full-custom device, fabricated in TI's Advanced LinCMOS™ process, is designed to meet EIA and CCITT specs.

- A single-channel 10BASE-T twisted pair interface chip that includes internal precompensation and full duplex operation. Also fabricated in our LinBiCMOS process, this IC cuts component count and improves data transmission.

The Ethercell devices developed by Digital and TI will be incorporated into our existing LinASIC cell library.

Extensive mixed-signal capabilities
As Digital recognizes, few in the industry can match our experience in analog design and digital design. This expertise enables us to effectively combine high-performance analog functions with leadership digital functions. The resulting mixed-signal devices typify our capabilities to design and develop the Advanced Linear circuits our customers need.

Let us help you meet your challenge
We are ready to provide information and assistance, as well as access to the hardware and software development tools you need, to help extend the boundaries of your system performance.

Our service circles the globe, and our worldwide manufacturing capability can support your production schedules wherever you are.
TI's analog viewpoint: From process technologies come Advanced Linear ICs.

TI's LinASIC mixed-signal methodology —
A cell-based design methodology allowing the combination of high-performance analog and digital functions on the same chip. This mixed-signal capability is used for many of our catalog products and for custom/semicustom solutions. It is supported by large cell libraries, design-automation tools and these TI Advanced Linear wafer process technologies:

LinBiCMOS — Combines Advanced LinCMOS, digital ASIC CMOS and up to 30-V bipolar technologies to allow the integration of digital and analog standard cells and handcrafted analog components on a monolithic chip.

LinEPIC™ — One-micron CMOS double-level metal, double-level polysilicon technology that adds highly integrated, high-speed analog to the high-performance digital EPIC™ process.

Advanced LinCMOS — An N-well, silicon-gate, double-level polysilicon process featuring improved resistor and capacitor structures and having three-micron minimum feature sizes.

Power BIDFET™ — Merges standard linear bipolar, CMOS and DMOS processes and allows integration of digital control circuitry and high-power outputs on one chip. Primarily used for circuits handling more than 100 V at currents up to 10 A.

Multi-EPI Bipolar — A very cost-effective technology that utilizes multiple epitaxial layers instead of multiple diffusion steps to reduce mask steps by more than 30%. Used to produce intelligent power devices that can handle loads as high as 20 A and voltages in excess of 100 V.

Excalibur — A true, single-level poly, single-level metal, junction-isolated, complementary bipolar process developed for high-speed, high-precision analog circuits providing stable op amp performance.

For more information on our Advanced Linear process technologies and the products they are producing, call 1-800-336-5236, ext. 3425.

TI’s LinASIC methodology and Advanced Linear process technologies are enhancing these product families

Data Transmission — This family meets the needs of most industry-standard interfaces (EIA, IEEE, ANSI) and ranges from drivers/receivers/transceivers to fully integrated controller/transceivers.

Data Acquisition — The family ranges from stand-alone A/Ds and D/A to complete data conversion subsystems on a chip; from general-purpose functions to highly integrated digital signal processor and graphics signal processor analog interface circuits. Other specialized family members include telecom and speech synthesis functions.

Intelligent Power — These devices combine high-voltage and/or high-current switches with the analog and digital circuitry required to perform interface, control, protection and diagnostic functions in microcontroller-based systems.

Operational Amplifiers — A family of op amps and comparators ranging from standard bipolar to leadership high-performance CMOS and Excalibur complementary-bipolar devices, meeting needs ranging from low power and/or low noise to high speed and/or high precision.

Custom/semicustom Functions — In modifying existing products to fit your needs or in defining your own unique functions, our LinASIC methodology allows access to existing analog cells used in the development of our catalog products and compatibility with our digital cell libraries.
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The smoother the disk, the less the heights to drop to about 0.5 in. The higher the tracks/in. and flying head, as a slight variation in the disk's surface looks like Mount Everest," notes Dave Tovey, director of marketing for Winchester Drives at Toshiba. The smoother the disk, the more consistently and closer the head can fly. And the closer the head flies, the higher the tracks/in. and bits/in. will be. Another advantage of glass is that the electronics pose less of a problem because the read/write signals coming off the disk are very clean.

All of the 2-1/2-in. drives in Seagate's arsenal are constructed with thin-film aluminum. Its 20- and 40-Mbyte models are nearly identical, except that the ST9051A uses two 20-Mbyte platters and the ST9025A takes just one (Fig. 1). Both drives have a height of 0.75-in. and a weight of 6.4 oz. While the company expects the heights to drop to about 0.5 in., the lengths and widths of future drives won't change. The company's 80-Mbyte model has similar characteristics, using two 40-Mbyte platters. Seagate wants to raise the capacities of its 2-1/2-in. drives to about 200 Mbytes before releasing a 1.8-in. version because it feels the market is ripe for the 2-1/2-in. drives.

As the disks become smaller and thinner, their rigidity becomes a bigger factor. Now, 2-1/2-in. aluminum disks can be compressed down to 25 mils. As the diameter decreases, they can be made thinner while still maintaining mechanical integrity. But they can't be compressed as far as the glass disks, which are now 0.4-mm thick (about 15.75 mils). The tolerances of the present aluminum media aren't yet a problem, even though it's becoming more so as the drive shrinks. And with multiple platters, thinner media becomes more important.

There's also some ongoing research concerning the use of ceramic media. But to date, there's not enough activity taking place to get excited about. Some time ago, a plastic media was discussed, but that's not too close to reality.

While no other materials are being talked about, the conventional magnetic coating is always being upgraded. The density of the coating is getting to the point where the noise level can be reduced by having smaller granules of magnetic particles reside on the disk.

To condense the mechanics, the motor size must be reduced—a very difficult task. This is possible, but it's very difficult. Building the motor is analogous to building a watch. The tolerances are extremely difficult to obtain. Even though the parts tend to increase dramatically in complexity, the smaller drive's reliability increases. This is mostly because the smaller drives contain less parts. A drive's mechanics were traditionally less reliable than the electronics. But today, the reverse is true—the me-

VERTICAL RECORDING

Vertical recording (sometimes referred to as perpendicular recording) is a technology that's been around for about 10 years, but still has yet to make an impact on the hard-drive market. The theory behind vertical recording is similar to traditional recording, with a few distinctions.

On a traditional disk, the magnetic bits are aligned along the circumference of the disk in a north-south configuration. This can be pictured as little bar magnets laid down end-to-end (see the figure, a). When the drive's head flies over the bits, it detects the transition of north-south to south-north. The direction the north pole faces versus the south pole determines whether the bit is a zero or a one.

In vertical recording, the little bar magnets are standing up on end (see the figure, b). Now the bits are aligned into the disk. This allows for a higher packing density because the bits are squeezed closer together.

The vertical-recording disk is comprised of two layers. The top layer stores the data; the lower layer is a soft magnetic material that conducts the magnetic flux to the return pole in the recording head. This lets the head and media operate as a unified system.

Because of the tremendous progress that's been made in longitudinal recording, vertical recording hasn't caught on yet. In addition, it requires a special head and read channel. Furthermore, there's only one supplier of vertical-recording media.

The company handling the bulk of the research in vertical recording is Censtar, San Jose, Calif. Although the technology hasn't been implemented yet, it does have a place in the small-form-factor market because it can boost the drives' capacity. Censtar is looking to license the technology to other companies, which they say is probably about 18 to 24 months away.
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chanics rarely fail.

One condition drive makers try to avoid is stiction. This occurs when trace elements and other forms of contamination fall onto the disk, adding friction to the otherwise smooth surface. Upon power-up, the heads and media can stick together in such a way that the head can’t read the data. This problem can be eliminated by a hydrodynamic air bearing or cushion that prevents the head from touching the media during disk startup.

Ramp loading is a patented idea by PrairieTek that prevents the head from coming in contact with the media. Whenever the drive is turned off, the head retracts to a loading mechanism, which is actually a molded piece of plastic that the head lies on to reduce wear (Fig. 2). This technique increases the reliability of the drive. In a desktop (at least in the office environment), the PC is usually turned on in the morning and off at night. When off, the head goes into a parking zone on the disk. But in a portable system, the disk will be parked many times to save power. Hence, there will be many landings and takeoffs. Every time this happens, the head is in contact with the disk for about 20 linear feet, causing excessive wear on the head and disk. Ramp loading, which eliminates this contact, is employed in all three of PrairieTek’s 2-1/2-in. drives.

The shrinking of the drives has brought on other applications. These include printers, fax machines, factory-automation systems, handheld PCs, and calculators. Smaller, portable applications make reliability a larger concern because smaller devices tend to be dropped or jostled around. A drive may be able to withstand a minimum of 10 G’s of shock. But the way the system is configured, the drive may be subjected to 11 G’s in a fall, even though the rest of the system encounters less.

DON’T TIP THE SCALE

Drive makers are doing everything possible to reduce the drive’s weight. The components on the pc board are getting thinner. Surprisingly, the drive electronics make up a good portion of its total weight. The base plate and cover are also heavy components. Some manufacturers have tried using plastic, but have found it to be unsatisfactory due to EMI, distortion, and instability problems. In addition, they’ve looked at reducing the bearing and motor weights, and eliminating as many screws as possible.

Areal put lots of research into the use of plastic casings, experiencing the same rigidity and noise problems. But the company says these snags can be overcome by coating the plastic. Even though there isn’t much weight savings using this method, the parts could be produced more cheaply. Seagate feels that the dimensional stability of plastics has never been good enough to use as a base material for the drive. The company claims that plastics don’t possess good enough temperature characteristics, making it difficult to obtain plastics with uniform properties, such as expansion.

Another concern to the system integrators is the power that’s dissipated by the drive. A notebook PC has a limited battery life, so something system integrators are always trying to extend. In addition, integrators would like to keep the battery as small and as lightweight as possible.

The 2-1/2-in. drive uses from 2 to 4 W when it’s being accessed. Most of the power drain comes from the mechanics, not the electronics. A 1.8-in. drive will use about 1.65 W in the active mode and as little as 0.1 W in the sleep mode. A majority of the drive control electronics can enter a sleep mode, where most of the active logic is shut down and just the interface is awake. In sleep mode, the head is taken off the disk, eliminating any friction. Therefore, the disk can reach its operating speed more quickly.

Another way to save power within the drive is to lower its performance specifications. If the disk spins slower, the motor will use less power. But this takes away from the quality of the signal that comes off the disk. The disk can also take a little longer to reach its operating speed. Consequently, power is saved and the disk’s access time increases.

Media and head technologies quite often determine data densities and error rates, as well as the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal coming off the head can be so small there might be a need for more sophisticated error-tolerance strategies in the electronics to accommodate for and correct errors. Cirrus Logic Inc., Milpitas, Calif., has developed a standard for error correction using Reed-Solomon techniques, called on-the-fly correction. The approach allows intermittent errors that are induced during the drive’s operation, possibly from vibration or heat. It finds and corrects the errors transparent to the user. The company believes this method is a key to achieving high capacities in small drives. Because the densities of the disks are increasing so quickly, higher error rates are attained, boosting the need for better error-correction technology.

Two areas of electronics exist on the drive: one is for head, motor, and disk control, the other is for data control. Chip makers are being asked to put more and more functionality into fewer chips. Most of the drive makers agree that it’s easier to shrink the electronics, but only to a certain point—there is a finite limit. While it may be easier to shrink the electronics, it often takes longer because ASICs are usually required.

MOVE THE CHIPS

An alternative to shrinking the drive’s electronics is to move the electronics to the motherboard. Presently, there isn’t enough stability to do that, meaning that too many engineering changes occur during a PC’s design process. Presently, the system integrator would rather let the drive maker worry about the drive electronics. In addition, putting the electronics on the CPU board makes testing very difficult.

As the head-disk assembly gets smaller, it becomes more attractive to move the electronics off the drive. However, it may be a slow move because system manufacturers will have to be the driving force. Designers at Texas Instruments say that when they design a notebook PC, an
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initial step involves investigating the possibility of moving the electronics off the drive. So far, they’ve always decided against it, mostly for cost reasons. Another reason is that the integrator usually doesn’t know which manufacturers’ drive will be incorporated until the latter stages of the design. And because different drives require different electronics, they didn’t want to have to do a different design for each potential drive. The only way to circumvent this problem would be for the drive makers to use standard parts. But most drives consist of ASICs designed in-house, ASICs designed by outside sources, and some off-the-shelf parts. ASICs become more prevalent as the size shrinks.

In addition to combining functions to reduce the chip count, there’s also room to make the existing chips smaller. Cirrus Logic uses a 100-pin quad flat pack (QFP) that’s somewhat smaller than a PLCC. A very low-profile QFP that’s about half the height of current QFPs and about two-thirds the footprint has also started shipping. The company says that both the height and area of the chips are equally important because drive makers want to mount the chips on both sides of the pcb board.

Using a fine-line 0.9-μm CMOS process, the Reach 1 read-channel chip from AT&T’s Microelectronics Div., Berkeley Heights, N.J., reduces both power (under 200 mW) and space. The chip contains automatic gain control, pulse detection, a data synchronizer, and a peak detector, all functions typically housed in separate chips. The part also features a programmable data rate. In addition, National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., recently released an integrated read-channel part (ELECTRONIC DESIGN, Apr. 11, p. 144). Like the AT&T part, the National DPA8491 contains the functionality once found in many chips.

AT&T says that by the year’s end it’ll release their Reach 2 part. This chip will keep all of the functionality of the Reach 1, and add a filter, an encoder-decoder, and a frequency synthesizer. The company’s goal, which is to get all of the drive’s electronics down to one chip (excluding the preamplifier), expects a finished product by 1993.

Another part that cuts drive size is the AD7774 from Analog Devices, Norwood, Mass. It’s a complete analog I/O port consisting of a high-speed, four-channel analog-to-digital converter, dual track-and-hold amps, and three digital-to-analog converters. The part links to all commonly available digital-signal processors and microcontrollers.

A technology that could add to the drive’s chip count, but significantly increase its capacity, is data compression. Drive makers are watching this technology closely. “It’s just too good to ignore,” says Areal’s Kirby. “But there are still some problems associated with error correction.” The compression electronics could also appear on the system board.

**KEEPING STANDARDS**

Integrators agree that interface and form-factor standards are important, but they’re not too concerned with internal-drive standards. As long as the signal coming from the drive is a usable one, it doesn’t matter what goes on inside. The formatting procedure, speed, or the encoding scheme from drive to drive make no difference. But without the interface and form-factor standards, integrators would have to do different designs for different drives, reducing the time-to-market.

One way to avert the standards is to be first on the market with a product. Then that drive would set the standard. If integrators start to build to those specifications, other drive makers would have to follow suit. For this reason, most drive standards are created by de facto, not by committees.

Having standards simplifies the test engineer’s job. Without them, the burden of testing essentially falls onto the shoulders of the drive maker, instead of lying equally between the system house and the drive maker.

One problem in testing small-form-factor drives is that they’re driven by only 5 V, instead of 5 and 12 V. This makes them more susceptible to power fluctuations. The problem increases as the drive’s power level decreases.

If the electronics ever move off the drive onto the system board, the drives will have to be tested before the system is complete because the drive wouldn’t be able to go into a test rack. Flexstar Inc., San Jose, Calif., one of the innovators in hard-drive testing, produces equipment to test 5-1/4-in. or smaller drives. The company redesigned its power-margining board to accept the lower-power levels. The difficulty arises because on a sub-3-1/2-in. drive, the power-noise level grows. Flexstar wants every drive to be built with a test connector, a place where all of the test points would be brought out. Now, the test points for most drives are different. But the drive makers don’t want to give up any real estate for such a connector.

An issue that concerns drive makers is the progress being made in flash technology, although now it’s still somewhat costly. Flash could somehow merge with traditional disk drives. Presently, flash memories aren’t suited for high capacities. To avoid a conflict between the two technologies, it’s important to keep the capacities of the rotating-media drives to above 10 Mbytes.

Most drive makers agree that improvements in near-future drives will be incremental, not revolutionary. The next major advance may come from optical technology. They also agree that the starting point for a notebook PC drive is 40 Mbytes. Until a smaller drive can reach that level, it won’t make an impact in the market.

Other improvements to look for in the future could come from more exotic read-write channels and more sophisticated signal-processing algorithms. Some of the signal-processing theory used in the communications industry could be applied to hard drives.
New Transceivers Use Small 0.1 µF Capacitors

Push the limits of +5V RS-232 with Maxim's new family of 116kBits/sec dual transceivers. The MAX222/232A/233A/242/243 typically run at data rates of 200kBits/sec and these limits are achieved while driving real loads (2500pF and 3k). They operate with only 0.1 µF charge pump capacitors, making them ideal for small, low power systems. Maxim's new MAX233A operates on a single +5V supply with no external capacitors and the MAX243 lets you swap between 2-wire (Xon/Xoff) and 4-wire (CTS/RTS) interfaces without changing cables or adding jumpers.

MAX232A PROPAGATION DELAY

The MAX232A improves propagation delay and symmetry.

Pick a High-Speed Dual Transceiver for Your Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Guaranteed kb/sec</th>
<th>External Caps (µF)</th>
<th>Supply Current No Load (mA) max</th>
<th>Shutdown &amp; Three-State</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX222</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MAX232A + 10µA Shutdown Mode</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX232A</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Guaranteed 116kBits/sec Data Rate</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX233A</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>MAX232A with no External Capacitors</td>
<td>$4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX242</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MAX222 + Receivers Active in Shutdown</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX243</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Simplifies Cabling—No Jumpers</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MUX & SWITCH LEAKAGES
NOW ONLY 10pA!

CMOS Analog Switches Improve System Accuracy - $3.65*
Maxim's new MAX326 and MAX327 are the lowest leakage CMOS switches available today—<1pA typical! Low leakage improves system accuracy by reducing the voltage error across source impedances and on-resistances, or when multiple switches connect to leakage sensitive modes.

♦ Quad, SPST Analog Switches:
   MAX326 Normally Closed; MAX327 Normally Open
♦ Pin-Compatible Upgrades for DG201A/202 and DG211/212
♦ Interchangeable Inputs/Outputs
♦ 3pC Charge Injection

CMOS Analog Muxes Maintain Low System Errors - $4.75*
The MAX328 and MAX329 multiplexers feature <1pA (typ) leakage, providing system accuracy up to 16 bits over temperature. For applications that must withstand 110V AC faults while maintaining less than 1µV offset error voltages, low leakage allows use of high-value (43kΩ) resistors in series with the analog inputs.

♦ Single-Ended, 1-of-8 Device (MAX328)
  Differential, 2-of-8 Device (MAX329)
♦ Pin-Compatible Upgrades for DG508A/509A
♦ 3pC Charge Injection
♦ Analog-Signal Range Includes Supply Rails

FREE Multiplexers & Switches Design Guide
Includes: Application Notes ♦ Complete Data Sheets ♦ Cards For Free Samples
Simply circle the reader response number, contact your Maxim representative or Maxim Integrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 737-7600, FAX (408) 737-7194.
THE COMPLETE FAMILY OF µP SUPERVISORS

Pick Your Functions, Performance and Price

From 68040s to 8048s, Maxim has the supervisor for your microprocessor application. Maxim's MAX690 Family of supervisory circuits increases system reliability by monitoring the power supply and performing common µP "housekeeping" functions, such as power-on-reset, backup battery switchover, watchdog timing, CMOS RAM write protection, power fail or low battery monitoring, and manual reset.

The supervisors require no external components when monitoring +5V systems, so they're easy to design in. Compact 8-pin or 16-pin DIP and SO packages save valuable board area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTIONS</th>
<th>MAX 690</th>
<th>MAX 691</th>
<th>MAX 696</th>
<th>MAX 697</th>
<th>MAX 699</th>
<th>MAX 700</th>
<th>MAX 701</th>
<th>MAX 790</th>
<th>MAX 791</th>
<th>MAX 1232</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Power-Up/Down Reset</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Power-Up/Down Reset</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Backup Switching</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchdog Timer</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Fail Warning</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Protect</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Current Memory Switch</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Monitor</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price (1000-up FOB USA) $3.27 $3.55 $3.27 $3.55 $2.12 $2.17 $1.96 $2.10 $2.10

5V Supervisor Uses Only 200µA

The MAX700 includes a 5V monitor, RESET and RESET outputs, and debounced manual reset input, but consumes only 200µA.

Full-Function 5V Supervisor

The MAX690 features a 5V monitor, battery back-up switch, watchdog timer, and a comparator for early power-fail warning or battery sending.

See For Yourself

For a free booklet describing Maxim's supervisory circuits in more detail, write Maxim Integrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, or call (408) 737-7600 (x 4000), or FAX (408) 737-7194.

Maxim is a registered trademark of Maxim Integrated Products. © 1991 Maxim Integrated Products.
Maxim has designed its new MAX220/MAX222/MAX242 dual +5V RS-232 transceivers specifically for systems requiring low power operation. The MAX220 dual transceiver’s quiescent operating supply current is a mere 500µA typical (unloaded), while the MAX222 saves power instead with a 10µA shutdown mode. The MAX242 is similar to the MAX222, but the receivers remain active in shutdown mode and have their own three-state enable. And, the MAX222/242 use small 0.1µF capacitors, saving valuable real estate in portable applications.

### Select a Dual Transceiver For Your Low Power Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Guaranteed kb/sec</th>
<th>Guaranteed External Caps (µF)</th>
<th>Supply Current No Load (mA) max</th>
<th>Shutdown &amp; Three-State</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX220</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.7/10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Lowest Power @ &gt;2/3 xmit/SHDN Duty Cycle</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX222</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Lowest Power @ &lt;2/3 xmit/SHDN Duty Cycle</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX242</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MAX222 + Receivers Active in Shutdown</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 1000-up FOB USA; suggested resale

### FREE Interface Design Guide

Including: Application Notes * Complete Data Sheets * Cards For Free Samples

Simply circle the reader response number, contact your Maxim representative or Maxim Integrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 737-7600, FAX (408) 737-7194.
JPEG Codec Chip Minimizes The Time And Money Required To Process, Store, Transfer, And Print Digitized Images.

IC Executes Still-Picture Compression Algorithms

Milt Leonard

Designing more-affordable color-imaging features in facsimile machines, picture-archiving equipment, electronic still-picture cameras, and numerous multimedia systems hinges on two events. One is the impending ratification of the JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) image-compression standard for still-picture image compression. The other involves the availability of dedicated VLSI image-compression processors. Ratification of the JPEG standard, a CCITT/ISO (Consultative Committee for International Telegraphy and Telephony/International Standards Organization) document, isn't expected for another year or so. But system designers already face a number of chip, chip-set, and board-level options for implementing the standard.

The latest silicon solution to appear, the STI140 JPEG codec from SGS-Thomson, is the first single-chip VLSI processor to fully implement the proposed JPEG compression/decompression standard for use in cost-sensitive business and consumer applications. Designed to compress color still pictures, the codec also has the speed to compress or decompress video at up to 30 color pictures/s. This performance paves the way for a new generation of color laser printers, multimedia PCs, cards, and electronic cameras.

Conforming with the proposed JPEG baseline standard, the device performs discrete cosine transformations (DCTs) on raster-image data. Using quantization and multiple-compression techniques, it obtains 20:1 to 30:1 compression ratios. This reduces the memory requirement for image printers and cameras, and lessens the data transfer time for image data. The STI140, which can process complex images at 27-MHz rates, performs JPEG compression in real time.

The JPEG encoding/decoding algorithm applies to continuous-tone gray-scale or color image data, which is typically represented as a 2D array of pixels. In computer-graphic or image-processing terms, each pixel is represented as an 8-bit (gray-scale) number or a 3-
by-8-bit (color) number. An XGA screen—the new IBM standard for high-resolution PC graphics—will consist of 1024 by 768 pixels. A single color image of this screen is represented by 2.4 Mbytes of data. Because of the frame-buffer requirements for display and printing, and the long time required to transmit such an image over serial data links (over 31 minutes with a 9600-bit/s modem), it's important to apply some sort of standardized compression that reduces the amount of data required for processing, printing, data transmission, and storage.

All JPEG codecs must comply with a "baseline" specification that defines specific actions within the encoding (Fig. 1). These include pixel blocking, DCT, quantization coding, and serial-bit-stream compression through run-length coding (RLC) and Huffman encoding.

Huffman encoding creates short codes for frequently occurring symbols and longer codes for rare symbols. For example, a stream of random letters from A to G, with each letter represented by three bits, translates to a total of 102 bits with fixed-length coding. Huffman coding reduces the stream to just 86 bits. Marker codes are required in the JPEG bit stream to ensure encoder and decoder agreement. Besides the baseline algorithm, a number of extensions exist. These include "progressive coding," whereby the picture is built up gradually, and "arithmetic coding," which optionally replaces the Huffman coding specified in the baseline algorithm.

Based on DCT and entropy coding algorithms, the baseline system is considered a "lossy" technique. However, JPEG also specifies the option of "lossless" encoding, which gives perfect picture reconstruction at compression ratios of around 2:1—most useful for medical imaging. This technique can also give near-perfect picture reconstruction at compression ratios of around 20:1, although the actual compression is picture dependent (see "Compression ratio: How much is too much?", p. 5).

**Inside the Codec**

The SGS-Thomson solution minimizes the size and cost of color-image compression by packing these functions onto a 90-mm², 1.2-µm CMOS chip with three-layer metallization. Containing over 750,000 transistors, the STI140 executes the JPEG encoding/decoding algorithm while running on one 5-V power supply and dissipating under 2 W peak. A power-down mode cuts power consumption to less than 10 mW.

Each element of the JPEG algorithm is implemented with its own dedicated unit on the STI140 (Fig. 2). Data flow between units on the chip is pipelined and controlled by handshaking operations. During encoding, data from an external static-RAM (SRAM) buffer moves through the 32-bit pixel port to the pixel blocker, which converts a raster-scanned image into a series of pixel blocks. Pixel blocking groups the raster-data input into 8-by-8-pixel blocks, organized as chrominance (color) and luminance (intensity) components. Only a minimum of SRAM is required. A typical TV picture requires roughly 36 kbytes of SRAM for pixel blocking.

Next, the DCT transforms each block into a set of 64 coefficients—one dc coefficient and 63 ac coefficients. The transformation effectively shifts the pixel block from the spatial domain to the frequency domain and concentrates most of the transformed block's energy in the lower frequencies. Prior to quantization, the dc coefficient is encoded differentially with respect to the previous block, while the 63 ac coefficients receive no such coding.

Coefficients are quantized using a table of 64 quantization values. There's no specific quantization table specified in JPEG because the required values are highly picture-dependent. Quantization produces a serial data stream in which the lower-frequency components are readily distinguishable from higher-frequency components. Because the higher-frequency components of the picture block are often invisible to the eye, quantization reduces them to a fraction of the picture content.

The codec then samples the 63 quantized ac coefficients into a one-
dimensional sequence in increasing frequency order. This operation is referred to as zig-zag scanning due to the nature of the sample path. Zig-zag scanning groups together coefficients of similar frequency. The resulting data stream usually contains runs of consecutive zeros, which allows effective run-length coding.

Huffman coding compresses the numbers in the bit stream so that the most-frequently occurring coefficients are assigned short codes. This is achieved through either a one- or two-pass scheme. In a single-pass system, predefined Huffman tables are used. In the two-pass system, Huffman tables are created that are specific to the image.

The final compression function is data packing, which assembles words from the Huffman encoder into bytes for transmission. An on-chip sequencer inserts marker codes through the Huffman encoder, packer, and compressed-data buffer. The JPEG marker codes tell a JPEG decoder what is represented by the data stream, and gives instructions for decoding the data.

Contrary to widespread belief, picture compression is achieved through quantization as well as run-length and Huffman coding, not through the DCT operation. The resultant data stream represents a compressed picture that can be fully decoded through reverse operations by any system that's JPEG compatible. During decoding, the same modules are used to process the reversed data stream. In this direction, the sequencer interprets the bit stream, strips out signaling information, and moves image data through the Huffman decoder to the symbol buffer. Data passes through the RLC decoder, zig-zag scanner, quantizer, inverse DCT, and pixel unblocker, finally leaving through the pixel port in raster-scan format.

The ST1140 has four interface ports: a synchronous pixel port through which raster (or blocked-pixel) data enters or leaves the chip; an SRAM interface for use in pixel blocking; a compressed-data port that operates asynchronously or

---

**COMPRESSION RATIO: HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?**

The proposed JPEG standard specifies a means of compressing and decompressing an image so that the quality of the image is retained. This retention of image quality holds true regardless of whose equipment is used to encode or decode the image.

The JPEG algorithm doesn't specify a compression ratio, although a 20:1 or 30:1 ratio is typical. It instead specifies a compression algorithm that produces variable compression, depending on the redundancies within a photo. A country scene or seascape, for example, with broad areas of blue sky in the background will result in a higher compression ratio than a picture containing many intricate details (see the photos).

Subjective picture quality varies with the degree of compression. The picture sequence on the left shows the effects of processing a 24-bit image with DCT and quantization, and then applying varying degrees of compression. The original image is reconstructed by reversing the aforementioned procedure.

Ideally, there should be no difference between the original picture (top photo) and the reconstructed image (center and bottom photos), but they show something different. A 0.76-bit/pixel ratio (center photo), which corresponds to a 32:1 compression ratio, is about the maximum information that can be obtained before visible image degradation sets in. A 0.082-bit/pixel ratio (bottom photo), corresponding to a 293:1 compression ratio, results in an image that's totally distorted.

The file size of a compressed and digitized color image (in bytes) is found by multiplying together four factors: the image area, the square of the image's resolution, the number of bytes/pixel in the image, and the compression ratio.
An open letter of thanks to Charlie Sporck

On the eve of your retirement as President and CEO of National Semiconductor Corporation, we wanted to let you know how much we appreciate everything you've done for us, for this industry, and for this nation.

Since 1986, electronics has been the largest industry in the U.S., employing nearly 3 million people building over $295 billion worth of products annually, almost all of them based on semiconductor technology. Obviously, this industry is of great strategic importance to the economic and political security of this country.

Charlie, you have spurred us to action by reminding us that product innovation alone will not suffice; that design plus manufacturing are the keys to America's industrial strength.

You have lived this message as one of the genuine pioneers of Silicon Valley. First as Production Manager and later General Manager of Fairchild Semiconductor. Then as President and CEO of National Semiconductor. As a founder of the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), developing public policy solutions to international trade and business issues. As the catalyst between industry leaders and government policy makers in SEMATECH, the first consortium to advance American manufacturing technology. And as a founder of the National Advisory Committee on Semiconductors.

You once said, "This country is full of starters. But there are damn few finishers. That's what it's all about: getting good at finishing."

You've set the standard, Charlie. There isn't anyone in this industry—anyone in this country—who hasn't benefited from your vision, your strength, your determination, and your steadfast leadership for more than three decades.

Thanks, Charlie. It's been an honor to have worked alongside you.
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JPEG CODEC CHIP

2. THE STI140 CODEC receives raster-scanned data through its 32-bit pixel port at up to 27 Mipixels/s. After JPEG processing by the codec, compressed data exits through an 8-bit port at the same data rate for synchronous or asynchronous operation.

synchronously; and a dedicated interface for an external microprocessor. The 32-bit pixel port can operate in various configurations, with the pixel-blocking function enabled or disabled. Pixels can be applied at up to 27 Mipixels/s for various standard color spaces, such as YUV (luminance and chrominance), RGB (red, green, blue), or CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, and black). The 8-bit compressed-data port operates synchronously using the REQ, ACK, and OE lines, supplying the user with a choice between easy interfacing (asynchronous) or a clocked output with faster data rates.

The microprocessor interface consists of a 9-bit address bus and an 8-bit data bus, with separate read/write and enable signals for control. These lines access the STI140 control registers to define the characteristics of the compression, and to load quantization and Huffman-coding tables. The pixel port and compressed-data ports can also be read from this interface, although at somewhat lower data rates. However, using this interface for pixel data can reduce system costs by reducing the number of bus interfaces required in the system.

When operated under the control of a microprocessor, compression characteristics, including picture size, video-component make up, and marker-code insertion, can all be varied. However, this is usually performed when the device is initialized. The microprocessor can also prioritize interrupts. As a standalone device, the STI140 can read embedded marker codes in the compressed data stream for instructions as to how to decode a picture. Combined with power-down operation, this feature is especially useful for such portable applications as electronic cameras.

Applications for JPEG encoders include color laser printers, PC multimedia cards, and electronic still-picture cameras. In color-laser printing applications, JPEG image compression reduces the transmission time for sending data from the computer-image source and the printer. In these applications, the JPEG codec resides between the Postscript interpreter and the frame-store memory, encoding and decoding pictures on-the-fly. For each picture, JPEG can reduce the size of the printer frame store from 35 to 15 Mbytes.

Similarly, color facsimile machines will use single-chip data-compression/decompression engines within scanners and thermal printers. Although the standard describing color-image transmission over phone lines—a Group 5 standard CCITT document—has not been fixed, JPEG is an obvious candidate for this application.

PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

Packaged in a 144-pin plastic quad flat pack, the STI140 JPEG codec costs $200 in 1000-piece lots. It's available now in sample quantities. Production quantities will be available in the third quarter of this year.

In the U.S.: SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, 1310 Electronics Dr., Carrollton, TX, 75006; David Byke, (214) 466-7404.

In Europe: SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, 17 Avenue des Martyrs, 38019 Grenoble, France; Philippe Thomas, 33-7-658-5184.
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Universal Intelligence.

Siemens is a worldwide supplier of systems solutions for the workstation and embedded control markets.

Siemens is continuing to demonstrate the innovation which has made us the universal choice in advanced IC technology.

Siemens offers industry-standard MIPS 32-bit RISC microprocessors, which are ideal for workstations, file servers and multiprocessor systems, as well as high-performance embedded applications. Of the five certified CMOS MIPS semiconductor suppliers, we're the sole European source, to offer you solutions worldwide.

We're also the only European DRAM manufacturer, providing high-quality 1-Mb and 4-Mb DRAMs. In fact, we're one of the world's leading suppliers, with DRAMs available worldwide, in volumes which have doubled since 1989. And we are continuing to advance this technology with our 16-Mb and 64-Mb DRAM programs.

Siemens CMOS ASIC technology features both Sea-of-Gates and standard-cell product families. Our 1.5, 1.0 and sub-micron technologies are compatible with Toshiba even at the GDS2 database level, for true alternate sourcing worldwide. And they come with European content and U.S. design support, as well as the best service in the industry.

Plus, we offer the most comprehensive communication IC family in the world, to support the networking requirements of high-performance workstations.

If you're manufacturing or marketing worldwide, find out what makes our embedded control and workstation systems solutions the universal favorites.

For details, call (800) 456-9229, or write:
Siemens Components, Inc.
2191 Laurelwood Road
Santa Clara, CA 95054-1514
Ask for literature package M20A 001.

COLOR IMAGE COMPRESSION FINALLY HEADS FOR MATURITY

Multimedia platforms are characterized by the ability to manipulate and display huge volumes of digitized data. A key ingredient in this product’s design is the image-compression function, which reduces image data to a reasonable size for economical storage and quick retrieval. As the multimedia revolution gathers momentum, OEM suppliers are beginning to flood the marketplace with various chip, chip-set, board-level, and software solutions for image-compression applications.

Unfortunately, these products are often accompanied by confusing and misleading performance claims. Adding to the confusion are the yet-evolving compression standards, and the question of which compression product is best suited for a specific application. To navigate through this cloud of uncertainty, a multimedia designer must understand such issues as the relevance of compression ratios, data rates, and image resolution; storage-media requirements and options; and what the various standards cover and don’t cover.

The merits of image compression in multimedia design are unquestionable. However, selecting a compression ratio for a specific application involves careful trade-offs between system bandwidth, memory capacity, and image quality. System bandwidth determines transmission speed for file transfers. For example, without compression, an 8-1/2-by-11-in. color photo, scanned at 24 bits/pixel and 300 dots/in. for photographic-quality digital imaging, would require 25 Mbytes of storage space. Consequently, a typical 40-Mbyte hard disk can store just one...
uncompressed color photo.

The data-transfer rate of a fast hard-disk drive is about 1 Mbyte/s and requires 25 seconds to capture or transfer the image data. Transmitting a 10-Mbyte file over Ethernet takes about a minute, and moving the same-size file over a 2400-baud modem takes over 5 hours. It gets worse with uncompressed full-motion color video, which requires data rates up to 28 Mbytes/s and takes up over 1.7 Gbytes of memory for a one-minute video segment.

For video compression, the trick is to use a compression ratio high enough to fit onto inexpensive storage media, like CD-ROM, while producing images of acceptable quality. But too high a compression ratio, depending on the image, may be unacceptable. A high-resolution image compressed at a high ratio can, for example, look worse than an uncompressed image with lower resolution. To illustrate, consider a 640-by-480-pixel video image that requires a 10-Mpixel/s data rate for full motion, or 20 Mbytes/s at 2 bytes/pixel. Although a 100:1 compression ratio would reduce the data sufficiently for CD-ROM storage, image quality would be seriously degraded.

"The reason is because of the artifacts introduced by the quantizing step of the compression process," explains Richard Irving, director of Brooktree Corp.'s graphics and imaging business unit, San Diego, Calif. "Artifacts translates to signal noise, which appears as a mosaic of squares in the decompressed image. This is most noticeable in the moving elements of successive frames."

Compressing motion video images poses other problems as well, regardless of the compression algorithm used. For example, because compression ratio depends on the degree of match between frames, any specified ratio is an average number. Commonly used compression algorithms for motion video compress successive frames containing elements with considerable motion that have ratios lower than closely matched frames. As a result, the compressed data stream can contain high burst rates that cause buffer overflow and make it difficult to synchronize audio and video.

The degree of image quality needed in a multimedia system depends on the application. In video teleconferencing, for example, the audio data contains most of the relevant information, with image quality ranking second in importance. Teleconferencing products can live with imaging qualities lower than VHS. On the other hand, VHS-quality images are insufficient for many desktop-computer and workstation applications used for such tasks as video editing and authoring.

Most multimedia observers agree that open international standards for data compression and decompression are needed to accelerate the spread of the technology. Proposed standards are developed by the standards groups of the CCITT (Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telegraphy) and the ISO (International Standards Organization). Formed by representatives from the industry, the working groups select the best features from algorithms submitted by the industry, universities, and independent researchers, and then submit the proposed standards to member organizations for balloting. Three emerging standards for the compression of color data are expected to become dominant (see the table).

With impending ratification next year, the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard proposes a compression/decompression algorithm aimed primarily at grayscale and color still images. The standard doesn't specify image parameters, such as color space, spatial resolution, and color representation. Instead, the standard proposes a lossy encoding technique based on a discrete cosine transform (DCT) and a uniform quantizer followed by two lossless coding stages. The three-part standard specifies a baseline
The quantizer reduces the number of quantized ac and dc coefficients generated by the DCT for each block. To optimize quantization for human perception, the step size of the quantizer can be tuned for each color component.

The coding model for the ac coefficients rearranges them in a zig-zag pattern and detects the run length of the zero coefficients for Huffman coding. The baseline system specifies a default Huffman table for the gray scale and one for the color component. In the one-pass mode, the encoder uses tables or precalculated custom tables. During the first pass of two-pass encoding, the encoder determines the best Huffman coding for the image being compressed. The baseline system can process the pixel blocks on either a block-interleaved or color-component basis, with no limitations on the horizontal or vertical dimensions.

JPEG image processing is symmetrical. That is, the same function blocks used for compression operate in reverse order for image decompression. For functionality exceeding that of the baseline system, the extended JPEG specification provides progressive image build-up and arithmetic coding. The extended system goes beyond the baseline system by handling pixels with greater than 8-bit precision, and by providing additional data-interleaving schemes and more color components. To minimize cost, the extended system is offered as a superset of the baseline system and isn’t required for all applications.

Progressive build-up enables the system to reconstruct an image from just a small fraction of the compressed data. The JPEG decoder builds successively better images as more data becomes available. The lossless function, part three of the three-part standard, specifies a compression method based on delta pulse-code modulation (DPCM), a form of differential PCM. This feature supplies a direct path for lossless encoding, which is a must for some applications.

“JPEG DCT encoding is lossy because of rounding operations,” explains Steve Gary, director of marketing for image products at Oak Technology, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. “In some applications, like medical-image archives, losing data because of image compression is out of the question. Lossy operations are fine in color images where some loss of detail is acceptable or not apparent to human vision.”

Included in Oak Technology’s line are products used for 1-bit/pixel compression and expansion of bitonal documents at data rates exceeding 650 Mbits/s. An 8-1/2- by-11-in. page can be compressed or expanded in less than 100 ms, or six pages/s. Envisioning JPEG as the clear winner for continuous-tone full-color compression, the company is poised to enter this arena when compression requirements become clearly defined. “The market is very young,” says Gary. “The real opportunities won’t arrive until the mid-1990s.”

One market segment beginning to thrive on the JPEG standard is desktop publishing, which requires the highest-possible still-image quality. Although not yet specified as a JPEG extension or implemented in silicon, an interesting controlled-lossy software package for desktop publishing is being offered by Storm Technology Inc., Palo Alto, Calif. Called JPEG++, the algorithm enables desktop computer users to selectively edit and compress parts of an image. For example, near-lossless compression can be applied to a critical area, while high-ratio, lossy compression would be applied to a background.

Where the proposed JPEG standard doesn’t specify image-representation parameters, the proposed MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) standard defines a bit stream for both compressed video and its associated sound. MPEG is targeted at CD-ROM data rates (1.5 Mbits/s), as a minimum, and good image quality at compression ratios up to 100:1. The standard also addresses audio compression and techniques to synchronize the audio signal with the video image.

Using the DCT technique for video-frame transformation, the MPEG algorithm compares adjacent frames to detect spatial differences between moving objects in the image. This allows substantial reduction in the amount of data needed to represent a sequence of video frames. Because the MPEG standard is still evolving, it’s important...
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to carefully examine any claims about image quality for hardware, touted to implement the MPEG algorithm or to be MPEG-compatible.

The ISO/IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) MPEG group is planning three generations of the standard. Moving close to finalization, the video portion of MPEG1 addresses VHS-quality images with a 1 to 2-Mbit/s data rate. The audio algorithm has been developed but is untested. MPEG2, for digital television or computer-quality images with a 5 to 10-Mbit/s data rate, is in the early stages of development. One algorithm being considered for this MPEG generation is based on fractal technology. The third MPEG version will address compression for HDTV-quality images, with data rates up to 60 Mbits/s.

Another CCITT standard receiving much attention is H.261, which is expected to be approved within a year. The standard, also known as the Px64, specifies image-compression algorithms similar to MPEG. Intended for compressing motion video for transmission over digital networks, H.261 will find applications in video conferencing.

Even as compression standards were being formulated, several pioneering chip vendors forged ahead with silicon that implemented their own proprietary color compression algorithms. Most notable of these are the DVI (Digital Video Interactive) of Intel Corp.'s Princeton, N.J. operation, and the CDI (Compact Disc Interactive), jointly promoted by Philips NV of the Netherlands and Sony Corp. of Japan.

DVI is an asymmetrical algorithm in which motion-video compression is handled by high-end machines that perform intense computations, and real-time decompression is done by a two-chip set residing in desktop computers. The system integrates motion video, still images, graphics, and text. Intel initially intended to have geographically dispersed service bureaus perform the image compression for end-users with appropriately equipped desktops.

CDI offers audio, high-resolution color images, animation, and text on a 5-1/4-in. optical disk. Developed primarily for the home consumer market, the system uses a CD-ROM player that connects to a TV set.

Critical observers say that both DVI and CDI systems have drawbacks. After watching DVI demonstrations at the recent Multimedia and CD-ROM Conference in San Jose, Calif., some attendees came away feeling that DVI video-image quality was not high enough for multimedia applications. Another complaint for both systems is that their fixed architectures and fixed image-quality levels leave little latitude for design flexibility. However, Intel has announced future support for standard JPEG and MPEG compression while retaining its own proprietary compression algorithms.

The earliest single-chip JPEG implementation came last year from C-Cube Microsystems Inc., San Jose, Calif., whose CL500 JPEG compression chip comes in a 27-MHz version, fast enough to compress motion video at rates up to 40.5 Mbytes/s. This was soon followed by a 6-chip set from LSI Logic Corp., Milpitas, Calif., for executing the baseline MPEG and H.261 compression algorithms. With functions partitioned to adapt to changes in the evolving standard, this product has user-selectable compression ratios. More recent single-chip devices include a multimedia device from UVC Corp., Anaheim, Calif., that compresses audio, still-image, and full-motion video, and a JPEG codec from SGS-Thomson Microelectronics (see "IC Executes Still-Picture Compression Algorithms," p. 49).

Although the market is beginning to swell with both silicon and software solutions for image-compression, much work is left to be done for strengthening industry acceptance. Although seemingly resolved, the JPEG algorithms may yet undergo additional modifications to satisfy industry's demand for more cost-efficient compression schemes. Surely, new compression schemes constantly being developed will eventually supersede the existing standard algorithms. For example, the JPEG algorithm now uses 192 multiply operations for 8-by-8-pixel blocks. "But another solution requires just 64 multiplies," says Oak Technology's Gary, "and I've heard of a scheme that requires zero multiplies."

Where existing compression algorithms for color images are based on discrete cosine transform, the industry is searching for more efficient and economical approaches to spark the consumer market. One promising technique uses a patented fractal transform for color-image compression and expansion. In general, a fractal is an irregular structure or image formed by an infinite number of similar, irregular structures. One example of a computer-generated fractal is the Mandelbrot set, named after its developer, mathematician Dr. Benoit Mandelbrot (Fig. 2). The beauty of the technique lies in the relatively simple computer program that generates the image.

Reversing the process, mathematicians Dr. Michael Barnsley and Dr. Alan Sloan discovered a way to find fractal transforms automatically from digitized picture data. Once done, the transform is used to compress and decompress the digitized image. Upon this patented development, Barnsley and Sloan founded Iterated Systems Inc., Norcross, Ga., which now markets the P.EOM Fractal Image Compression System. The $25,000 package includes an encoder board and software for image
With our new FASTr and BCT logic, high speed and low power go hand in hand.

Get the best of both worlds.

When specifying logic, you’re often faced with a high-performance compromise. On the one hand you want high speed, while on the other hand you want low power. In a best-case scenario, you’d have both.

Specify our new FASTr™ and BCT logic and that’s what you’ll get. Without the compromise. Now you can realize the full potential of a bipolar/BiCMOS combination that delivers high speed and low power to an almost endless array of bus interface applications.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Cc = 50pF</th>
<th>Cc = 250pF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tp, Vcc = Comm</td>
<td>1 output switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74FR244</td>
<td>trH</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trL</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74BCT240</td>
<td>trH</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trL</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GUARANTEED AC SPECS (Tt, Vcc = Comm)
- 250pF prop delays
- Multiple output switching
- Pin-to-pin delay skew
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- Non-destructive hot insertion
- 4,000V ESD protection
- Latch-up protection
- <1V bounce
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Compression and a software decoder for image decompression. For compressing gray-scale and color images, the full-slot ISA-bus encoder board contains an Intel 80960 RISC processor and eight digital-signal-processing ASICs that perform the fractal computation. According to company representative Louisa Anson, "the board compresses a 320-by-200-pixel, 8-bit gray-scale image in about 3 seconds, while executing about 2 billion instructions and using a 20:1 compression ratio. A typical 640-by-400-pixel, 24-bit video image is compressed to between 5000 and 15,000 bytes, which amounts to a 77:1 compression ratio."

Representation of a compressed file is independent of resolution. "In fact, the system can decompress at a higher resolution than the original image," says Anson. "A 320-by-200-by-24-bit image can be compressed to 10 kbytes, and then decompressed to 640-by-400 resolution."

The company claims the picture quality of its decompressed images is better than that of the JPEG algorithm. At its maximum compression ratio, fractal compression can squeeze an image file down to 1/500 of its original size, although at the expense of a degree of graininess in high-resolution images. Compression ratio varies, depending on such factors as the image's quality, its complexity, and its resolution, and compression time ranges between 16 seconds and 2 minutes. The system decompresses a compressed file in under 1 second.

The difference in processing times is due to the asymmetrical nature of the fractal technique. That is, encoding is much more computationally intensive than decoding. Initially, at least, this would seem to limit application to generating compressed files in a central location, and then distributing them throughout a network of sites equipped with PCs and decompression software.
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We put SoftBench on Sun. So you can put your CASE on autopilot.

SoftBench automates all those tedious, repetitive tasks in the software development process. This gives your developers more time to think and speeds up the project life cycle, while reducing errors and rework. And now it runs on Sun SPARC stations, as well as HP and Apollo workstations.

A tool integration platform, with its own set of tools, SoftBench provides distributed computing services, tool communication, and a common user interface that's easy to learn and use. Add Encapsulator, and you can integrate your favorite CASE tools. Now and in the future. Without even having to change source code.

SoftBench will make your software development process far more efficient, cost-effective and accurate than ever before. It will protect your present and future hardware and software investments, too.

Call 1-800-637-7740, Ext. 2196 for complete product information. And get the best CASE environment under the Sun.
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high-speed op amps.

Buffers

If you're looking for extremely low distortion buffers, look at the specs of the AD9620 and AD9630 - distortion at 20 MHz: -73 dBc and -66 dBc, respectively; fast settling time: less than 8ns to 0.02%; and extremely low noise: 2.2 nV/√Hz.

General Purpose

With the right combination of speed, precision, power dissipation and high output drive capability, the AD827, AD829, AD847, AD848, AD849 and OP-64 are ideal general purpose solutions. And they're ideally priced solutions - most singles are under $3, and duals are under $5.

Low Noise

It used to be you had to choose between speed or low noise. But with the AD829, you get both. It features voltage noise of 2 nV/√Hz and current noise of 1.5 pA/√Hz with a 50 MHz unity-gain bandwidth. Those specs, combined with the low price of $2.95/100s, make it ideal for both audio and video applications.

whenever application you're working in. Call us at 1-800-262-5643, or write to Analog Devices, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106, for a complete high-speed op amp selection guide and a free copy of our SPICE model library.

Analog Devices, One Technology Way, Norwood, MA 02062-9106. Distribution, offices and applications support available worldwide.
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LINE SCAN PROCESSOR CUTS INSPECTION COSTS IN HALF

"Our DT2856 is the only processor board designed exclusively for EG&G Reticon, Loral Fairchild, and other line scan cameras."

-- Fred Molinari, President

Complete camera interface for PC AT
Complete camera controls on boards
20kHz to 20 MHz sample rate
Up to 8K pixels per line
Works with single or dual channel cameras

Real-time processing
Template matching for web inspection
Run length encoding for fast measurement
Binary compression
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This article, the first of a two-part series, covers the fundamentals of digital radio and undersampling. The second part will describe a practical digital receiver, including the design of an analog front-end.

Digital techniques offer some inherent advantages in communication receiver design. These advantages, however, have been offset by both the cost and dynamic range limitations of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Consequently, designers continued to use analog circuitry despite its associated complexity and lack of flexibility. But recent introductions of low-cost, highly linear ADCs, combined with a technique known as undersampling, make digital processing the architecture of choice.

A review of receiver design shows how digital processing can improve performance. High-performance communication receivers invariably are superheterodyne designs. A typical example is a double-conversion unit that uses a broadband front-end and fixed-frequency bandpass filters after conversion to an intermediate frequency (Fig. 1). The input filter ensures the selectivity needed to prevent strong signals outside of the receiver’s normal tuning range from overloading the first mixer and generating spurious signals.

The first mixer upconverts the received signal to the first intermediate frequency (IF), which is high enough to simplify design of the broadband input filter but low enough to permit use of a low-cost crystal filter. The first IF is typically well above the highest receive frequency so the broadband input filter can attenuate undesirable signals. Otherwise, these signals can feed through the first mixer and prevent the receiver’s IF rejection specification from being met. The input filter must also reduce the undesired first-mixer image response at...
2. **BY USING DIGITAL COMPONENTS** (including a software-reconfigurable digital-signal processor) after the second IF amplifier, designers can simplify the receiver circuit and reduce costs.

frequencies twice the first IF away from the tuned frequency.

The first-IF bandpass filter protects the first-IF amplifier from overloading on signals that are within the receiver tuning range but outside of the desired receive-signal bandwidth. This filter also attenuates the second-mixer image response at twice the second-IF away from the desired signal frequency. The first-IF amplifier supplies just enough gain to allow a low receiver noise figure (for good sensitivity and a low noise floor) while maintaining a high dynamic range.

The second mixer downconverts the first IF to a frequency that permits the most receiver selectivity, gain, and signal processing at a reasonable cost. In the typical communication receiver, many second-IF bandpass filters may be needed to support the desired operating modes and bandwidth requirements. Additional frequency conversion to baseband may also be required, as well as multiple demodulation modes or embedded modems.

Analog-hardware costs, however, generally increase with the number of receiver operating modes. Consequently, using a software-reconfigurable digital-signal processor for the second-IF functions can reduce costs. Digital components can replace the second-IF and baseband functions (Fig. 2).

Digital processing can also simplify the design of the receiver’s analog front-end. For example, the digital-signal-processing algorithms can perform the fine tuning function, perhaps in 1-Hz steps over a 1-kHz range. This would allow the receiver’s variable injection synthesizer to tune its broadband input range in 1-kHz, rather than 1 Hz, steps. Also, the programmable digital filters can compensate the passband magnitude and phase responses of the analog front-end filter, so a lower cost filter can be used.

**NEW DEVICES HELP**

Although the ADC in the second IF is a key component, it is only one element of a sampling system. Other elements include input conditioning amplifiers, a sample-and-hold amplifier, a voltage reference, digital interfacing circuitry, and clock conditioning circuitry. Older sampling systems were implemented in expensive, high-power hybrid devices. Recently, however, low-cost monolithic sampling systems have become available. For instance, an integrated ADC and sample-and-hold amplifier on one die form the core of what’s called a “sampling ADC.” In this article, the term ADC refers to such a system.

The sample rate of the second-IF ADC is an important factor. The digital-signal processor's efficiency is largely determined by the sample rate, regardless of the algorithms used by the processor. The higher the sample rate, the lower the efficiency. Likewise, nonlinearities in the sample-and-hold circuit will dominate the ADC’s linear dynamic range, which consequently is affected by the second-IF. Higher IF frequencies result in lower dynamic range.

The digital-signal-processor designer, therefore, wants to use the lowest IF and sample rate possible to keep the receiver dynamic range and digital-signal-processor efficiency high. On the other hand, the analog front-end designer wants a high IF and sample rate to control image responses and aliasing in the ADC without a costly first-IF filter. Both designers can be satisfied by using undersampling techniques and sampling ADCs such as the AD679 and AD779, which have a built-in high-performance sample-and-hold circuit that is characterized above Nyquist frequencies.

Several operating considerations affect digital receiver design. For example, high frequency (HF) communication in the 2-to-30-MHz band generally consists of long-distance voice transmissions with bandwidths on the order of 3 kHz, in a dense interference environment. Undesired signals from anywhere in the world can interfere with small desired signals at the receiver. Spectrum crowding and the possibility of high-power transmitters close to the receiver make high dynamic range a must.

Specifically, a typical HF receiver must be sensitive enough to receive a $0.5 \mu V (-113 \text{ dBm})$ signal at the receiver input (50 Ω) with a 10-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a 3-kHz
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bandwidth. Because this bandwidth is small compared to the input sample rate required to digitize the IF signal, the ADC quantizing noise is not normally a limitation. However, the receiver must also be able to receive a 1-V signal (+13 dBm) without significant distortion. Consequently, in-band dynamic range must be at least 126 dB.

Unfortunately, a digital receiver’s dynamic range is adversely affected by the fact that the bulk of the receiver gain must be ahead of the ADC and the second-IF bandpass digital filters. The high gain is needed to drive the ADC at a sufficient level. In an analog design, on the other hand, the gain occurs after the second-IF bandpass filters (Fig. 1).

In the digital design, this positioning means that undesired out-of-band signals can pass through the wider-bandwidth receiver front-end and saturate the amplifier and ADC. This must be avoided because ADC saturation generates many aliased in-band harmonic and intermodulation products that can block a weak signal. The solution lies in automatic gain control (AGC) and the use of large-wordlength, highly linear ADCs.

The AGC performs the same overall function in a digital receiver as in an analog receiver. But in a digital receiver, more AGC must occur at the front-end to prevent overloading of the amplifier and ADC. The AGC signal is usually derived from the narrow-band IF filter output, which is implemented by the digital-signal processor. The designer must supply both analog and digital gain control, because the ADC can’t possibly support the required 126-dB of dynamic range.

A system-level analysis determines the desired receiver gain distribution, or analog versus digital gain. The maximum analog gain must be high enough to prevent the ADC’s quantizing noise from degrading the receiver noise figure or sensitivity below their desired limits at small input levels. As the signal increases above the sensitivity level, the AGC should not decrease the gain until an adequate SNR is obtained. Above that level, the analog AGC should hold the signal level at the ADC essentially constant.

**Headroom Needed**

In addition, the gain control must allow enough “headroom” at the ADC to avoid saturation during normally high peak-to-average voltage ratio periods of the desired signal. For normal speech signals, this headroom may have to be at least 20 dB above the average level.

When strong signals fall outside the digital filter’s narrow bandwidth but inside the analog first-IF filter’s bandwidth, the receiver must be able to detect any ADC overload. Then the receiver gain must be redistributed by reducing the analog gain and increasing the digital gain to maintain a constant output signal level. This action, however, will reduce the signal-to-quantization-noise ratio.

As noted earlier, a low sampling rate is a key factor in the overall performance of a digital receiver. A cursory analysis would conclude that the ADC’s sampling rate must be at least twice the IF frequency. However, this is not true when sampling a bandpass signal.

In the time domain, sampling can be thought of as multiplying the analog input signal by an impulse train that has the same period as the sample clock (Fig. 3a). In the frequency domain, the equivalent process is convolution of the analog signal spectrum with the impulse train spectrum. The result of the convolution is a set of images of the original spectrum at integer multiples of the sampling frequency, including dc (Fig. 3b).

If the sampling rate decreases as the spectrum bandwidth remains constant, the adjacent images get closer together until they begin to overlap. At this point the signal spectrum is distorted, corrupting the information in the signal. This problem is called aliasing distortion and explains the traditional interpretation of the Nyquist criterion, which requires a sampling rate of more than twice the highest frequency of the signal being sampled.

In the case of a bandpass signal, however, designers can use undersampling, which means sampling at a rate less than twice the highest frequency being converted. To understand why undersampling (also

---

3. IN THE TIME DOMAIN, sampling is the multiplication of the analog signal and an impulse train with the same period as the sample clock (a). The equivalent in the frequency domain is convolution (b). If the analog signal is bandlimited to be less than one-half the sampling rate and doesn’t cross a multiple of the sample clock, the converter can undersample the signal without causing aliasing (c).

**Figure 3**

**Figure 3a** shows the amplitude of the sample function, which is a sequence of impulses spaced by the sampling period $t_s$. The equivalent in the frequency domain is the convolution of the analog signal $s(t)$ with the impulse train function $i(t)$.

**Figure 3b** shows the result of the convolution in the time domain. The output $y(t)$ is a set of impulses spaced by the sampling period $t_s$, and the equivalent in the frequency domain is a set of images of the original spectrum at integer multiples of the sampling frequency, including dc.

**Figure 3c** shows the result of undersampling. The input $s(t)$ is undersampled by reducing the sampling rate to $2f_s$, and the output $y(t)$ is a set of impulses spaced by the undersampling period $t_u$, which is a multiple of the sampling period $t_s$. The equivalent in the frequency domain is a set of images of the original spectrum at integer multiples of the undersampling frequency, including dc.
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called harmonic or bandpass sampling) is an ideal technique in radio applications, designers must study the spectrum of the typical radio receiver IF signal.

The IF signal, which is a bandlimited high-frequency signal, is applied to the input of the ADC, resulting in a frequency-domain convolution. Although the spectrum of the IF signal begins at a considerably higher frequency than that of a baseband signal containing the same information, the resulting convolution is theoretically identical (Fig. 3c).

Now it should be evident that undersampling must also satisfy Nyquist’s theorem. However, the sampling rate must be at least twice the bandwidth of interest, not twice the highest absolute frequency. Obviously, this makes a big difference in the case of an IF signal.

Proper undersampling presents some other restrictions. For one thing, the signal bandpass spectrum should not cross an integer multiple of one-half the sample rate. If it does, the convolution will create overlapping images and alias distortion. Also, designers must select an ADC with input circuitry that supports the highest signal frequency, otherwise the ideal impulse sampling model will not hold.

Another important factor is that ideal undersampling assumes that the sampling system behaves identically for both high-frequency and low-frequency inputs. At high frequencies, however, converters suffer from errors that manifest themselves as noise and harmonic distortion in the recovered baseband signal. These errors limit the receiver’s ability to recover an undersampled signal in uncorrupted form. Imperfections that were insignificant for sub-Nyquist-frequency inputs require additional scrutiny in undersampling applications.

As a result, designers must examine ADC specifications that are very different than those that were important for conventional conversion applications. Traditional performance measures—such as integral nonlinearity (INL) and differential nonlinearity (DNL) are characterized with tests using dc inputs. But INL and DNL are only partly responsible for the nonlinearities that arise in the presence of ac signals.

**Additional Factors**

Radio designers must also be concerned with the converter’s effect on the signal spectrum. This type of ac characterization specifies total harmonic distortion (THD), signal-to-noise-plus-distortion [S/(N+D)], intermodulation distortion (IMD), aperture jitter, and full-power bandwidth. Additionally, amplifier slew-rate limiting, phase jitter, and decreasing open-loop gain become increasingly significant in the presence of high-frequency signals.

The parameters may be interrelated. For example, converter resolution, which sets the quantization noise floor, also determines the receiver’s maximum theoretical dynamic range and affects SNR. Assuming a full-scale sine wave signal, the maximum theoretical SNR of an ideal ADC is

$$\text{SNR(dB)} = 6.02b + 1.76 \text{ dB}$$

where $b =$ the number of bits.

This equation assumes that the measurement bandwidth spans the entire Nyquist bandwidth of one-half the sample rate ($f_s/2$). If the bandwidth is reduced after conversion to less than the full Nyquist-criteria bandwidth, the quantization noise power in this spectrum will be lower, resulting in a higher SNR. This condition is reflected in a generalized SNR equation:

$$\text{SNR(dB)} = 6.02b + 1.76 \text{ dB} + 10\log_{10}(f_s/2\text{BW})$$

where $f_s =$ the sample rate in Hz and $\text{BW} =$ the information bandwidth in Hz.

For example, if $f_s =$ 96 kHz, and the signal spans the entire Nyquist bandwidth (48 kHz), the maximum SNR for a 14-bit converter is 86.04 dB. But in the case of a bandlimited IF signal, which may span a 16-kHz bandwidth, the generalized equation predicts a maximum theoretical SNR of 90.81 dB.

Unfortunately, other noise sources, such as aperture jitter, also degrade an ADC’s SNR. Aperture jitter or uncertainty is the variation associated with the exact moment that a sample-and-hold amplifier goes into hold mode. Both external (somewhat correctable) and internal (uncorrectable) sources cause aperture jitter. External jitter results primarily from the designer’s inability...
to deliver a jitterless sampling clock to the ADC. Internal jitter occurs when the sample-and-hold amplifier's sampling switch fails to open at precisely timed intervals.

A time-domain analysis shows that the effects of aperture jitter increase as the input signal's slew rate increases. An example is the case of a sample clock locked together with waveform A (Fig. 4). In this example, if the sample clock has no variation (phase jitter), the output code from the ADC will always be zero. On the other hand, if the sample clock varies by an amount \( \Delta t \), the ADC output will be the code that represents the error voltage, \( \Delta V \), whose amplitude is

\[
\Delta V = (dV/dt) \times \Delta t
\]

where \( dV/dt \) = the slew rate of the input signal in volts/s, at the sampling instant and \( \Delta t \) = the aperture uncertainty in seconds.

If the rms error voltage is well below the ADC's quantization noise, the resultant noise will be no worse than the quantization noise. As the error voltage increases, the converter's SNR, which previously was limited by quantization noise, will be dominated by noise related to aperture jitter. This noise results from phase modulation of the signal being sampled. If the aperture jitter is totally random, or "white," the noise produced by the phase-noise modulation will also be white. Regardless of the characteristics of the jitter-induced noise, aperture jitter will increase the overall noise floor of the ADC output spectrum.

**Predicting Noise Levels**

Designers can predict the theoretical limits of rms-signal-to-rms-aperture-jitter noise ratio (SNR) based on a full-scale sine wave input and a measurement bandwidth of \( f_s/2 \). The equation is

\[
\text{SNR (dB)} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{2 \pi \tau_s f_s} \right)
\]

where \( \tau_s \) = the rms aperture uncertainty in seconds and \( f_s \) = signal frequency in Hz.

A graph of this equation shows the maximum SNR that designers can achieve based solely on the noise introduced by aperture jitter (Fig. 5). Also shown is the maximum SNR that can be achieved if only quantization noise is taken into account. For a 14-bit converter with \( \tau_s = 150 \) ps, performance begins to degrade at about 53 kHz for a full-scale input.

When evaluating a converter's aperture-jitter performance, designers must consider the input signal's slew rate. Reducing the signal frequency or amplitude will result in a 1:1 reduction in jitter-related errors. That is, reducing the signal by a factor of 10 increases the degraded bandwidth by 10 times.

The ADC's output contains undesired frequency components that were not present at the input. These components are at integer multiples of the input frequency. Consequently, designers should also evaluate harmonically related errors when trying to maximize dynamic range. THD, which describes the converter's linearity, is based on a ratio of the sum of the rms voltages of undesired frequency components to the rms voltage of the input. THD can be calculated with the equation

\[
\text{THD (dB)} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{h_0^2 + h_1^2 + h_2^2 + \ldots}{h_0^2} \right)^{1/2}
\]

where \( h_0 \) = the rms voltage of the fundamental and \( h_n \) through \( h_{-n} \) = the rms voltages of the integer harmonics of the fundamental.

At low frequencies, harmonic distortion generally results from unequal step sizes in the ADC transfer function (INL and DNL). At high frequencies, slew-rate limiting, signal feedthrough, nonlinear resistors and capacitors, and decreased open-loop gain in the sample-and-hold amplifier are the culprits. Like aperture-jitter-induced noise, THD increases when either amplitude or frequency increases.

Another important measure of linearity is IMD, which results when two tones applied simultaneously to an ADC are "mixed" as a result of nonlinearities. Like THD, at low frequencies IMD is a function of the converter's INL and DNL.

However, the ADC doesn't behave like a typical saturated amplifier at low frequencies. In the amplifier, an increase in amplitude causes a corresponding threefold increase in the third-order IMD products. But the ADC's transfer curve can be considered linear with small random quantizing-level errors distributed throughout the converter's full range. Therefore, increasing the input signal's amplitude doesn't in-
At high frequencies and high amplitudes, IMD resulting from INL and DNL is overshadowed by the effects of sample-and-hold amplifier errors. Typically, the amplifier cannot track large, high-frequency signals fast enough to maintain linearity, and IMD increases, as it does in any amplifier.

Another specification peculiar to undersampling converters is full-power bandwidth (FPB). Although no standard definition exists, FPB is often defined as the frequency at which the amplitude of the reconstructed digital output resulting from a full-scale input signal is reduced by 3 dB. A wide FPB ensures a flat output when the ADC undersamples high-frequency inputs. It's worth noting that the bandwidth increases at lower inputs.

Designers, however, should examine the tradeoffs between frequency response and SNR. For instance, although the converter's FPB may be well above the Nyquist rate, other specifications—such as $S/(N+D)$ and THD—may vary as input frequencies approach the FPB. Also, smaller inputs reduce the SNR, but the resulting bandwidth increase reduces slew-rate-induced distortion and aperture-jitter-induced noise. So the FPB quoted in the data sheet shouldn't be the bottom line, although it's a good indication that the converter is intended for undersampling applications.

**Cost Is A Factor**

Although linearity, sample rate, and resolution are prime considerations when choosing an undersampling ADC for digital radio, low cost and convenience are also important. And designers must also examine the device's performance for inputs beyond the typical sub-Nyquist frequency characterization. For instance, two examples of sampling ADCs are the AD679 and AD779. These converters are complete 14-bit, 100-ksample/s devices that differ only in their digital interfaces. Included in the AD679 data sheet are ac specifications for THD, FPB, IMD, and $S/(N+D)$. Graphs are specifically included showing the AD679's characteristics for signals beyond the Nyquist frequency.

$S/(N+D)$ determines the dynamic range that the converter can realistically achieve. This figure, which is computed by analyzing the ADC's output using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), is the rms summation of quantization noise, jitter-induced noise, circuit noise, and THD. The
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CALCULATED NOISE FLOOR

At 456 kHz, the theoretical SNR for a full-scale input is approximately 67.3 dB (Fig. 5, again). Therefore, for a -20 dB input, the noise resulting from jitter is -87.3 dB. Adding the rms value of this noise to the ideal quantizing noise level of -86 dB results in an theoretical noise floor of -83.5 dB, which is relatively close to the measured level of -81.467 dB. The difference is due to external circuit noise and measurement error. This calculation shows that for inputs 20 dB below full-scale the ADC’s dynamic range is limited by quantization noise rather than device nonlinearities.

A larger, high-slew-rate signal changes things. For an input 5.7722 dB below full-scale, the peak spurious signal is -84.017 dB relative to full-scale, and all the spurious noise in the Nyquist bandwidth has increased by 5 dB to -76.414 dB (Fig. 6b). THD has also increased but is still a respectable -69.896 dB. Consequently, for large high-frequency signals THD, not quantization noise, limits dynamic range.

Note that the AD679’s wide input bandwidth not only allows the user to sample a high IF frequency, but also presents the disadvantage of sampling noise and other undesired signals over the same large bandwidth. Like the desired IF information band, the high-frequency noise is convolved with the sampling clock spectrum and can be aliased back to baseband, corrupting the signal. This is true for any undersampling ADC, unlike conventional converters, whose limited bandwidth filters out most of this noise. As a result, an ADC intended for undersampling is far more sensitive to the amount of noise at the input than a traditional converter, so board layout and decoupling considerations are even more critical.

Finally, convenience should not be overlooked in the choice of an ADC. The AD679 and AD779 are the only 14-bit monolithic ADCs that are suitable for undersampling. Both contain an integrated sample-and-hold amplifier, voltage reference, digital latches, and control logic, and have high-impedance analog inputs to simplify input buffering. The AD679 has a convenient 8-bit microprocessor interface and the AD779 has a parallel output that easily connects to digital-signal processors. The AD679 is also available in a pin-compatible 12-bit version, the 200-ksample/s AD678, which sacrifices dynamic range for speed. The AD678 is also specified at frequencies beyond Nyquist.
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Let's talk component density.

If you want maximum benefit from SMT, don't change to through-hole when it comes to LEDs. You can keep everything SMT by incorporating ROHM's surface mount LEDs as indicators on your board. Our lineup includes single-chip LEDs in red, orange, yellow and green; and dual-chip types that give you combinations of colors. You can even get a three-color effect with red and green chips combined to make amber.

We offer standard brightness and high luminance, lensed LEDs packaged in SOT-23s, and lensed mini-molded styles. Brightness ranges from 555 to 660 nanometers. They can turn product designs into gems.

Let's talk added value.

If you want maximum benefit from SMT, don't change to through-hole when it comes to LEDs. You can keep everything SMT by incorporating ROHM's surface mount LEDs as indicators on your board. Our lineup includes single-chip LEDs in red, orange, yellow and green; and dual-chip types that give you combinations of colors. You can even get a three-color effect with red and green chips combined to make amber.

We offer standard brightness and high luminance, lensed LEDs packaged in SOT-23s, and lensed mini-molded styles. Brightness ranges from 555 to 660 nanometers. They can turn product designs into gems.

Let's talk component density.

You need density? How about 50 components per square centimeter? That's what we've achieved in our newest hybrid circuits, thanks to TAB packaging, fine pitch lead spacing, and screening resistors and capacitors back-to-back—directly onto the substrate to improve shielding.

Not to mention some unbelievably small passive components.

Take our new MCR 01, the smallest resistor package in the world. A mere 1.0 x 0.5 mm, it's about the size of a grain of pepper. It occupies 60% less space and weighs 75% less than our MCR 03—formerly the world's smallest. Resistance range is 5.60 to 1.5MΩ and power dissipation is 0.063W with a maximum 12.5V working voltage.

We're now also offering a strong line of ceramic chip capacitors with package sizes as small as 0603 (1.6mm x 0.8mm). They're offered in NPO, X7R, Z5U, and Y5V dielectrics.

So when you're talking popcorn or jellybeans,

Remember that ROHM introduced SMT to this country, and was the first manufacturer to offer surface mount products in quantity.

And we continue to offer innovations like multiple-function transistors, unique diode packages, surface mountable networks, and industry-leading component densities.

Call us and start a little SmallTalk of your own. We'll be happy to share some information.
Algorithm Finds EIA-Standard 5% And 10% Component Values

C and Basic programs take the headache out of tolerancing by providing three values.

BY JAMES A. KUZDRALL
Intrel Service Co., P.O. Box 1247, Nashua, NH 03061; (603) 883-4815.

Commercial components come in specific standard values that are established by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA). Most engineers have memorized these values and can fill in their schematic's 5% and 10% components without referencing a chart. But what if a computer is to do the choosing? Suppose the computer exuberantly calculates a collector load resistor to 15 places. What 5% value should it print out?

Although the problem is harder than it seems, a Basic subroutine or C function can give your computer the correct answer (Tables 1 and 2, respectively). In fact, the routines serve your tolerancing needs with three answers: the nearest value, the guaranteed-less-than value, and the guaranteed-greater-than value.

Components graded to a 5% tolerance should have nominal values separated by 10%. By starting with 10 and multiplying by 1.1, the first value of the 5% table, 11, appears. Continuing the process produces successive standard values until you reach 24. The next calculated value would be $24 \times 1.1 = 26$, but the standard table says 27. In fact, values 27 through 47 and value 82 are all off from their logarithmic ideals. The separations vary from 6.7% to 15.4%. Unlike the mathematically consistent 1% set, the 5% values are somewhat skewed.

The erratic spacing complicates computer solutions. A purely computational approach, such as a curve-fit formula, sprawls over several lines but fails to follow the arbitrary jogs. A lookup table works much better, but the non-logarithmic intervals still cause problems. Consider finding the nearest standard value by stepping through the table until a value within 5% is found. This works well for most values but not for all. For example, $15 \times 1.035 = 15.525$ is well within the 5% tolerance limit of 15, but the next higher standard value, 16, is the closest value (Fig. 1a). Conversely, $24 \times 1.06 = 25.44$. That value is a full 6% away from 24, but the next higher value, 27, is not the closest (Fig. 1b).

The algorithm behind the listings creates a short, fast, and accurate routine by using a table, some simple tests, and a trick or two. It takes all values in your computer's floating-point range. It will, for example, turn 254489 into 240000, or $8.642813 \times 10^{-12}$ into $8.2 \times 10^{-12}$.

To use the subroutine (function), the calling program passes a raw value (RV) and a flag to the routine. The flag selects either 5% or 10% tolerance for the answers. The routine returns three properly scaled standard values: one whose tolerance interval ends just below the RV, the one nearest the RV, and one whose tolerance interval ends just above the RV.

To get a standard-value table, the computer can either calculate the entries from rules, or it can initialize them with constants. If calculation is chosen, the process begins with the ideal logarithmic intervals. The values needed are close to $10 \times 10^n$ rounded upwards to the next higher integer, where $n$ ranges from zero to 24. This creates a table of 25 integral values from 10 to 100, but eight table entries
are incorrect: The seven values from 26 to 46 are too low by 1, and the value 83 is too high by 1.

A logarithmic interval of 1/24.03 rather than 1/24 eliminates the rounding error at 83 without affecting other values. Incrementing the calculated values that fall between 26 and 48 fixes the remaining seven errors in the range.

The standard-value-finding algorithm begins with scaling. Because the input number RV may range over many orders of magnitude, it must be mapped into the decade covered by the table. The base-10 logarithm does this job. After taking the log, the integer portion is the magnitude, it must be mapped into the decade covered by the table. The base-10 logarithm represents the digits scaled into the 1 to 10 range (10^0 to 10^999999). An antilogarithm restores RV as the product of two numbers, a power multiplier (10^0) and decimal digits (10^x). Answers are derived by multiplying table entries by the power multiplier.

The algorithm compares the decimal digits (DD = 10^x) to entries in the standard-values table. The smallest entry that exceeds DD marks the high end of the interval containing DD. A check against the interval ends determines the entry that’s nearest to DD, which is one of the answers being sought.

With the nearest entry found, the two remaining answers can be determined by checking the adjacent tolerance edges. The value of DD may fall within the tolerance range of two entries when the interval is small (Fig. 1a, again). In that case, the entry next to the nearest one is too close to satisfy the guaranteed-greater (or less) criterion. One entry beyond that always has the tolerance margin, however.

The algorithm determines if the entry above the nearest can be used by comparing its tolerance edge to DD. If not, the entry two indices above the nearest is used. A similar procedure finds the entry that never exceeds DD, the last of the three answers. These comparisons require a table that extends beyond the decade edges.

Finally, the algorithm incorporates a switch for either 5% or 10% values. This feature recognizes that the 10% values are at the even entries in the table. A multiplication by 2 at a few key places does the job.

Before getting to the details of Basic code, two points of Basic-programming style warrant discussion. For one, the variables A through Z are treated as temporary registers. Their meanings are retained only in their immediate context. In particular, a subroutine may change any of these variables. On the other hand, two-letter variables are dedicated to single purposes for the whole program. For another, subroutine calls reference a REM statement, not the first line of the routine. This enables lines at the beginning of the routine to be added or deleted without changing all of the calling-point line references. The REM text can be shortened but should not be removed.

Basic’s array initialization uses a Read loop and Data statements. Problems can occur when Data statements must be read several times during the program, as is the case when peering but not storing the data. In particular, the array initia-

---

**TABLE 1. BASIC LISTING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>REM EiASTD.BAS 21-Aug-90 JAK 5% &amp; 10% Standard Value Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>DIM LC(2):REM last standard choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>OPEN &quot;EiASTD.B.TBL&quot; FOR OUTPUT AS 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>FOR TL = 5 TO 10:STEP 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060</td>
<td>LC(0) = 0:LC(1) = 0:LC(2) = 0:PRINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1080</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;Value&quot;, &quot;Lower&quot;, &quot;Nearest&quot;, &quot;Higher&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090</td>
<td>FOR RV = 81 TO 1210 STEP 5:REM RV = raw value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>A = RV:B = TL/5:GO Sub 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1110</td>
<td>FOR I = 0 TO 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1120</td>
<td>IF SC(I) &lt; LC(I) GOTO 1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>NEXT I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1140</td>
<td>GOTO 1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;:&quot;, PRINT SC(I), 10^RV/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1160</td>
<td>FOR RV = 81 TO 1210 STEP 1:REM RV = raw value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1170</td>
<td>NEXT RV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1180</td>
<td>NEXT TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1190</td>
<td>CLOSE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210</td>
<td>REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1220</td>
<td>REM Subroutine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>SUBR : Std EIA Value; In : A = raw value, B = 1 -&gt; 5%, 2 -&gt; 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**The routines provide the nearest value, the guaranteed-less-than value, and the guaranteed-greater-than value.**

---
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lizers must be read again to get to the other data. To avoid this inconvenience, the routine computes the standard-values table. All initialization procedures are in the subroutine.

The first call to the subroutine (line 5000) must run the initialization procedure. Line 5020 accomplishes this by using the variable SV. If SV is zero, the initialization procedure executes (lines 5150-5230). The SV flag, like all Basic variables, is set to zero when the program starts.

The table-calculation procedure begins at line 5150. The For-Next loop repeats lines 5180 and 5190 to calculate 24 standard values in the 10 to 100 decade. The Standard Value subroutine occupies lines 5000 to 5140. After the initialization subroutine is called only once, the DIM statements can be executed here.

The algorithms create a short, fast, and accurate routine using a table, some simple tests, and a trick or two.
2.302585, eliminates the computation delay. By subtracting one from the integer portion of the log, D, F is brought into the table's 10-to-100 decade.

The flag, B, switches the computation between 5% and 10% tolerance. In most cases, B directly controls indices, but lines 5100 and 5120 require tolerance multipliers (1.05 and 0.95 or 1.1 and 0.9). These constants could be generated as $1 + B \times 0.05$ and $1 - B \times 0.05$, but the assignment method used at line 5040 eliminates multiplication for a 30% speed improvement (without a coprocessor).

Lines 5040 to 5070 find the index of the nearest value, and then line 5090 restores the answer to the correct magnitude. Line 5100 finds the guaranteed-greater-than value by testing against the next higher value at its low tolerance (H). The test determines the correct offset, which is either one or two steps (I). Line 5110 restores the magnitude, and lines 5120 and 5130 handle the guaranteed-less-than value in the same manner.

Clarity is another key element when discussing computational efficiency. For clarity, the Basic program uses the form $10^x$ to restore logarithmic values, but $\exp(2.302585 \times x)$ is up to 35% faster (without a coprocessor). Virtually all Basic interpreters resolve $b^x$ as $\exp(\log(b) \times x)$. But because the answer for $\log(b)$ is known in this case, no computation is needed.

The C function eiastd() also implements the standard-value-finding algorithm (Table 2, again). The name anticipates a sister function, eiaprc(), which finds 1% and 2% precision values. The C language's strength in data structures teams with efficient use of data types to produce a compact, fast routine. For example, the structure toldat houses both the input parameters and the answers. This has several advantages. It reduces function-call overhead because only an address is passed to the function. Furthermore, there's no return value to generate and transfer. The structure also provides the conceptual convenience of having the input and output parameters both defined in one place.

The usual floating-point variable in C is the double, which is typically 8 bytes long with 15-digit precision. Because the shorter 4-byte, 6-digit float type is adequate for choosing 5% resistors, it offers an opportunity to reduce data sizes and transfer times. But care must be taken because C converts float to double in function calls, and some compilers do all arithmetic in double. When the compiler insists on double, however, the float-conversion delay is usually negligible compared to floating-point arithmetic times. The coding assumes a compiler that uses the faster float arithmetic when all variables are in float. In addition to potential speed gains, the smaller float type saves memory space. In one system, using float arrays reduced the function size by 25%.

The function begins with local variable allocation. The variables logy, ilgy, and the structure member dat->value are double to avoid conversion when they're passed to the math functions. The float variables magy and dgtv match stdbl's type, which encourages the compiler to do float arithmetic. The structure members lo, near, and high match the float result for conversionless transfer.

The first operations split dat->value into exponent and fraction. C's log10() provides the base-10 log while floor() mimics Basic's INT() operation. The base-10 antilogarithms for magy and dgtv could use the C language's power function, pwr(10,a), but because the natural log of 10 is a known constant, base-e exponentiation is faster.

After the For loop finds the index of the nearest value, the answers can be calculated directly. The C condition operator (test?true:false) selects the index shift for the lo and hi results. The TOS index also selects the tolerance factors from initialized constants in arrays lotol and hitol, substituting fast integer indexing for floating-point arithmetic.

The test program, which prefaces each listing, exercises your implementation to detect coding errors and dialect differences. It executes the algorithm at each 1.0 increment between 81 and 1210. When any of the routine's three answers change, it writes a line to the report file. The line contains the input value at which the change occurred and the three associated standard values. The calculation range exceeds the decade by 10% on each end to check the transition between decades.

The test file reports about 63 changes for 5% and 31 for 10%. These numbers can vary by ±1 or so, because the comparisons that trigger a file line use floating-point results containing rounding and truncation errors. Calculators, interpreters, or compilers with different floating-point representations or rounding algorithms can produce slightly different numbers. However, all systems conforming to the IEEE-754 floating-point standard should get the same results.

James A. Kuzdar, designer of instrumentation and automated process controls at Intel Service Co., received an SB in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, and an MS in engineering from Northeastern University, Boston, Mass.

HOW VALUABLE?

- HIGHLY CIRCLE 550
- MODERATELY CIRCLE 551
- SLIGHTLY CIRCLE 552
The ultimate enclosure with sleek, sophisticated styling, computer-aided, high-tech design and functionality and Bud's legendary built-in quality.

The new Jaguar Cabinet offers the contoured elegance of a modern classic in perfect harmony with advanced engineering and inspired technical innovation. Beneath the graceful curves of its removable top cover, you'll discover a rugged steel frame engineered to be incredibly strong and stable. The sophisticated, functional design provides a precise environment for today's and tomorrow's, high-tech equipment.

Utilizing Bud's standard option packages and our engineer-assisted custom capabilities, we can create a unique Jaguar Cabinet to meet your specific technical requirements.

Bud East, Inc.
4640 East 355th Street
P.O. Box 43
Willoughby, Ohio 44094
(216) 946-3200
FAX: 216-951-4015

Bud West, Inc.
7733 West Olive Avenue
P.O. Box 1029
Phoenix, Arizona 85301-0320
(602) 979-0300
FAX: 602-878-3371

BUD...Your Single Source Enclosure Company.
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Somewhere in the world a Sanyo battery is being “designed-in” to a high performance application.

Right now.
Industry leaders select industry leaders.

**CADNICA.** In 1964 Sanyo’s proprietary technology led to a breakthrough battery that withstands continuous overcharging and overdischarging...the sealed, rechargeable nickel cadmium Cadnic.

**LITHIUM.** Sanyo developed the technology for manganese dioxide compounds to be used in Lithium batteries which produced a cell with high voltage and high energy density characteristics.

**CADNICA EXTRA.** Sanyo’s Cadnic E series incorporates high-density electrode plates in a new concept design for 40% greater capacity than conventional batteries and 1-hour charge capability via Sanyo’s -1/2V voltage sensor changing method.

**SOLAR.** Sanyo leads the development of solar cells with the application of amorphous silicon for physical flexibility and the ability to be fabricated into large-area cells.

**NiMH.** Sanyo’s proprietary electrode manufacturing process and built-in resealable safety vent lead the development of high capacity, high performance rechargeable, Nickel Metal Hydride batteries.

If you’re developing an industry leading product right now, perhaps you should contact Sanyo...

right now.

For specification and design assistance please contact your regional Sanyo sales office at the following address:

**SANYO**
SANYO Energy (U.S.A.) Corporation
2001 Sanyo Avenue
San Diego, California 92173
(619) 661-6620

In Florida: (904) 376-6711
In Illinois: (312) 595-5600
In New Jersey: (201) 841-2333
In Georgia: (404) 279-7377
In Dallas: (214) 480-8345
How To Select Shielded And Filtered Connectors For Systems

Many factors must be considered when optimizing noise performance.

BY FRANK HEBERT AND RANDALL E. RHoads
AMP Inc., P.O. Box 3608, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608; (717) 564-0100.

All circuits, cabling, and electronic devices attenuate, reflect transmitted signals, and radiate to some degree. That's why signal-transmission properties and electromagnetic-interference and -compatibility (EMI/EMC) issues should be addressed at the system-design level.

Shielding and filtering, used together, give the best protection against both radiated and conducted EMI. Once the right shielded or filtered connector is selected, attention to application details will help maximize the benefits.

Input and output (I/O) ports and cables, a major source of EMI, are a wide-open window for EMI to enter or exit an otherwise tightly shielded box. The cables may act as antennas, particularly when cable lengths approach a quarter-wavelength.

Handcuffing crosstalk, maintaining signal fidelity, generating less EMI, and preserving a suitable signal-to-noise ratio were design concerns long before FCC or other regulations came about. As transmission speeds increase in digital systems, so does the difficulty of solving these problems.

Proper grounding is essential to successful EMC design, including grounding of the shielding or filtering. The grounding scheme's continuity determines the shielding system's topology. When the outside and inside of a shielding system are at ground potential and no current flows on its surface, no fields are radiated. Conductors that penetrate apertures, the apertures themselves, and interface junctions in the shielding system may degrade performance. It's imperative that EMC-design techniques hold emissions to a negligible level.

A shielded connector must complete a low-impedance link between ground and the chassis. Anything increasing that impedance lowers system effectiveness. Using a strap or pigtail to ground a cable shield is a less satisfactory arrangement, because it creates a high-impedance path.

Shields should be grounded to chassis ground and not to pc-board ground. Also, connectors present discontinuities that can boost impedance unless they're properly designed and applied.

A shielded connector that supplies a low-impedance path from the cable shield to ground can be as effective as the cable shielding itself. When discussing the shielding effectiveness of a connector, it's necessary to reference the cable used.

Transfer impedance describes a shield's performance (Fig. 1). The surface currents on the outside of a shield couple energy to the conductors through three
Introducing the wave of the future. The industry's first and only low-noise GAL devices.

Silencing device noise with our new GAL® Quiet Series™ family.

The tide of events for CMOS-based logic is sure to change course with the introduction of our new GAL Quiet Series devices. Because now you can design in high-speed logic devices without having to design out noise.

Through our advanced proprietary circuitry, we keep noise to a bare minimum. Our GTO** (Graduated Turn-on Output) circuit, which retards the output buffers, results in smoother edge rates, diminished output undershoot, and greatly reduced ground bounce ($V_{\text{GALP}}$ max of 1.5V).

What's more, these devices utilize unique ground and power buses, which effectively isolate inputs from output noise and improve dynamic threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$V_{\text{LP}}$</th>
<th>$V_{\text{LV}}$</th>
<th>$V_{\text{IDL}}$</th>
<th>$V_{\text{IDH}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>-.62</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitor A</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>-.66</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitor B</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>-.66</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitor C</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$V_{\text{LP}}$—Dynamic Input threshold low  $V_{\text{LV}}$—Dynamic Input threshold high

Minimizing system noise.

Not only will our high-speed GAL QS devices improve your system performance, they'll reduce your overall system noise. And that means extraneous noises like Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), crosstalk, and ringing, the effects of which often result in false clocking.

Delivering higher speeds at 1/2 and 1/4 the power.

What more would you want in a GAL device other than high speed and low noise? Our answer is less. That's why we offer reduced-power versions of our 15ns devices. Which means now you can get half- and quarter-power GAL devices —in either 20- or 24-pin DIP and PLCC packages —that draw a max $I_{\text{CC}}$ of 90mA and 55mA respectively at 15MHz.

Building on our Quiet Series heritage.

When we designed our low-noise GAL devices we talked to the experts. National's team of ACMOS logic designers. After all, they invented FACT Quiet Series, which is globally accepted as the quiet standard. And now standard on our new GAL devices.

Riding the crest with National.

For samples, call or write us today. And find out why our new GAL Quiet Series devices are making waves.

1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 125
National Semiconductor Corp.
P.O. Box 7643
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7643

Quiet Series and GTO are trademarks of National Semiconductor Corporation.
GAL is a registered trademark of Lattice Semiconductor.
©1991 National Semiconductor Corporation
possible mechanisms. The energy is represented as a longitudinal voltage source in series with the conductors. The ratio of voltage to the surface current is the transfer impedance $Z_t$:

$$Z_t = \frac{V}{I_s}$$

A lower transfer impedance means better shielding, which means less emission from the cable and less induced noise on conductors. One advantage of using transfer impedance to measure a shield’s performance is that it's an absolute quantity independent of the measurement system.

The mechanisms that enable the surface currents to couple energy onto the conductor include diffusion, aperture coupling, and junction effects (Fig. 2). Diffusion, which is the natural propagation of electromagnetic energy through a material, is affected by shield material and thickness. Lower conductivity and a thinner shield mean high diffusion. A conductive shield of sufficient thickness reduces diffusion. Material thickness of three skin depths is usually enough.

Skin depth is a frequency-dependent term that expresses the signal-amplitude reduction as the electromagnetic wave passes through material. About 63% of the signal is attenuated for each skin depth. For the most common metals, only a few thousandths of an inch thickness is required at higher frequencies to satisfy the three-skin-depths criterion. In cases where only moderate shielding is needed, a thinner shield may be used as long as high conductivity is maintained.

Apertures achieve coupling from the shield to the center conductor by means of capacitive and inductive coupling. Typically, braided shield becomes less effective as frequencies rise because the shield apertures are more significant relative to the wavelengths involved. In connectors, shield seams and other interfacial features may be apertures.

Junction effects are discontinuities created by the unions of different components in the shielded-cable assembly, such as cable shield to connector shield, cable connector to bulkhead connector, bulkhead connector to panel ground, and so on. Each junction contributes a voltage drop of a magnitude, depending on the quality of contact between materials. Each component must maintain intimate, low-impedance contact with the other components in the chain.

Maintaining a low impedance from cable shield to connector shield requires a 360° termination (Fig. 3). Most connectors use either a crimp ferrule or a spring-finger arrangement. Pigtail or drain-wire terminations present a high inductance and resistance to high-frequency noise, prevent proper grounding of the shield, and cause the cable to act as a transmitting or receiving antenna.

Discontinuities between mating connector shields are minimized by indents or spring fingers. The resulting spring force is better suited to maintaining a low impedance than the friction fit alone.

Almost any highly conductive material—zinc chromate,
brass, copper alloy, or cast zinc with platings of tin, copper, and nickel—makes a good connector shield. But joining two dissimilar materials should be avoided, because it may cause galvanic corrosion that degrades long-term reliability. For example, a steel ferrule is undesirable because of galvanic corrosion between it and a copper shield. Moreover, aluminum is susceptible to galvanic corrosion unless properly treated. That doesn’t mean anodizing, however, despite its cosmetic appeal. Aluminum should be treated with chromate or zinc.

In applications requiring only modest shielding of 30 or 40 dB, shield thickness isn’t crucial. Material characteristics are more important than thickness at lower frequencies. Metal-plated plastics may work quite well at the higher frequencies.

Filtered connectors for EMI control use low-pass filters built into the connector pins. The most important characteristics of a filter are cutoff frequency and insertion loss as a function of frequency. At the cutoff frequency, which is the frequency at which filtering begins, energy is attenuated 3 dB or 50%. Any frequency below the cutoff point is considered passed, and any frequency above is considered filtered.

Above the cutoff frequency, the insertion loss reaches its maximum. Typical maximum insertion losses run from 20 dB to over 90 dB. The slope of an insertion-loss curve, expressed in dB/decade, indicates how steeply over the frequency range the insertion loss moves from the cutoff frequency to maximum attenuation.

Selecting a filtered connector involves knowing the desired cutoff frequency, the amount of insertion loss required and the acceptable insertion-loss curve. While most filters form a network of capacitance, inductance, and sometimes resistance, capacitance is typically the characteristic that is varied to achieve the desired cutoff frequency and maximum insertion loss. More capacitance means a lower cutoff frequency and higher insertion loss. For a capacitor, the cutoff frequency is equal to

\[ f_c = \frac{R_s + R_t}{R_s R_t} \left(2\pi C\right) \]

where \( R_s \) is the source impedance, \( R_t \) is the load impedance, and \( C \) is capacitance. When \( R_s \) and \( R_t \) are equal, as in the 50 Ω specified by MIL-STD-220, the formula simplifies to

\[ f_c = 0.00637/C \]

Here, capacitance is the sole determinant of cutoff frequency.

Because filtering needs vary and filter design trade-offs are involved, technologies for connector filters have evolved. One option is capacitive filtering, in which a hollow ceramic tube, plated inside and out, forms a simple feed-through capacitor. Capacitances, which range from 100 to 10,000 pF, vary with tube length and ceramic material. Capacitive filters offer typical slopes of 20 dB/decade and maximum attenuations of 50 dB.

Alternatives to the tubular capacitor are either multilayer or thick-film planar capacitors (Fig. 4). In this case, a planar array slides over the connector pins and is soldered to both the pins and the connector shell. Planar capacitors can pack up to 0.2 µF in a very small area to offer high attenuation at relatively low frequencies.

One drawback in commercial applications is fragility, because the capacitor may crack if the connector is twisted. Military connectors use stronger materials and potting to form a sturdier structure suited to planar arrays.

Another filtering scheme involves lumped-element filters, which use discrete components, such as ferrite beads and tubular capacitors, to form L, T, or pi networks. The choice of network depends on the circuit in which the filter is used.

For unbalanced networks, L filters offer about 40 dB/decade of loss. The inductor end of the filter must be oriented towards the low impedance. For low-impedance circuits, T filters, which use inductors facing both the source and load with a capacitor to ground, provide about 60 dB/decade of loss. For high-impedance circuits, pi filters use one inductor and two capacitors to ground for 60 dB/decade of loss.

Lumped-element filters operate reflectively, using impedance mismatches to reflect the high-frequency EMI back to the source. EMI isn’t eliminated; it’s
8...80V INPUT DC-DC’S
MTBF’S TO 350,000 HOURS
The PSR, PSK & SMR families offer input ranges as wide as
8...80Vdc, outputs from 5...720 watts and efficiencies up to
95%. Ideally suited for Instrumentation, Industrial Controls
or Mobile Communication systems, where High-Rel power
conversion is a must.
• Outputs of 2...36 Vdc, up to 25 Amps
• -25...71 °C or -40...85 °C ambient
• Shorts/Open circuit proof
• Shock/Vibration per MIL-STD 810D
• PCB, 3U rack or chassis mount formats
• Many options available
• 100’s of models to choose from
For more information contact MELCHER at 800-828-9712.

DC-DC’S FROM 1...10 WATTS
DISTRIBUTED POWER, 4:1 INPUTS
For distributed power or hand-held instrument applications,
the ICR, IWR & IPS units offer the widest input ranges and
fully regulated outputs in low profile, PC board-mount
packages. These units are completely isolated and available
with up to three outputs.
• Input ranges of 4.5...5.5, 10...33, and 18...72 Vdc
• Isolation voltages from 500...8kVdc
• Single, Dual, Triple outputs of 2...48 Vdc
• -25...71 °C, -40...85 °C ambient
• Industry Standard pinning
For more information contact MELCHER at 800-828-9712.

50 WATT DC-DC/AC-DC CONVERTERS
5:1 DC INPUT, UNIVERSAL AC INPUT
The M series offers complete versatility for systems
requiring extremely wide AC or DC inputs, high isolation,
and rugged power conversion products. These units are
well-suited for Airborn Instrumentation, Locomotive/Process
Controls, and Telecom applications.
• 8...35, 14...70, 28...140, 44...220 Vdc, 85...264 Vac Inputs
• Single, Dual, Triple outputs. 2...48 Vdc
• UL/CSA/VDE, British & French Rail Board Approved
• MIL-STD 704D (28V, 115V/400Hz)
• Isolation up to 4,000 Vrms
• Open/Short circuit proof
For more information contact MELCHER at 800-828-9712.

Melcher builds power supplies that withstand the
worst electrical and environmental conditions.
All the components you need to combat extended
temperature ranges, shock and vibration, and any
input voltage. For more than 18 years designers
around the globe have been specifying Melcher’s
leading edge power conversion technology for
locomotive, telecommunications, off-road machinery,
process controls and medical instrumentation
applications. A gold medal reputation that promises
the industry’s best cost/performance ratio.
Ask for the power supply you can ‘fit and forget’.
Ask for Melcher.

To receive additional technical literature
or to speak to an application engineer, call
1-800-828-9712.
simply passed to another part of the system.

System impedance raises another issue. Most manufacturers test filter insertion loss according to MIL-STD-220, which specifies a 50-Ω system impedance. This environment is rarely experienced in practice. Most filters aren’t used in 50-Ω systems, and the actual system impedance is often unknown. Insertion loss is frequently unpredictable and, in fact, resonance effects may actually cause “insertion gain.” Therefore, insertion loss depends on source and load impedances and the mismatches the filter presents to each. For example, a pi filter’s performance improves over test values at impedances over 50 Ω and decreases at impedances under 50 Ω.

Distributed-element filters offer the best high-frequency performance, with slopes greater than 60 dB/decade and insertion losses that can top 90 dB (Fig. 5). The filters use a one-piece sleeve formed of an inner ferrite and outer barium titanate ceramic. The sleeve is plated inside and out. The ferrite is specially formulated to be both conductive and absorptive (lossy). The one-piece construction supplies a distributed inductance (from the ferrite) and capacitance (from the ceramic) that, at high frequencies, acts as a lossy transmission line.

Capacitance reflects the EMI, but the ferrite absorbs it and dissipates it as heat. While some reflections still occur—about 12 dB in a 50-Ω system—most of the insertion loss results from absorption, and typically amounts to 105 dB/in. at 100 MHz. The energy is dissipated rather than passed elsewhere in the system. A comparison of insertion loss for distributed-element and capacitive filters can be shown (Fig. 6).

To select a filter, a designer must know what frequencies need to be passed and what level of attenuation is required for frequencies to be filtered. If high-frequency harmonics of the signal are filtered, the signal’s shape will be altered, slowing the rise time.

Because a filter must be well grounded to maintain a low-impedance noise path, the filter should always be clean and securely grounded to the panel. Installation in a groundplane or bulkhead will prevent energy coupling from input to output.

As mentioned, most filter-insertion-loss specifications are based on testing in a 50-Ω system. The greater the system varies from this impedance, the greater the difference in filter performance—for better or worse. Distributed-element filters are less susceptible to impedance variations than lumped-element T, L, or pi filters.

Because reflective filters don’t eliminate EMI, but only reflect it back to the source, the circuit design must account for the noise still in the circuit. Again, this is less a consideration with absorptive distributed-element filters. The characteristics of different filter types can be shown in tabular form (see the table).

Frank Hebert, product manager in the interconnection components and assemblies products group of AMP, received a BA/BS from Southern Methodist University, Dallas, and an MBA from the University of Rhode Island, Kingston.

Randall E. Rhoads, development engineer in AMP’s technology division, holds a BSEE from Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

HOW VALUABLE?

HIGHLY CIRCLE 556
MODERATELY CIRCLE 557
SLIGHTLY CIRCLE 558
RELIABILITY YOU CAN DEPEND ON!

MILITARY
DC-DC CONVERTERS

DC INPUT
18-300V for:
28V
48V
155V
270V
BUS

DC OUTPUT
110A
2 to 300V
1 to 8 outputs
to 600 watts

MULTI OUTPUT
EL2000 SERIES

WE PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
CONDITIONED INPUTS FOR LAND, SEA & AIR

- Surge and spike protection to input requirements of Mil-Std-1275A and Mil-Std-704D.
- Operation to Mil-Std-810D environments.
- High density designs to 24 watts/in.³.
- Efficiencies to 80% +.
- Extended MTBF to >500,000 hours.
- Low EMI/RFI options available.
- Meets applicable requirements of Mil-E-5400T, Mil-E-16400, Mil-E-4158E and Mil-Std-454J.
- Design and derating to NAVMAT P4855-1.
- Mil-I-45208A facilities and systems.
- Standard products for custom applications without NRE.
- Short lead times... deliveries in weeks not months.

For complete brochure and applications assistance please call Toll Free 1-800-421-8181 (in CA 805/484-4221)

ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORPORATION
4000 Via Pescador, Camarillo, California 93012 • Phone: (805) 484-4221 • FAX: (805) 484-4113

CIRCLE 91
In many applications of variable resistors (trimmers, precision and nonprecision panel controls), the goal is to produce a nonlinear control output or taper that's unmatched by any available standard product. Examples include voltage-level controls in power supplies, panel or internal adjustments on test or instrumentation equipment, and some audio controls.

The desired nonlinear output for a number of applications can be created by combining a standard variable-resistance device with a linear taper (a constant rotation versus resistance characteristic over the entire range of rotation) and one or more fixed resistors. This approach can be less costly than specifying a custom variable resistor.

The accompanying illustrations show ten circuits that produce special tapers using conventional linear variable devices and fixed resistors. The tapers are plotted as rotation versus output voltage as a percentage of input voltage. The curves were plotted using Ohm's Law and parallel-resistance calculations.

Four of the figures demonstrate circuit options using standard three-terminal linear potentiometers, either trimmer or panel types. One circuit produces a linear characteristic with a minimum output voltage defined by the value of RF (Fig. 1). Two others use the loading effects of resistors RL to produce nonlinear characteristics (Figs. 2 and 3). The degree of nonlinearity is determined by the ratio RL/RT, with very high values (i.e., in the limit, the equivalent of RL being open) producing a linear characteristic and lower values producing increasingly nonlinear characteristics. The curve's concavity or convexity is determined by the configurations of the input and output terminals.

The fourth circuit option, which uses a standard linear device, produces a characteristic that's nonlinear near the ends of the rotation range but nearly linear in the middle portion (Fig. 4). As in the preceding two circuits, the degree of nonlinearity is determined by the ratio RL/RT, with high values producing a larger linear portion and a moderate degree of nonlinearity at the ends.

The next six circuits use center-tapped variable resistances. The first produces a curve that resembles an inverted version of the one in Fig. 4 (Fig. 5). However, neither the degree of nonlinearity nor the slope of the linear portion can be varied.

The last five circuits produce various “dual-slope” characteristics. Some have linear portions, while others are totally nonlinear. The curve produced by one of the circuits comprises two linear sections intersecting at the “knee” of the curve (Fig. 7). The knee will always occur at 50% rotation. But the slope of the first 50% of rotation, and therefore the percentage of maximum output voltage at which the knee occurs, is determined by the value of RL. Relatively high values will produce a nearly continuous, nearly linear characteristic with only a slight knee. Relatively low values will produce a shallower slope for the first 50% of rotation and raise the knee. With proper values, the circuit approaches the logarithmic taper of an audio-volume control.

To show how different values of RL affect linearity, a family of curves was plotted for the circuit of Fig. 8, assuming a value for RT of 10 kΩ and using values for RL of 5 kΩ, 10 kΩ, and 100 kΩ (Fig. 11). Data points were taken at each 10% of rotation. The 100-kΩ value of RL produces a nearly linear plot.

Two points of caution should be observed when using circuits like those described here. First, calculations of the maximum current through both fixed and variable resistances should be made and power ratings for these components chosen accordingly. Second, calculating loading effects on the output of the voltage source should be made for a range of settings.

In summary, it's relatively easy, and in most cases cost-effective, to design a custom nonlinear control solution using standard linear variable resistors and fixed resistors.

Richard Bolin, technical marketing specialist for Bourns Inc., holds a BS degree in engineering technology from Cal Poly University, Pomona, Calif.
Condor’s SDS and SDM Series power supplies meet FCC/VDE Level B and have agency safety approvals!

Want a tough, versatile, well-designed power supply for your next application? Try a single (SDS) or multiple (SDM) output model from Condor!

Every Condor SDS or SDM power supply meets the toughest domestic and international safety requirements, and is UL, CSA and TUV/VDE certified. All units also meet FCC 20870 Level B and VDE 0871 Class B above 150KHz.

SDS/SDM Series features:
- 5 power levels — 45 to 200 watts
- 20 single and 29 multiple-output models (up to 5 outputs)
- Clean, low-cost, open-frame design
- Fully protected — adjustable current limit, built-in OVP and reverse voltage protection
- Full load burn-in and 2-year warranty
- LED “on” indicator
- Powerfail signal and logic inhibit on 140 and 200W levels
- High peak current disk drive outputs plus closely regulated 3-terminal-type outputs
- Extremely versatile output configurations for tough applications
- Very high value for your purchasing dollar
- Isolated outputs can be used for positive or negative sources or in series with other outputs
- Pass vibration and shock per MIL-STD 810D

Call us today and find out how a Condor SDS or SDM world-class power supply can meet your most demanding design requirements!

Send for our free catalog!
250 power supplies! Switchers and linear! Open frame and enclosed! Custom capability!

CONDOR
2311 Statham Parkway, Oxnard, CA 93030
(805) 486-4565 • TWX: 910-333-0681
FAX: (805) 487-8911
CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-235-5929 (outside CA)
**Multi-turn Trimmer Can Take Processing**

Vapor-phase reflow cycles up to 215°C for 3 minutes, or dip and reflow soldering temperatures of up to 260°C for 10 seconds are no match for the ST-7 multi-turn trimmer. The low-profile device is sealed against immersion and other processing. Resistance range is 50 Ω to 1 MΩ and power rating is 0.25W at 70°C. Rotational life is 100 cycles. Call for pricing and delivery.

**Mepcopal**

11468 Sorrento Valley Rd. San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 453-0332

► CIRCLE 571

**Tiny Chip Resistors Rated at 1/16 W**

A resistance range of 10 Ω to 2.2 MΩ is included within the ERJ2GE series of thick-film chip resistors. The tiny 0402-package devices are rated at 1/16 of a watt and a tolerance of ±5%. Their TCR is ±0.200 ppm/°C for values up to 1 MΩ. The resistive element, which is deposited on a high-purity alumina substrate, is a layer of fired ruthenium oxide ink protected by a passivated glass coating. Resistors are available in bulk or on 8-mm tape and reel. Call for pricing.

**Panasonic Industrial Co.**

Two Panasonic Way Secaucus, NJ 07094

(201) 348-5205

► CIRCLE 572

**Passive-component Manufacturers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M Fiber Optic Products</td>
<td>610 Industrial Way East Eatontown, NJ 07724</td>
<td>(201) 544-9119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Interface Inc.</td>
<td>15560 Rockfield Blvd., #1E Irvine, CA 92618</td>
<td>(714) 623-9524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEG Corp.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 3800 Somerville, NJ 08876-1269</td>
<td>(201) 231-8300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP Inc.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 3608 Parsippany, NJ 07054-3608</td>
<td>(908) 522-6752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>W. J. Purdy Co.</td>
<td>770 Airport Blvd. Burlingame, CA 94010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>302 West O St. Ogallala, NE 69153</td>
<td>(308) 284-3611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T Microelectronics</td>
<td>555 Union Blvd. Allentown, PA 18103</td>
<td>(800) 372-2447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVA Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>4000 Bridge St. Drexel Hill, PA 19026</td>
<td>(800) 351-9858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVX Corp.</td>
<td>A Kyocera Group Co. P.O. Box 867 Myrtle Beach, SC 29577</td>
<td>(803) 448-9411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerovox Inc.</td>
<td>270 Middlefield Rd. North Dartmouth, MA 02747</td>
<td>(508) 995-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerovox Inc.</td>
<td>309 Faunce Corner Rd. North Dartmouth, MA 02747</td>
<td>(508) 995-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Precision Industries</td>
<td>Delevan Div. 270 Quaker Rd. East Aurora, NY 14052</td>
<td>(716) 652-3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Technical Ceramics</td>
<td>One Norden Lane Huntington Station, NY 11746</td>
<td>(516) 547-5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersen Laboratories</td>
<td>1200 Blue Hills Ave. Bloomfield, CT 06002</td>
<td>(203) 242-0761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arco Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>9016 Fullbright Ave. Chatsworth, CA 91311</td>
<td>(818) 882-8707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen-Bradley Electric</td>
<td>1414 Allen-Bradley Dr. El Paso, TX 79936-6415</td>
<td>(915) 592-4888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen-Bradley Electric</td>
<td>Elec. Components Div. 1414 Allen-Bradley Dr. El Paso, TX 79936-6415</td>
<td>(915) 592-4888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Coil</td>
<td>3545 N.W. 71st St. Miami, FL 33147</td>
<td>(305) 696-6660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckman Industrial Corp.</td>
<td>4141 Palm St. Fullerton, CA 92635</td>
<td>(714) 447-2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Corp.</td>
<td>Passive Component Mfrs. 400 Reimann Ave. Sandy, UT 84054</td>
<td>(801) 766-8411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddock Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>107 Audubon Rd. Wakefield, MA 01890</td>
<td>(617) 246-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Corp.</td>
<td>Thick Film Group 400 Parr Rd. Secaucus, NJ 07094</td>
<td>(201) 348-5205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Corp.</td>
<td>Frequency Control Div. 400 Reimann Ave. Sandy, UT 84054</td>
<td>(801) 766-8411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Corp.</td>
<td>Frequency Control Div. 400 Reimann Ave. Sandy, UT 84054</td>
<td>(801) 766-8411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Corp.</td>
<td>Frequency Control Div. 400 Reimann Ave. Sandy, UT 84054</td>
<td>(801) 766-8411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Corp.</td>
<td>Frequency Control Div. 400 Reimann Ave. Sandy, UT 84054</td>
<td>(801) 766-8411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Resistors**

Standard 18- and 20-pin ceramic packages with isolated, bussed, and dual-terminator circuit configurations are available for the model 887-888 thick-film DIP resistor networks. A full range of customized schematics including up to 36 resistors for SCSI applications is offered. Standard resistance range is 22 Ω to 1 MΩ with tolerance of ±2%.
PASSIVE-COMPONENT MANUFACTURERS

Cermtek Microelec. Inc.
1308 Borregos Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3565
(408) 752-5000

CIRCLE 329

Connor-Winfield Corp.
CIRCLE 333

Component Research Co.
CIRCLE 332

Cary, IL 60013

Coilcraft
CIRCLE 330

Clarostat Mfg. Co.
CIRCLE 331

CIRCLE 335

CIRCLE 329

CIRCLE 338

CIRCLE 337

CIRCLE 336

Saukville, WI 53080

Santa Monica, CA 90404

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

Dover, NH 03820-1507

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

(800) 972-9594

(803) 878-6311

(708) 851-4722

(213) 829-3615

(708) 639-2361

(914) 664-6602

(800) 972-9594

CIRCLE 339

Connor-Winfield Corp.
1 Washington St.
Dover, NH 03820-1507
(603) 742-1120

(AU) (CC) (CF) (CR) (CE) (TF) (WW) (CO) (ST) (MT) (TR) (OS)

(C) (CY) (CK) (SO)

CIRCLE 341

Damon Corp.
Electronics Div.
60 Wilson Way Westwood, MA 02090
(600) 348-0028

(CF) (TC) (VC)

CIRCLE 342

Data Delay Devices Inc.
3 Mt. Prospect Ave.
Clifton, NJ 07013
(201) 772-2299

(PL) (CK)

CIRCLE 343

Data Display Products
445 S. Douglas St.
El Segundo, CA 90245-4630
(213) 540-0442

(L/L)
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Datatronics Inc.
28151 Hwy. 74
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(714) 928-7700

(PL)

CIRCLE 345

Datapoint Corp.
1913 Atlantic Ave.
Manasquan, NJ 08736
(908) 528-8932

(LL)

CIRCLE 346

EGG & Reticon
345 Potrero Ave.
San Jose, CA 94086
(408) 738-4266

(IS) (UV)

CIRCLE 347

EGG & Vactec
10900 Page Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63132
(314) 425-4890

(IE) (IS) (L) (OS) (OI) (PH) (PC) (PD) (PR) (PU)

CIRCLE 348

ESC Electronic Corp.
534 Bergen Blvd.
Pallisades Park, NJ 07650
(900) 631-0853

(AF) (RF) (SU)

CIRCLE 349

Eclipse Corp.
18430 Bandelier Circle

Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 963-8464

(1F) (IF) (RF) (SU) (MC) (QC) (SC) (CL) (CO) (TC) (VC) (SO)
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Electro-Films Inc.
111 Gilbane St.
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 738-9100

(CH) (RN) (CP)

CIRCLE 351

Electronic Components Int'l
171 Sheldon St.
El Segundo, CA 90245
(312) 322-7205

(CF) (CD) (CM) (EA) (FF) (FY) (FT)

CIRCLE 352

Electronic Concepts Inc.
530 Industrial Way West
Eaton, IN 47724
(908) 542-7880

(FL) (FP) (FY) (FT) (FF)
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Electronic Film Capacitors Inc.
41 Interstate Lane
Waterbury, CT 06705
(800) 972-9594

(FL) (FP) (FY) (FT) (FF)
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Electronic Precision Components
515 S. Fifth Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550
(914) 664-2333

(PW)

CIRCLE 355

Elina America Inc.
Florida Branch
3446 E. Lake Rd., Suite 204
Palm Harbor, FL 34685
(813) 787-6801

(EA) (ED) (FP) (CP)

CIRCLE 356

Engineered Components Co.
P.O. Box 8121
San Luis Obispo, CA 93403
(805) 544-3800

(PDN)

CIRCLE 357

Epitaxx Inc.
3400 U.S. Route 1
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 452-1188

(EM) (EI) (ISL)

CIRCLE 358

Ericson Components Inc.
403 International Pkwy.
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 669-9900

(RN) (EM)

CIRCLE 359

FBD America Inc.
Fujitsu Electrochemical Co.
17326 Edwards Rd.
Cerritos, CA 90701
(213) 404-1770

(RF)

CIRCLE 360

(see p. 106 for key)

(continued on p. 109)

\^ VERTICAL FIXED RESISTORS
SAVE PC-BOARD SPACE

A series of compact metal-oxide-film resistors features self-standing, snap-in terminals that save board space. The Series RSS vertical-mount resistors exhibit an excellent high-frequency response and low inductance. Model RSS8FB is rated at 3 W with a resistance range of 1 Ω to 100 kΩ. Model RSS5FB is rated at 5 W with a range of 1 Ω to 2.4 kΩ. The surface area of the units' terminals is increased to enhance heat dissipation. Call for pricing and delivery.

Noble U.S.A. Inc.
5540 Meadowbrook Ind. Ct.
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
(708) 364-6039

\> CIRCLE 586

\> CIRCLE 587

\> FOUR-TERMINAL RESISTORS CAN CARRY UP TO 50 A

A line of precision resistors, current shunts, and resistor networks includes resistance values from 0.5 mΩ to 100 Ω and tolerances to ±0.1%. Among the ISA-PLAN products offered are four-terminal (Kelvin) resistors (shown) and networks for both through-hole and surface-mounted applications. There are three surface-mounted models: The SMI is a two-terminal type and the SMV and PMA are four-terminal styles. Prices start at $1 in lots of 1000.

Isotek Corp.
566 Wilbur Ave.
Swansea, MA 02772
(508) 673-2900

\> CIRCLE 587
We've added a new line of solid-state broad band matrices to complement our field proven reed relay switching modules and systems.

This means you can let Matrix Systems handle all of your switching needs — be it audio, video or RF.

We're compatible with RS-232, RS-422, and IEEE-488 interface as well as 16 bit parallel — plus the new VX1bus.

Why choose Matrix Systems? Because for more than 20 years we've been designing state-of-the-art switching modules, matrices and complete systems to the toughest electrical and packaging specs imaginable. For demanding customers including government agencies, defense contractors, the TV industry, ATE and telecommunications companies — and more.

Matrix Systems Corporation
5177 North Douglas Fir Road
Calabasas, California 91302
(818) 992-6776 • FAX (818) 992-8521
For designers of today's shrinking systems, the model 3363 surface-mounted trimmer meets the industry's smallest 3-mm design. The device meets both EIA and EIAJ standard board footprints and packaging requirements. Standard resistance range is from 100 Ω to 1 MΩ with 5% maximum contact-resistance variation. Pricing starts at $3.95 in low volumes.

Bourns Inc.
1200 Columbia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 781-5500

NEW! Susie™
(Standard Universal Simulator for Engineering)

The only
Real-time fully automated design verifier for:
- Multiple XILINX™, ACTEL™, ALTERA™...
- Any logic design, memories, PDLs, etc.
- Works directly with your present tools
- Breadboards your design in seconds
- Automatically reports design errors

Call for a free Susie™ Working Model
(805) 499-5867 FAX (805) 498-7945
Order Desk 1-800-48-SUSIE

Susie works like a real hardware:
you can toggle switches, move jumpers replace HEX and JEDEC, change IC timing parameters add new test vectors, etc., all without software compilations.

Passive-Component Manufacturers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferroxcube</td>
<td>Div. of Amperex</td>
<td>5083 Kings Hwy., Saugerties, NY 12477</td>
<td>(914) 246-2811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fotec Inc.</td>
<td>529 Main St., Boston, MA 02129</td>
<td>(800) 537-8254</td>
<td>(FC) (ON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Electronics</td>
<td>5842 Corporation Circle Fort Myers, FL 33905</td>
<td>(813) 699-0099</td>
<td>(MC) (QC) (CL) (CO) (TC) (VC) (SO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Devices Inc.</td>
<td>25 Locust St., Hatfield, MA 01030</td>
<td>(617) 374-0761</td>
<td>(PF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>55 Charles Lindbergh Blvd. Mitchell Field, NY 11553</td>
<td>(516) 794-4590</td>
<td>(CL) (CY) (TC) (VC) (CK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTE Corp. Elec. Components &amp; Materials</td>
<td>2401 Reach Rd. Williamsport, PA 17701</td>
<td>(717) 326-6591</td>
<td>(CN) (CP) (QC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilway Technical Lamp</td>
<td>800 W. Cummings Park Woburn, MA 01801</td>
<td>(617) 635-4442</td>
<td>(LL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globtek Inc.</td>
<td>7700 Marine Rd. North Bergen, NJ 07047</td>
<td>(201) 981-0205</td>
<td>(EA) (FP) (FY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gowanda Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>1 Industrial Pl. Gowanda, NY 14070</td>
<td>(716) 532-2234</td>
<td>(IF) (RF) (SU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett-Packard Co. Components Div.</td>
<td>370 W. Trimble Rd. San Jose, CA 95131</td>
<td>(408) 435-6507</td>
<td>(OM) (LL) (LS) (OS) (O1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hipotronics Inc.</td>
<td>P.O. Drawer A Brewster, NY 10509</td>
<td>(914) 279-8091</td>
<td>(WW) (CN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirose Electric (U.S.A.) Inc.</td>
<td>2685-C Park Center Dr. Simi Valley, CA 93065</td>
<td>(805) 522-7958</td>
<td>(ON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi America Ltd. Semiconductor &amp; IC Div.</td>
<td>2000 Sierra Pt. Pkwy. Brisbane, CA 94005</td>
<td>(415) 244-7286</td>
<td>(EM) (IE) (LL) (PT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeywell Optoelectronics</td>
<td>830 Arapaho Rd. Richardson, TX 75081</td>
<td>(214) 470-4271</td>
<td>(EM) (IE) (IS) (LS) (OS) (OI) (PD) (PT) (PR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Capacitor Corp.</td>
<td>2012 W. St. Paul Ave. Chicago, IL 60647</td>
<td>(312) 252-2211</td>
<td>(FL) (FP) (FY) (FT) (TE) (CN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hycomp Inc.</td>
<td>165 Cedar Hill St. Marlborough, MA 01752</td>
<td>(508) 485-8300</td>
<td>(TH) (CH) (RN) (CN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA Inc.</td>
<td>1300-B Pioneer St. Brea, CA 92621</td>
<td>(213) 287-4552</td>
<td>(LL) (LI) (PR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC Inc.</td>
<td>Greenway Rd., Box 1860 Boone, IA 50036</td>
<td>(708) 675-1760</td>
<td>(CE) (CO) (CD) (MN) (TF) (TH) (GL) (HR) (MO) (WW) (CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT Components</td>
<td>1851 E. Deere Ave. Santa Ana, CA 92705</td>
<td>(714) 281-5390</td>
<td>(ED) (FL) (FP) (MC) (QC) (CO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITW Paktron</td>
<td>1205 McConville Rd. Brea, CA 92621</td>
<td>(714) 261-5300</td>
<td>(EA) (FP) (FY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Capacitor Inc.</td>
<td>3757 W. Touhy Ave. Chicago, IL 60645</td>
<td>(708) 675-1760</td>
<td>(CD) (EA) (FL) (FP) (FY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductor Supply Inc.</td>
<td>1849 W. Sequoia Ave. Orange, CA 92668-1017</td>
<td>(714) 978-2277</td>
<td>(AF) (BF) (RF) (SU) (PL) (SW) (CF) (FM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Devices Inc.</td>
<td>260 Railroad Ave. Hackensack, NJ 07601</td>
<td>(201) 489-9899</td>
<td>(IE) (IS) (LL) (LI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Electronic Engineers</td>
<td>7740 Lemona Ave. Van Nuys, CA 91405</td>
<td>(818) 787-0311</td>
<td>(LL) (OS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Mfg. Services</td>
<td>50 Schoolhouse Lane Portsmouth, RI 02871-2418</td>
<td>(401) 693-9700</td>
<td>(AU) (CR) (CE) (TF) (HR) (CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iskra Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>155 Dupont St. Placentia, CA 92870</td>
<td>(714) 862-2101</td>
<td>(CF) (CE) (ST) (MT) (CF) (CE) (FL) (FP) (FY) (FT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotek Corp.</td>
<td>568 Wilbur Ave. Swansea, MA 02777</td>
<td>(508) 673-2900</td>
<td>(MM) (RN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanson Dielectric Inc.</td>
<td>2220 Screenland Dr. Burbank, CA 91510</td>
<td>(818) 848-4465</td>
<td>(CD) (CM) (OP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanson Mfg. Corp.</td>
<td>40 Rockaway Valley Rd. Boonton, NJ 07005</td>
<td>(201) 334-2676</td>
<td>(AI) (CD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEKET Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 5928 Greenville, SC 29608</td>
<td>(803) 963-6621</td>
<td>(CM) (FL) (CP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOA Speer Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 547 Bradford, PA 16701</td>
<td>(814) 362-5536</td>
<td>(CF) (MN) (TF) (MO) (CH) (ED)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(see p. 106 for key)
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### Passive-Component Manufacturers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Networks Inc</td>
<td>1443 Pinewood St.</td>
<td>(804) 259-9603 (AF) (IF) (SU) CIRCLE 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledtronics Inc.</td>
<td>4009 Pacific Coast Hwy. Torrance, CA 90505</td>
<td>(213) 549-9995 (LL) (LI) CIRCLE 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMO USA Inc.</td>
<td>335 Tesconi Circle Santa Rosa, CA 95401</td>
<td>(800) 844-5366 (ON) CIRCLE 395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litton Systems Inc.</td>
<td>4009 Pacific Coast Hwy. Torrance, CA 90505</td>
<td>(800) 844-5366 (ON) CIRCLE 395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Tron Industries Inc.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 630</td>
<td>(605) 655-9321 (MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (VC) CIRCLE 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>10 Commerce Dr. New Rochelle, NY 10801</td>
<td>(800) 331-1236 (CY) (VC) (CK) (SO) CIRCLE 398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Capacitor Co.</td>
<td>4760 Kentucky Ave. Indianapolis, IN 46241</td>
<td>(317) 856-3731 (CD) (CM) (EA) (ED) (EW) PT (CF) (FY) (PF) (FC) CIRCLE 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcon America Corp.</td>
<td>998 Forest Edge Drive Vernon Hills, IL 60061</td>
<td>(708) 913-9980 (MO) (CM) (EA) (ED) (EW) PT (CF) (FY) (PF) (FC) CIRCLE 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marktech International Corp.</td>
<td>5 Hemlock St.</td>
<td>(518) 786-6591 (EM) (EQ) (LL) (LI) (OI) (PD) (PT) (PR) CIRCLE 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matec Corp.</td>
<td>1373 South St.</td>
<td>(718) 269-9681 (MC) (QG) (SC) (CO) (TC) (VC) (CK) (SO) (FC) CIRCLE 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matec Fiberoptics</td>
<td>56 Hudson St. Northboro, MA 01532</td>
<td>(508) 393-3753 (FC) CIRCLE 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCoy Electronics Co.</td>
<td>P.O. Box B Mt. Holly Springs, PA 17065</td>
<td>(717) 486-3411 (OC) (SC) (CL) (CO) CIRCLE 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mepcoap Co.</td>
<td>11468 Sorrento Valley Rd. San Diego, CA 92121</td>
<td>(619) 453-0332 (CE) (WW) (ST) (MT) CIRCLE 405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Crystal Div./SMH</td>
<td>35 E. 21st St. New York, NY 10010</td>
<td>(212) 505-5340 (MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (VC) CIRCLE 406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Ohm Corp.</td>
<td>1088 Hamilton Rd. Duarte, CA 91010</td>
<td>(818) 357-5377 (CF) (CR) (MN) (TF) (HR) MO (WW) CIRCLE 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Switch Div. of Honeywell</td>
<td>11 W. Spring St. Chicago, IL 60132</td>
<td>(815) 235-5731 (EM) (IS) (LL) (LI) (OS) (PD) (PT) (PR) CIRCLE 408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtran Co. Inc.</td>
<td>Valley Stream, NY 11582</td>
<td>(516) 561-6050 (SU) CIRCLE 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Filter Co.</td>
<td>6743 Kinne St. East Syracuse, NY 13057</td>
<td>(800) 448-1666 (PF) CIRCLE 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Resistor Corp.</td>
<td>700 West Virginia St. Milwaukee, WI 53204-0219</td>
<td>(414) 271-9900 (WW) CIRCLE 411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Semiconductor Prod.</td>
<td>5005 E. McDowell Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85018</td>
<td>(602) 244-3955 (EM) (IE) (IS) (OI) (PD) (PR) CIRCLE 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murata Electric N.A. Inc.</td>
<td>1900 W. College Ave. State College, PA 16801</td>
<td>(814) 237-1431 (HR) (CH) (AI) (CD) (CM) (VA) (CN) (OP) (IF) (RF) (SU) (CL) (CO) CIRCLE 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDK America Inc.</td>
<td>20300 Stevens Creek Blvd. Cupertino, CA 95014-2210</td>
<td>(408) 255-0831 (MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (TC) (VC) (KC) (SC) CIRCLE 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>401 Ellis St., Cupertino, CA 95014-2210</td>
<td>(408) 255-0831 (MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (TC) (VC) (KC) (SC) CIRCLE 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.E.C. Frequency Controls</td>
<td>357 Beloit St. Burlington, WI 53105</td>
<td>(414) 763-3591 (MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (SO) CIRCLE 419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.V. Component Corp.</td>
<td>6000 New Horizons Blvd. North Amityville, NY 11701</td>
<td>(516) 226-7500 (CD) (CM) (EA) (ED) CIRCLE 420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF America</td>
<td>28 Wards Fair Dr. Somerset, NJ 08873</td>
<td>(201) 469-9650 (FC) (ON) (EM) (IE) (IS) (LI) (OI) (PD) (PT) (PR) CIRCLE 421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTE Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>44 Farrand St. Bloomfield, NJ 07003</td>
<td>(201) 749-5089 (MN) (MO) (WW) (CD) (EA) (ED) (MC) (QG) (SE) (IS) (LI) (Oi) (PD) (PT) (PR) CIRCLE 422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichicon (America) Corp.</td>
<td>927 E. State Pkwy. Schaumburg, IL 60173</td>
<td>(708) 843-7500 (EA) (FP) (FY) CIRCLE 423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High Voltage DC-DC Converters**

- **New Series AV**—56 Standard Models
- **100 VDC to 1000 VDC Output**
- **Ultra-miniature Size**
  - Weight: 4 Grams
  - 0.1 Cubic Inch Volume
- **Standard Input Voltages**
  - 5, 12, 24 and 28 Volts DC
- **Operating Temperature**
  - Standard: -25°C to +70°C
  - Optional: -55°C to +85°C
- **MIL-STD-883**
  - Screening Available
- **Isolated: Input to Output up to 1500 VDC**

PICO also manufactures over 800 regulated and isolated DC-DC Converters and AC-DC Power Supplies and over 2500 standard ultra-miniature Transformers and Inductors.

**Delivery**—stock to one week

[SEE EEM, THOMAS REGISTER OR SEND DIRECT FOR FREE PICO CATALOG](#)
METAL-FILM RESISTORS

BOAST HIGH PRECISION

Low inductance and high stability are keys to the RN25 series of metal-film resistors. The devices are the same size as the MIL RN55 resistor. Tolerances of 0.5%, 0.25%, and 0.1% are available, as are temperature coefficients of 100, 50, and 25 ppm. Prices range from $0.021 to $0.65 depending on quantity, TC, and tolerance. Minimum quantity per value is 100 pieces. Delivery is in four to six weeks.

Vishay Bulk Metal Resistors
63 Lincoln Highway
Malverne, PA 19353
(215) 644-1300

POWER FILM RESISTORS
COME IN TO-220 CASE

A proven power-resistance film is incorporated into the widely accepted TO-220 power package in the Type MP Kool-Tab power film resistor. Resistance range is from 1 Ω to 10 kΩ with standard tolerance of ±1%. The model MP820, a 50-Ω, 1% resistor, costs $1.89 in lots of 1000. Delivery is in six weeks.

Caddock Electronics Inc.
1717 Chicago Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 788-1700

PRECISE CHIP RESISTOR
POSTS PERFORMANCE GAIN

An order-of-magnitude performance gain is claimed compared with other chip resistors for the VSM Style metal-foil chip resistors. The ultra-precise chips exceed the requirements of MIL-R-55342, characteristic Y. Maximum TCR is 5 ppm/°C over the full military temperature range. In lots of 100, the 1-kΩ, 0.02% version costs $4.33 with delivery in four to six weeks.

Micro-Ohm Corp.
1088 Hamilton Rd.
Duarte, CA 91010
(818) 357-5377

PASSIVE-COMPONENT MANUFACTURERS

Nytronics Components
Group Inc.
700 Orange St.
Darlington, SC 29532
(803) 393-5412

(Continued on p. 104)
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(passive-component manufacturers)
POWER-ONE'S International Switcher Series incorporates the latest state-of-the-art switching technology while providing POWER-ONE's traditional high quality at low prices. With certification to the world's toughest safety agency requirements, the series is especially suited for products sold not only domestically, but internationally as well. • 85 models... 40 watts to 400 watts • Efficient...reliable...economical • VDE construction • Up to 5 fully regulated outputs • Full international safety and EMI approvals

POWER-ONE'S International Linear Series is the world's undisputed leader in versatile, cost-effective linear power supply products. A long-time favorite of designers and engineers worldwide, the series is the most widely purchased power supply line through distribution in the industry. The most popular voltage and current combinations are available in a wide variety of off-the-shelf standard models. • Popular industry standard packages • 77 models... 6 watts to 280 watts • ± 0.05% regulation • Up to 4 fully regulated outputs • Worldwide safety approvals

POWER-ONE'S International High Power Series is the industry's only true fully-modular high power product line. Specify a power system that meets your exact requirements from a wide selection of single, dual and triple output plug-in power modules. Virtually any combination of output voltage and current rating can be delivered from stock. • 500 watts to 1500 watts • Fully modular construction • Up to 15 fully regulated outputs • UPS battery backup option • Parallel-able outputs with current sharing

POWER-ONE offers one of the largest selections of switcher, linear, and high power standard models in the world. So, whatever your D.C. power supply requirement calls for, make POWER-ONE your first choice and be sure you're getting the best—not only in quality, but selection and value as well. Call today for our new 1990 catalogs.
**CAPACITORS**

**TANTALUM CHIP CAPS WITHSTAND SOLDER HEAT**

Designed specifically for surface mounting directly to pc boards or alumina substrates, the T491 series of precision molded tantalum chip capacitors withstands a variety of processes. The chips can be wave soldered, infrared reflowed, or vapor-phase soldered. Values range from 0.1 \( \mu \text{F} \) to 150 \( \mu \text{F} \) with ±10% and ±20% tolerances available. Working voltages range from 4 to 50 V dc. Call for pricing and delivery.

*Kemet Electronics Corp.*

P.O. Box 5928
Greenville, SC 29606
(803) 982-6300

**METALLIZED POLY CAPS ARE COST-EFFECTIVE**

A line of tape-wrapped axial capacitors boast a design that’s both miniaturized and cost-effective. The Types X465 and X467 capacitors are polycarbonate devices that operate from -55 to +125°C. Both series are rated at 50, 100, 200, and 400 V dc and offer tolerances from ±1% to ±10%. Applications include pulse circuits. Call for pricing and delivery.

*ASC Capacitors*

37 West 0 St.
Ogallala, NE 69153
(308) 284-3611

**ELECTROLYTIC CAPS MOUNT EASILY TO PCBs**

Quick, efficient attachment to pc boards is provided by the type LBA snap-mount capacitors. The aluminum electrolytic caps are meant for use in conventional and switch-mode power supplies. Values range from 330 to 1800 \( \mu \text{F} \) and working-voltage range is from 200 to 400 V dc. Tolerance is ±20%. The devices boast a high ripple-current rating.

*Illinois Capacitor Inc.*

3757 W. Touhy Ave.
Lincolnwood, IL 60645
(708) 675-1760

**PASSIVE-COMPONENT MANUFACTURERS**

Saronix

4010 Transport
At San Antonio
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 856-6900

(SU) (MC) (QC) (SC) (CO)
CIRCLE 454

Schaftner EMC Inc.

825 Lehigh Ave.
Union, NJ 07083
(908) 851-0644

(PF)
CIRCLE 455

Seacon Inc.

123 Woodland Ave.
Westwood, NJ 07675
(201) 666-5600

(FP) (FY) (FT) (FF) (CN)
CIRCLE 456

Seiko instruments U.S.A.

Fiber Optic Comp. Div.
2990 W. Lomita Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 517-7871

(QC) (CD) (TC) (FC) (CN)
CIRCLE 457

Sharp Electronics Corp.

1860 W. Eighth St.
Erie, PA 16505
(814) 455-0953

(CD) (CM) (CA) (CN) (CP) (CM) (CN)
CIRCLE 458

Shelly Associates

14811 Myford Rd.
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 669-9850

(LL)
CIRCLE 459

Shogyo International Corp.

287 Northern Blvd.
Great Neck, NY 11021-4799
(516) 486-0911

(CE) (CF) (MN) (WW) (ST) (AF) (IF) (RF) (LL) (PH)
CIRCLE 460

Shokai Far East Ltd.

9 Elena Ct.
Peekskill, NY 10566
(914) 736-5331

CIRCLE 461

Siemens Components Inc.

10000 Homestead Rd.
 Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 725-5024

(LL) (LI)
CIRCLE 464

Siemens Components Inc.

Optoelectronics Div.

19930 Northern Blvd.
Fairfield, CA 94014
(415) 868-9900

(EM) (IE) (IS) (LL) (LI) (PH) (PC) (PT) (PR) (UV)
CIRCLE 465

Silicon Detector Corp.

1240 Avenida Acaso
Camarillo, CA 93012
(805) 484-2884

(CD) (CM) (CA) (CN)
CIRCLE 466

Silicon Sensors Inc.

Old Hwy. 18 East
Dodgeville, WI 53533
(608) 935-2707

(CE) (IE) (IS) (LL) (LT) (OS) (OI) (OH) (PC) (PT) (PR) (UP)
CIRCLE 467

Soltron Devices Inc.

1177 Blue Heron Blvd.
Riviera Beach, FL 33404
(407) 845-4311

(CR) (CE) (TH) (CH) (TR) (RN)
CIRCLE 468

Spectrum Control Inc.

2185 W. Eighth St.
Erie, PA 16505
(814) 455-0966

(CD) (CM) (CP) (CN) (CY) (TC) (VC) (SO)
CIRCLE 469

Spectrum Technology Inc.

P.O. Box 948
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 964-7791

(OI) (OH) (PC) (PT) (PR) (UV)
CIRCLE 470

Statek Corp.

512 N. Main St.
Orange, CA 92866
(714) 639-7810

(MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (VC) (CK) (SO)
CIRCLE 471

Sprague-Goodman Electronics

134 Fulton Ave.
Garden City Park, NY 11040
(516) 746-1385

(VB) (AF) (IF) (RF) (SU)
CIRCLE 472

Stackpole Carbon Co.

123 Woodland Ave.
Westwood, NJ 07675
(201) 666-5600

(CD) (CM) (CA) (CN)
CIRCLE 473

Sprague Electric Co.

14811 Myford Rd.
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 669-9850

(LL)
CIRCLE 459

Standard Crystal Corp.

9940 E. Baldwin Pt.
Monte Carlo, NV 89131
(702) 445-2121

(MC) (QC) (SC) (VC) (CA) (CK) (SO)
CIRCLE 474

State of the Art Inc.

2470 Fox Hill Rd.
State College, PA 16803-1797
(814) 355-8004

(TF) (TH) (HR) (SU)
CIRCLE 475

Statek Corp.

512 N. Main St.
Orange, CA 92666
(714) 639-7810

(MC) (QC) (SC) (CY) (CK) (SO)
CIRCLE 476

Texas Instruments

2990 W. Lomita Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 517-7871

(QC) (CD) (CM) (CN)
CIRCLE 477

Texas Instruments

Semiconductor Group
P.O. Box 809266
Dallas, TX 75380-9066
(214) 995-6611

(EM) (IE) (IS) (LL) (LT) (OS) (OI) (OH) (PC) (PT) (PR) (UV)
CIRCLE 478

The Carborundum Co.

14811 Myford Rd.
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 669-9850

(LL)
CIRCLE 459

Texas Instruments

Semiconductor Group
P.O. Box 809266
Dallas, TX 75380-9066
(214) 995-6611

(EM) (IE) (IS) (LL) (LT) (OS) (OI) (OH) (PC) (PT) (PR) (UV)
CIRCLE 478

The Carborundum Co.

3425 Hyde Park Blvd.
Niagara Falls, NY 14302
(716) 297-4977

(CR) (HR) (CM)
CIRCLE 481

(see p. 106 for key)
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Quality and product innovations evolve over time. One product innovation serving as a building block for yet another. One customer need sparking new ideas which transcend old limitations of size and space.

This is TODD's history. A quarter century of revolutionary achievements in advancing the design and development of switching power supplies. Setting standards which become the benchmarks for the industry. Delivering quality products on time, every time, just in time.

Quality is customer satisfaction. And TODD customers are the true partners in progress. We listen. We work to understand. We know the pressures of today's shorter design-to-market cycles. We respond to the demands and requirements of our customers for smaller, more powerful, more reliable, cost-effective switching power supplies for computers, telecommunications, medical electronics and industrial products.

The result is an ever-evolving product line incorporating an array of unique features and design alternatives, custom built in concept but available in standard, off-the-shelf quantities, pricing and delivery schedules.

Get all the facts about TODD products and services. And get them fast and complete. Use the fax hotline, 800 number or mail the postage paid reply card.
ADVANCED POWER PACKAGES:
The MAX Series of switching power supplies—
the system designers’ choice.

FEATURES:
• 80% overall efficiencies
• Over 100,000 hours MTBF
• Meet International Safety Standards
• High efficiency MAGNA-FLUX ±1% post regulators
• System air or self-cooling
• AC autoline select option
• Power densities up to 4 watts in³
• From 30% to 58% smaller
• Cost/watt savings up to 30%

From standard voice and data networks to super micros and workstations, TODD’s MAX series of switches are increasingly become the #1 power choice of OEM system designers. Here’s why:

Housed in a compact (2.5"x5"x9") package, the MAX 350’s provide the outputs you need for ISDN, LAN and T1 applications – with yields of over three watts/in³ across four fully regulated outputs. Select a MAX 350 with auxiliary outputs and power common peripherals, ECL systems, RS232 outputs, and communications drivers.

The MAX 500 “bus driver” series pack 500 watts into a 2.5"x5"x11.5" package with power densities of almost 3.5 watts/inch. With VMEbus and Multibus II compatibility, up to 16 amps of peak current, and the ability to power up to 80 amps of logic and four hard disk drives, these switchers will meet all your peripheral start up needs.

Specify the MAX 700/750 series and you’ll get an unprecedented design freedom for your high-end computer products. Replace a 5"x8"x11" shoe box switcher with a 2.5"x5"x13.6" MAX 700 or 750 switcher, and you’ll get a space savings of 58%. Or build in redundancy with two MAX 700’s in place of one shoe box. And while you’d expect to pay more for this kind of design flexibility, you’ll actually realize cost savings of up to 30% per watt.

The MAX series – evolutions in design bringing you revolutionary product enhancements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAX SERIES HIGHLIGHTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output #1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-353-0512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-354-1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-354-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-354-1224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output #1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-404,500 WATTS: 2.5&quot;x5&quot;x11.5&quot;**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC-404-0912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-505-0912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-504-1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-504-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-504-1224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output #1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-704-1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-704-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-754-1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-754-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-754-1224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size for system air-cooled versions.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call 1-800-223-TODD (516-231-3366 on Long Island) for your FREE 32-page full-color catalog of over 100 TODD Standard Switching Power Supplies. Can’t wait? For instant facts, use our FAX HOTLINE: 516-231-3473
POLYSTYRENE, FOIL CAPS SUIT LC-FILTER TASKS
The SFSR series of polystyrene and foil capacitors, with its stringent specs for precision, stability, humidity, dissipation factor, and reliability, are suited for use in LC filters. The series offers a broad value range of from 100 to 330,000 pF and tolerances down to ±0.5%. Their dissipation factor is lower than 4×10⁻⁴, and their linear temperature coefficient is 150 (±50) ppm/°C. The devices are encased in a rectangular, epoxy-enveloped, flame-retardant case with sturdy tinned solder-coated leads. Call for pricing and delivery.

Seacor Inc.
123 Woodland Ave.
Westwood, NJ 07675
(201) 666-5600
▶ CIRCLE 580

SNUBBER MICA CAPS MAKE SWITCHERS BETTER
A line of snubber mica capacitors is well suited for snubber circuits in switch-mode power supplies and other applications where reliable transient suppression is crucial. The “Snubber Mike” capacitors’ mica dielectric gives a 75% lower impedance at resonance than that of ceramic disks and 20 times the dV/dt capability of polypropylene foil/film capacitors. The capacitors reduce heating and improve reliability with a low dissipation factor. In lots of 1000, prices start at $0.09. Delivery is from stock to 12 weeks.

Cornell Dubilier Electronics
1700 Rte. 23 North
Wayne, NJ 07470
(201) 934-8800
▶ CIRCLE 551

MINI FILM CAPACITORS SUIT SWITCH-MODE TASKS
A series of MIL-quality, metallized-polycarbonate-film capacitors features a 50% smaller package than standard capacitors with no sacrifice in performance. The 5MC capacitors are specifically designed for switch-mode power applications. Five available configurations include axial leads with tab terminations in high or low profile, and internal coaxial leaded with or without grounded copper shielding. Call for pricing and delivery.

Electronic Concepts Inc.
P.O. Box 1278
Eatontown, NJ 07724
(201) 542-7880
▶ CIRCLE 582

FILM CHIP CAPACITORS COME IN TWO GRADES
Industrial and commercial grades are available for a line of chip-style film capacitors. The ECH-U industrial units are size 1206 (3.2 by 1.6 mm) and use polyphenylene sulfide film as the dielectric. Their capacitance range is from 0.00047 to 0.047 µF in tolerances of ±2% and ±5%. The ECW-U commercial version is size 1210 (3.2 by 2.5 mm). Its range is from 0.00047 to 0.10 µF at ±5% tolerance. Uses include timing circuits. Call for pricing and delivery.

Panasonic Industrial Co.
Two Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 348-5205
▶ CIRCLE 583

TECH TIPS
Type CKR Subminiature radial lead aluminum electrolytic capacitors are the up-to-date choice for industrial and commercial designs requiring continuous duty performance in a smaller case. Featuring new high gain etched foil, type CKR provides greater CV per case size category. The extended endurance rating of 2000 hrs. at +85°C offers the user significant product life extension. Leakage current of <0.006 CV or 2µA min. is comparable to many competitive “low” leakage capacitors. The use of modern materials and fabrication technology combine together to produce type CKR at a cost competitive affordable price. Type CKR is widely used in original designs and for industrial replacement applications. Perfec, as a filter or coupling capacitor, type CKR finds application in a wide range of products including avionics, computers, entertainment, telecommunications, instrumentation, telemetry, etc. Type CKR is the standard for top quality performance at an affordable price.

The Source for Quality, Performance and Delivery.
**CAPACITORS**

**THIN CERAMIC CAPS CAN MOUNT UNDER PLCCs**
A line of very thin (0.020-in. maximum) multilayer ceramic capacitors is capable of being surface-mounted under a plastic leaded chip carrier (PLCC). The MLCs can also be used on multichip modules. Four EIA sizes are offered: 0805, 1206, 1210, and 1812. Capacitances range from 0.01 to 0.05 µF. Two dielectric grades are available as well: Z5V for general-purpose applications requiring a higher dielectric constant, and X7R for capacitance stability in temperature extremes. Typical pricing is $0.15 in OEM quantities. Delivery is from stock to eight weeks.

**Rogers Corp.**
Circuit Components Div.
2400 S. Roosevelt St.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(602) 967-0624
*CIRCLE 584*

**BOX CAPACITORS SUPPRESS INTERFERENCE**
The type MEY box capacitors are suited for use in line-bypass, antenna coupling, across-the-line, and spark-killer circuits. The metallized polyester-film capacitors are offered in values from 0.001 to 0.047 µF and in tolerances of ±5%, ±10%, and ±20%. The units feature non-inductive construction and excellent self-healing properties. Other features include high moisture resistance and good solderability. Their flame-retardant case meets UL94V-O. Pricing starts at $0.13 in lots of 1000. Delivery is from stock to eight weeks.

**TOKO AMERICA INC.**
75 So. Roosevelt St.
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(708) 297-0070
*CIRCLE 487*

**PASSIVE-COMPONENT MANUFACTURERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>E-Mail Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermometrics Inc.</td>
<td>Thermometrics Inc.</td>
<td>608 Thomas Drive, NJ 08817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba America Inc.</td>
<td>Toshiba America Inc.</td>
<td>9775 Toledo Way, Irvine, CA 92718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson Passive Component Corp.</td>
<td>Thomson Passive Component Corp.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 4051, Woodland Hills, CA 91367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDK Corporation</td>
<td>TDK Corporation</td>
<td>2400 S. Roosevelt St., Tempe, AZ 85282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Chemi-Con Inc.</td>
<td>United Chemi-Con Inc.</td>
<td>9801 W. Higgins Rd., Rosemont, IL 60018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valpey-Fisher Corp.</td>
<td>Valpey-Fisher Corp.</td>
<td>75 South St., Hopkinton, MA 01748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectron Laboratories Inc.</td>
<td>Vectron Laboratories Inc.</td>
<td>166 Glover Ave., Norwalk, CT 06850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>Zenith Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>1000 Milwaukee Ave.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Suppliers Network**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>E-Mail Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermometrics Inc.</td>
<td>Thermometrics Inc.</td>
<td>608 Thomas Drive, NJ 08817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba America Inc.</td>
<td>Toshiba America Inc.</td>
<td>9775 Toledo Way, Irvine, CA 92718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson Passive Component Corp.</td>
<td>Thomson Passive Component Corp.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 4051, Woodland Hills, CA 91367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDK Corporation</td>
<td>TDK Corporation</td>
<td>2400 S. Roosevelt St., Tempe, AZ 85282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Chemi-Con Inc.</td>
<td>United Chemi-Con Inc.</td>
<td>9801 W. Higgins Rd., Rosemont, IL 60018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valpey-Fisher Corp.</td>
<td>Valpey-Fisher Corp.</td>
<td>75 South St., Hopkinton, MA 01748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectron Laboratories Inc.</td>
<td>Vectron Laboratories Inc.</td>
<td>166 Glover Ave., Norwalk, CT 06850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>Zenith Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>1000 Milwaukee Ave.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How Design Work Becomes Teamwork.

The DAZIX Simultaneous Engineering Environment (SEE) turns design work into teamwork.

SEE allows your departments to coordinate efforts during every phase of the design process. This helps to improve product quality, lower production costs, and get products to market faster.

SEE delivers the integration you asked for. Common database management. Common user interface across applications. And a complete toolset, including solutions for front-to-back electronics design, mechanical design, manufacturing, and document management.

What's more, with SEE, your entire team can benefit from an open-system framework. A framework that integrates DAZIX, Intergraph, and Sun products — as well as leading third-party tools — in a single environment.

There's more you should know. Call us today at 800-239-4111 for a free copy of Simultaneous Engineering.

In Europe, call 33-1-4537-7100. In the Asia-Pacific area, call 852-8661966.

DAZIX®
An Intergraph Company

CIRCLE 135
INTRODUCING the newest group of Brooktree IC's for image-conscious designers. They add to our rapidly growing family of Image Technologies components. And they underscore the reasons why it makes sense to make Brooktree your prime resource for graphics and imaging power.

We've got IT together, looking at graphics and imaging from a systems architecture point of view. That means chips that work together to simplify your design task. That's IT!

IMAGE ACQUISITION. We've got chip sets that bring image capture to your system with an added dimension: Image quality, made possible by three new 30 MSPS devices that support higher resolutions.

The Bt252 Gray-Scale Image Digitizer, with its onboard lookup table, is perfect for machine vision applications.

The Bt254 Color Image Digitizer's triple Flash A/D's digitize your analog RGB for low noise, high quality multimedia applications.

And our new Bt218 30 MSPS single channel CMOS Flash A/D provides another basic building block for image acquisition.

Team any of the three with our Bt261 30 MHz line lock controller and one of our true-color RAMDACs for a complete image acquisition system on a board.

IMAGE RECEPTION. We've got chip sets to send and receive true-color digital video using an 8-bit interface. Our Bt294 CCIR 601/SMPTE RP 125 Decoder works with our upcoming Bt297 ECL-TTL Translator for a complete solution to 4:2:2 digital component video.

Brooktree has got IT: Image Technologies. It's our system-smart approach to packing image acquisition, manipulation,
**IMAGE TRANSMISSION.** We did say complete solution, didn't we?
The Bt291 CCIR 601/SMPTE RP 125 Encoder teams with the upcoming
Bt296 TTL-ECL Translator to provide cost effective 4:2:2 digital component
video transmission without adjustments or support circuitry. In combination
with the Bt294/297 reception devices, they make it easy and economical to
add point-to-point video transmission to your multimedia system.

**IMAGE PRESENTATION.** When it comes to
display technology, we're where IT's at: We
revolutionized RAMDACs. Now we're setting
a new performance standard for super VGA,
high-end XGA, 8514/A, TIGA compatible and
x. terminal applications. It's the Bt484 true-
color RAMDAC.
Its programmable pixel depth means you can
run at 4 bits/pixel with 8:1 multiplex,
8 bits/pixel with a 4:1 MUX,
16 bits/pixel at 2:1 MUX or
even 32 bits/pixel for 24-bit
true color and 8-bit VGA. And
its 32x32x2 three-color, user-
definable cursor is absolutely
awesome.

**GET IT NOW.**
Get with IT with
Brooktree. Make us
your source for Image
Technologies products and
information. We've assem-
bled especially useful packets
of technical information, geared
to your special interest. To get
yours, call 1-800-VIDEO IC. Or
write Brooktree Corporation, 9950
Barnes Canyon Rd., San Diego, CA
92121. (619) 452-7580. FAX (619) 452-7294.

Brooktree

transmission and presentation into highly-integrated, tightly-linked chip sets.
MULTIFILAR
MAGNET WIRE

Parallel bonded for windings and leads.

When two or more magnet wires travel together, MULTIFILAR magnet wire is an excellent alternative. This parallel bonded, color-coded magnet wire offers more consistent capacitance and impedance characteristics when compared to windings using two or more separate magnet wires.

And, it allows for increased layer winding speeds, as well as reduced labor and handling. Color-coding assists in conductor identification and helps eliminate termination errors.

MULTIFILAR magnet wire is custom produced to guarantee flat, parallel construction in an array of sizes, 16–52 AWG, with up to 20 conductors in some sizes.

Available constructions include round, flat or square conductors. Individual conductors meet NEMA MW 1000, JW 1177, temperature classes 105–220°C; single through quadruple film builds. Color-coded conductors are available in most insulations with up to 10 different colors in some sizes.

Call or write for your free copy of our new Technical Data and Capabilities Brochure. It contains valuable information on all wire produced and inventoried by MWS Wire Industries. Samples of MULTIFILAR are available upon request.

CIRCLE 80

MWS Wire Industries

31200 Cedar Valley Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362
CALL TOLL FREE 800 423-5097
818 991-8553 FAX 818 706-0911

MULTIFILAR is a trademark of MWS Wire Industries
**SMT TRANSFORMERS MEET TELECOM NEEDS**
A series of surface-mounted, telephone-interconnect transformers is believed to have the lowest height available (0.47 in.) for audio transformers that link voice and data terminals to phone lines. The TS1000 series units are designed for dry-circuit, 600-Ω lines and have a frequency response of 300 to 3500 Hz ±0.5 dB over a power-level range of -45 to +7 dBm. Distortion is 0.5% maximum. Pricing in large quantities is about $3. Delivery is from stock.

**POWER-LINE CHOKES FEATURE COMPACT SIZE**
Two series of surface-mounted power-line chokes feature a low-profile, compact design. Both series work well as a choke coil for a dc-dc converter. The 10RF series ranges in value from 10 to 220 µH with a maximum de-current rating of 1.2 A. The 12RF series ranges in value from 10 to 560 µH with a maximum current capacity of 2.2 A dc. Call for pricing and delivery.

**FILTER REMOVES EMI FROM EIGHT LINES**
Designers can get more than 15 dBm of attenuation of common-mode noise in up to eight data lines using one CCDLF-8000 surface-mounted filter. The unit reduces conducted noise by a factor of 32 from about 30 MHz to 300 MHz. Signals below 100 kHz pass without attenuation. Pricing is under $2 in quantities of 10,000. Delivery is from stock.

**SMT FILTERS PACK UP TO FOUR POLES**
From two to four poles of selectivity are contained within a line of leaded and leadless SMT filter packages. The user must supply the input and output impedance-matching networks. To date, the company has manufactured up to eight poles of response at 21.4 MHz with 50-Ω terminations in a 1.25-by-0.53-by-0.22-in. package. Call for pricing and delivery.

**TOROIDAL POWER CHOKES FOR SWITCHING TASKS**
Already offered in vertical and horizontal configurations, a series of toroidal power chokes is now also available in cased and encapsulated versions. The options offer better environmental and mechanical protection as well as easier handling for assembly. Inductance values range from 10 to 1000 µH and current ratings run from 1 to 10 A. Call for pricing and delivery.

---

Low-Cost Multi-Turn Precision Pots From Spectrol

Spectrol's low noise, 7/8" diameter wire-wound pots are well suited for industrial panel controls or position sensing applications. The three-turn model 533, five-turn model 535 and ten-turn model 534 are available with a choice of English or metric shaft/bushing sizes and a hybrid resistor element. The model 536 is a lower cost ten-turn version offering a choice of plastic or metal shaft. Other specifications include a 50Ω to 100KΩ resistance range, 0.25% linearity and -55°C to +125°C operating temperature range. Custom modifications are welcome when the quantity warrants.

Spectrol Electronics Corporation
P.O. Box 1220, La Puente, CA 91749
Phone: (818) 964-6565 Fax: (818) 810-1093
CIRCLE 119

Spectrol Dials for Precise Pot Calibration

Spectrol Electronics makes your job easier by offering a versatile line of potentiometers and dials which can be combined to fit almost any application. Make a perfect match with one of the industry's most popular turns-counting dials: either Spectrol's Model 15 digital or Model 16 concentric, and Spectrol's Model 534 or 536, 10-turn, 7/8" wirewound potentiometers. It's a winning combination worth looking into — an easy reading dial that looks good on everybody's panel, plus a versatile, 10-turn, wirewound potentiometer available in scores of standard and special variations. Contact your nearest Spectrol Electronics Distributor today and order your winning combination!
Relax, now there’s TIMING DESIGNER.

The Timing Diagram Drawing and Analysis Software that...

- Lets you create and modify timing diagrams in minutes instead of hours.
- Automatically performs worst case timing analysis.
- Instantly highlights timing violations.
- Generates standardized timing documentation.

TimingDesigner™ will help you develop better designs more quickly!

Pick up the phone now and call for more information.

206 • 869-4227

CHRONOLOGY
2499 152nd Ave. NE / Redmond, WA 98052
FAX: (206) 869-4229

CIRCLE 136

CRYS TALS & OSCILLATORS

- SMT QUARTZ CRYSTALS MADE FOR AUTOMATION

A series of surface-mounted quartz crystals has been engineered for use in all solder-reflow processes, including vapor phase and infrared. The SX2050P Series crystals are offered in all standard microprocessor frequencies from 3.579545 to 25 MHz and in some non-standard values. Standard frequency tolerance is ±50 ppm maximum and stability is ±100 ppm maximum from zero to +70°C. Call for pricing and delivery.

- CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR GIVES 100K-ECL OUTPUT

The CO-454V voltage-controlled crystal oscillator is designed specifically for phase-locking applications. It provides 100K-ECL-compatible outputs at any specified center frequency from 8 to 200 MHz. Deviation over zero to -5 V or ±5 V control voltage is available from ±30 to ±100 ppm. Call for pricing.

- TINY OSCILLATOR HAS NO OVEN

Because it has no internal oven, the TF-65010-B crystal oscillator is being touted as the world’s smallest device of its type at 1.46 in.³. The unit offers a temperature stability of 2×10⁻⁷ and a relatively fast 2-minute warmup time. Pricing is $65 in lots of 10,000. Delivery is in eight to 12 weeks.

- CLOCK OSCILLATOR HANDLES THREE STATES

The HS-1500/1510 (TTL) series and HS-1400/1410 (CMOS) series of quartz-crystal clock oscillators provide three-state-compatible enable/disable signals for bus-connected TTL/CMOS systems. The HS-1400 has no internal pull-up resistor. The HS-1400/1500 has a logic-zero enable. Frequencies are available from 60 to 110 MHz. Package size is equivalent to 14-pin metal DIP. Delivery is from four to 14 weeks. Call for pricing.

- ACMOS OSCILLATOR NOW IN SMALLER SIZE

An ACMOS-compatible oscillator is now available in a reduced size. The A50 Series comes in frequencies from 50 to 150 MHz with accuracies to 10 ppm. Package measurements are 0.798 in. wide by 0.497 in. deep by 0.260 in. high. Operating tempera-tures are from -40 to +85°C. Pricing for prototype quantities is $42.50 for a 100-MHz device. Delivery is in eight weeks.
You'll like the feeling of our new digital troubleshooting scope.

Now there's a 100 MHz digital scope that handles just like analog.

Digital oscilloscopes have certain advantages that are hard to overlook. But for troubleshooting, many engineers still prefer analog scopes. Simply because they like the way they handle. The HP 54600 changes that. It looks like a 100 MHz analog scope. All primary functions are controlled directly with dedicated knobs. And it feels like one.

The display responds instantly to the slightest control change. But when it comes to troubleshooting, the HP 54600's digital performance leaves analog and hybrid scopes in the dust. At millisecond sweep speeds, the display doesn't even flicker. Low-rep-rate signals are easy to see without a hood. It has all the advantages that only a true digital scope can provide. Like storage, high-accuracy, pre-trigger viewing, hard copy output, and programming. And since it's one of HP's basic instruments, the HP 54600 gives you all this performance at a very affordable price. Only $2,395* for a 2-channel scope; $2,895* for the 4-channel version.

So, if you need the power of a digital scope, but like the feel of analog, call 1-800-752-0900. Ask for Ext. 2282,† and find out how well the HP 54600 handles your troubleshooting needs.

There is a better way.

* U.S. Prices only.
† In Canada, call 1-800-387-3867, Dept. 428.
**HIGH-OUTPUT LEDs SUIT AUTOMOTIVE TASKS**

An excellent light source for backlighting applications, especially in automotive jobs, is found in the Super Argus LED lamp. The unit comes in five colors, operates at 50 mA, and generates 10 times the light output of standard Argus lamps. Other uses include backlighting of panels, LCDs, and keyboards. Sample and production lots are available now. High-efficiency red, orange, yellow, and green lamps cost $0.60 in lots of 5000. The deep-green version costs $0.64.

**Siemens Components Inc.**
Optoelectronics Div.
19000 Homestead Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95054
(408) 725-3545

**CIRCLE 604**

**BLUE LEDS, ASSEMBLIES BOAST HIGH BRIGHTNESS**

Typical luminous intensities of 3.0 mcd and 1.3 mcd, respectively, are features of the model 4304H6 (T-1) and 4303F6 (T-1-3/4) blue LEDs. The silicon-carbide devices offer 470-nm outputs with wide viewing angles. A variety of indicator assemblies incorporating these blue LEDs are offered. Prices start at $2.78 for lots of 5000. Delivery is in four to six weeks.

**Industrial Devices Inc.**
260 Railroad Ave.
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 489-8989

**CIRCLE 605**

**TRICOLOR INDICATOR CUT LAMP REQUIREMENTS**

A tricolor, three-leaded circuit-board indicator is capable of producing red, green, and yellow light. The Series 550-3505 indicator comes in one T-1-3/4 package and incorporates two GaP LED chips. Because they minimize multiple-lamp requirements, the units are suited for use as logic-status, circuit-board, and position indicators. Pricing is $0.97 in lots of 1000. Delivery is from stock to eight weeks.

**Dialight Corp.**
1913 Atlantic Ave.
Manasquan, NJ 08736
(908) 223-9200

**CIRCLE 606**

**SUBMINIATURE LAMPS NOW IN FLAT-TOP PACKAGE**

A viewing angle of 125° is featured in a subminiature lamp series with a flat-top package design. The devices suit backlighting of LCDs used in dashboards, telephones, typewriters, printers, and instrumentation. The LED lamps can also serve as emitters in light-pipe applications. Six colors are available with prices of $0.23 for standard red and $0.35 for high-efficiency and AlGaAs red, yellow, orange, and green. All prices are for lots of 1000. Small lots are from stock.

**Hewlett-Packard Co.**
19310 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 752-0900

**CIRCLE 607**

**HIGH-PERFORMANCE LEDS SUIT FIBER-OPTIC USES**

High performance for digital fiber-optic-transmission applications is promised by the Lytel InGaAsP LEDs. The units come in 2.5-mm bayonet, FSMA, and FDDI styles. The hermetically sealed T0-18 LEDs are packaged in standard active-device mounts. They emit in the longwave region of 1300 nm and are actively aligned for maximum coupled power. That's typically 75 µW into 62.5-µm fiber. Call for pricing and delivery.

**AMP Inc.**
P.O. Box 3608
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608
(800) 522-6752

**CIRCLE 608**

**DUAL-OUTPUT CONVERTER SUITS DISTRIBUTED POWER**

A dual-output dc-dc converter serves well in distributed-power applications. The AD6 Series converters come in four input-voltage ranges centering around 5, 12, 24, and 48 V dc. Five output-voltage combinations of 5, 12, and 15 V are offered. The convection-cooled converters deliver up to 6 W of regulated power. Efficiency is up to 70%, ripple is less than 120 mV pk-pk (measured over 50 MHz), and overcurrent protection is built in. Pricing is $40 in lots of 250 and delivery is from stock.

**Lambda Electronics Inc.**
515 Broad Hollow Rd.
Melville, NY 11747
(516) 694-4200

**CIRCLE 609**

**SMALL 50-W SWITCHER BOASTS UNIVERSAL INPUT**

Any input voltage from 90 to 260 V ac can be applied to the input of the RBT Series 50-W, triple-output switchers. The universal-input capability means users won't have to manually switch modes in operation. The series is available in several output configurations. Pricing is $32 in lots of 100 and delivery is from stock.

**Aspee America Inc.**
401 Jones Rd.
Oceanside, CA 92054
(619) 757-1880

**CIRCLE 610**
188 variable RF coils.
At very affordable prices.

If you need variable inductors in the range from 0.05 uH to 1100 uH, no one gives you a wider selection than Coilcraft. And no one gives you lower off-the-shelf pricing!

Coilcraft tuneable RF coils are designed to meet MIL specs. They feature compact 10, 7, or 5 mm packaging, optional shielding, and one-piece construction for maximum stability.

For special inductance or Q values, we'll custom-build coils to your specifications and still save you money!

For all the details on Coilcraft tuneable RF coils or our other inductive devices, call 708/639-6400.

Designer's Kits. Choose kits covering the range from .0425 to 1.5 uH, .70 to 1143 uH, or 9 to 281 nH. Kits include shielded and unshielded samples along with detailed specifications. Each costs $60. Call 708/639-6400 to order.

Chip Inductors  Current Sensors
Power Inductors  Axial Lead Chokes

See our catalog in Vol. A, Section 1800
681M/electronic engineers master

Coilcraft
1102 Silver Lake Rd., Cary, IL 60013

CIRCLE 83
**96-PIN DIN CONNECTOR SWITCHES INTERNALLY**

A 96-pin female DIN connector includes internal switching that eliminates the need for bus-grant daisy jumpers or DIP switches on the backplane. The connector is available with selectively plated gold in the contact area and tin/lead on the tail. The unit press-fit-mounts to the backplane. Samples are available within four weeks. Call for pricing.

*Augat Inc.*
*Interconnection Pdts. Div.*
*33 Perry Ave.
Atteboro, MA 02703*
*(508) 222-2202*
▶ CIRCLE 611

**MICRO HEADERS, SOCKETS ON 0.050-BY-0.100 CENTERS**

To expand its micro-interconnect product offering, Samtec has introduced its TMS Series headers on 0.050 by 0.100-in centers. The series includes straight and right-angle options on single and double rows with up to 36 positions per row. Pricing is from $0.025 per pin. Delivery is in five days for up to 1000 pieces.

*Samtec Inc.*
P.O. Box 1147
New Albany, IN 47151
*(800) SAMTEC9*
▶ CIRCLE 612

**FLEX-CIRCUIT LAMINATE KEEPS SHIFTS TO MINIMUM**

A high-stability, high-temperature flexible laminate uses a proprietary adhesive to overcome material shifts and temperature limitations of other flexible-circuit systems. The Gore-Clad laminate features tight control of X-Y thermal expansion coefficients, which reduces the movement of material to less than half of other laminates. This greatly reduces failures caused by misregistration. Pricing ranges from $12 to $50 per square foot. Call for samples, pricing, and delivery.

*W.L. Gore & Associates Inc.*
555 Paper Mill Rd.
Newark, DE 19714
*(302) 365-2575*
▶ CIRCLE 613

**PIN-GRID-ARRAY SOCKET REQUIRES LOW FORCE**

A six-finger screw-machine socket offers the lowest insertion and withdrawal force available in gang-force testing. The pin-grid-array socket has an average insertion force per pin of 1.76 oz and average withdrawal force per pin of 1.29 oz. Pricing in lots of 100 is $0.06 per pin. Delivery is from stock to four weeks.

*Robinson Nugent Inc.*
800 E. 8th St.
New Albany, IN 47151-1208
*(800) 383-8152*
▶ CIRCLE 614

**ARC-FREE RELAY ENJOYS LONG LIFE**

Switching without arc or bounce, the Arcless relay is guaranteed by its maker for over 1 million operations. When the relay’s contacts are made or broken, power semiconductors switch and carry the power load until the relay contacts have transferred. The unit handles loads up to 200 A and voltages up to 300 V dc and 200 V ac. Prices start at $225 in lots of 100. Call for delivery.

*Electronic Specialty Corp.*
14511 N.E. 13th Ave.
Vancouver, WA 98665
*(206) 574-5000*
▶ CIRCLE 615

**LIGHTED PUSHBUTTON IS SEALED TIGHTLY**

The YB panel-seal lighted pushbuttons offer a double-seal design that protects the mechanism from dust, water, and other contaminants. The units are qualified to IP65 of IEC529 standards. Round, square, or rectangular caps are available in several colors. Switches are rated for 3 A at 125/250 V ac and 30 V dc for silver contacts. Call for pricing.

*NKK Switches*
7850 E. Gelding Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
*(602) 991-0942*
▶ CIRCLE 616

**SMT DIP SWITCHES CAN BE AUTO-INSERTED**

A line of surface-mounted DIP switches is designed for automatic-insertion equipment. The ESM Series switches are offered in up to 10 positions. Top tape sealing for board washing is optional. Material is UL 94V-O-rated and contacts are gold plated. An eight-position switch costs $1.26 in lots of 1000. Delivery is in four to six weeks.

*Kycon Cable & Connector Inc.*
1772 Little Orchard St.
San Jose, CA 95125
*(408) 295-1110*
▶ CIRCLE 617

**TRANSPARENT MEMBRANES ENHANCE VISUALS**

Enhancement of the visual interface between non-technical personnel and sophisticated software is possible with a line of transparent membrane switches. The appealing interface is totally sealed for use in most clinical or hazardous environments. Flat and curved versions are available. Call for pricing and delivery.

*Memtron Technologies Inc.*
P.O. Box 207
Frankenmuth, MI 48734
*(517) 652-2656*
▶ CIRCLE 618
Announcing the
New Ultimate in Driving

Power Convertibles™

The premiere vehicle in power conversion. These DC/DC Converters allow you to maintain a unique balance between price and performance.

The hottest economy model on the road is the HPRIXX. It is compact and affordably priced to drive your system. The Single-In-Line body styling conserves board level parking, taking up less than 0.2 inch² board space. A low profile is achieved through Surface Mount Manufacturing.

Precision performance comes with the HPRIXX's 750mW of output power. This Power Convertible has exceptional roadhandling with a high efficiency rating of 80%. You can "rev" up your designs with our isolation voltage of 750VDC.

Now drive your designs to the limit. Give it a test run: at less than $5.00 in OEM quantities you'll be glad you're driving with a Power Convertible.

For the dealer near you:
Call 1-800-548-6132 Fax 1-602-741-3895
Write P.O. Box 11400 Tuscon, AZ 85734

Power convertibles is a registered trademark of Power Convertibles Corporation and an affiliate of Burr-Brown Corporation.
**NEW LITERATURE**

**PLANAR CONDUCTORS IN DESIGN GUIDE**
The EZ-CON planar flat-conductor system is the subject of a available design guide. The custom interconnection system is especially suited for power supplies, avionics equipment, small computers, and any space-sensitive application. The planar conductors can accommodate 100 A or more and permit access to intermediate connection points along their length.

**Eldre Corp.**
1500 Jefferson Rd.
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 427-7280
▶ CIRCLE 589

**PACKAGED LEDs FILL 200-PAGE SOURCE BOOK**
In a new format designed for ease of use, a 200-page catalog serves as an extensive guide to a complete line of packaged LEDs. The book is divided into four sections: discrete LEDs, PCB-mounted LEDs, panel-mounted LEDs, and incandescent replacement.

**Data Display Products**
445 S. Douglas St.
El Segundo, CA 90245-4630
(213) 640-0442
▶ CIRCLE 590

**PRECISION RESISTORS FEATURED IN CATALOG**
Standard and custom precision resistor networks are featured in a 20-page catalog. The networks are designed for use with op amps in analog circuits. Full technical descriptions and dimensional diagrams are included for each product. Also included are performance graphs.

**Ohmite Inc.**
2160 Liberty Dr.
Niagara Falls, NY 14303
(716) 283-4025
▶ CIRCLE 591

**MULTILAYER CERAMICS COME IN MANY STYLES**
As detailed in a 72-page catalog, a line of multilayer ceramic leaded capacitors comes in styles that include radial leads, two-pin DIPs, and axial leads. The book contains full technical and physical specifications for every device. Highlighted is a large array of military devices.

**AVX Corp.**
P.O. Box 867
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 448-9411
▶ CIRCLE 592

**MAGNETICS CATALOG COVERS DEVICE GAMUT**
Surface-mounted inductors and ferrite beads; through-hole inductors, coils, and chokes; and special products such as toroids, pot cores, and baluns are among the many devices in the Exclusively Magnetics catalog. Included is a basic guide to component applications and full specs for all types.

**Inductor Supply Inc.**
1849 W. Sequoia Ave.
Orange, CA 92668-1017
(800) 854-1881
▶ CIRCLE 593

---

**Free High Voltage Relay Catalog**
Whether your power control applications call for 48V or 200,000V, isolation or power switching you can rely on Kilovac to meet your needs. Write or call for a free 28 page catalog featuring Kilovac's extensive line of relays to meet your power control needs. And if your requirements call for 270 Vdc systems ask for information on Kilovac's line of compact and lightweight 270 Vdc relays/contactors and power controllers.

Write or call today for your free catalog. Specify if interested in 270 Vdc applications.

**Kilovac Corporation**
P.O. Box 4422, Santa Barbara, CA 93140
(805) 684-4560, Fax (805) 684-9679

**THE KING OF CLASS 2!**
Kilovac®
Kilovac Corporation
P.O. Box 4422, Santa Barbara, CA 93140
(805) 684-4560, Fax (805) 684-9679

**U.L./CSA Approved.**
Power 5 VA - 75 VA.
High Volume Production.
Contact us for more information.

**Basler Electric**
Rt 143, Box 269, Highland, IL 62249
Phone 618/654-2341 • FAX 618/654-2351

**THE KING OF CLASS 2!**

**Class 2 Control Transformers**

**UL/CrSA Approved.**
Power 5 VA - 75 VA.
High Volume Production.
Contact us for more information.

**Basler Electric**
Rt 143, Box 269, Highland, IL 62249
Phone 618/654-2341 • FAX 618/654-2351
After years of putting your electronics in our cabinets, you can now look at our cabinets electronically

Now you can get the Equipto Electronics catalog on a free floppy diskette. It includes all the modular electronic cabinets and computer furniture featured in our 304-page print version. And it runs on any IBM® compatible PC.

That makes it easier than ever to use Equipto Electronics as a design resource. With the help of on-screen prompts you can, in effect, design your enclosure from thousands of options. You can even select enclosures especially engineered to provide maximum shielding effectiveness in meeting EMI/RFI, FCC, Military, TEMPEST and EMP requirements. Then, just print out the data and Fax it to us. We'll respond with your quote, usually within 48 hours.

Of course, all the extra services that Equipto customers count on—including customer service reps, engineering consultation or Express Line 5-Day Shipping—are readily available to computer catalog users. In fact, about the only thing that has changed about the Equipto Electronics catalog is that now you can thumb through it electronically.

It all adds up to commitment. A commitment by Equipto Electronics Corporation to provide the combination of quality products and quality service that helps you create the right enclosure for your project.

For your FREE copy of the Equipto Electronics diskette catalog—phone, FAX or write us today.

Equipto Electronics Corporation
351 Woodlawn Avenue
Aurora, Illinois 60506-9988
Phone (708) 897-4691
Fax (708) 897-5314

© Equipto Electronics Corporation, 1989
**IDEAS FOR DESIGN**

**CIRCLE 521**

**BUILD LOW-COST PRECISION BAROMETER**

Jim Williams
Linear Technology Corp., 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035; (408) 954-8400.

Until recently, precision electronic pressure measurements required expensive transducers. Capacitive and bonded strain-gauge based approaches offer unmatched results, but their costs are often prohibitive. Also, if low-power operation is desired, signal conditioning for these devices can become complex.

Semiconductor-based pressure transducers now hitting the market offer significant improvements over earlier devices. This circuit uses such a device to form a low-cost barometer (see the figure). The LT1027 reference combines with A₁ to form a current source sending precisely 1.5 mA through transducer T₁, in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. Instrumentation amp A₁ takes a differential gain of 10 from T₁'s bridge output. A₂ adds gain to yield a calibrated output directly in inches of mercury.

T₁'s manufacturer specifies a nominal 115 mV at full scale, although each device is supplied with precise calibration data. This information simplifies calibration considerably. To calibrate the circuit, simply adjust the potentiometer (Rₓ) until the output corresponds to the scale factor supplied with the unit.

This circuit, compared to a long column mercury barometer, has been used to track ambient pressure variations from 29.75 to 30.32 in. over a three-month period with only two counts of uncertainty. Also, over 50 turn-on-turn-off cycles had no measurable effect. Changes in pressure, particularly rapid ones, correlated quite nicely to changing weather conditions.

**CIRClE 522**

**CONTROL STEPPER'S SPEED, DIRECTION**

Faisal Fadul, Karl Weidenboerner, and M. Ahmad
Pennsylvania State University-Erie, Station Rd., Erie, PA 16563; (814) 898-6472.

When using a stepper motor, TTL pulses must be generated to control the motor's drivers. Various manufacturers have developed a wide range of controller boards for this purpose. However, it's possible to build a simple circuit consisting of a few logic gates at a low cost. One such circuit was suggested in a previous issue (Electronic Design, “Drive Stepper Motor, Cut Cost,” May 10, 1990, p. 103) using three MSI and two SSI chips. This revised circuit requires just four off-the-shelf SSI chips that involve only a few logic gates (see the figure). The controller uses all of the ICs' functional capabilities, making it smaller and less expensive while using less power.

The circuit can generate the full sequence of pulses to control the speed and direction of a stepper motor. This controller can be used for applications where the motor acceleration and deceleration needn't be managed. The circuit's components include a 7406 inverter, a 7408 AND gate, a 7474 D flip-flop, and a 74157.
How A Spirit Grew To Span The Globe...
The People Who Powered A Century Of Leadership.

Philips Components
A Look Back At A Company Built On Looking Ahead.

A Family Business Evolves Into A Global Community United By A Sense Of Teamwork And Pride.

There is strength in numbers, the adage goes. The first century of Philips suggests there's much to be gained from diversity as well.

Incandescent lamps were the single focus of the company Gerard Philips inspired in 1891. Today, you'll find the Philips name not only on lighting products but also television sets, electric shavers, stereo systems and thousands of other products that improve life. Supporting all these products are the people of Philips.

Tens of thousands of men and women staffing hundreds of factories, offices and laboratories in 160 countries across six continents. All reflecting vast differences in languages, creeds, cultures and backgrounds. Performing hundreds of different jobs. Yet in spite of those differences, they're celebrating 100 years of coming together as a team.

It's Philips people behind the lab equipment at the renowned Center for Manufacturing Technology (CFT) in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, and at Philips Laboratories in Briarcliff Manor, New York—where scientists and engineers continue basic and applied research on new materials, products and technologies.

It's people who have made Philips the world's leading producer of lighting products, consumer products, professional products and components.

It's Philips people who helped fuel the continued drive toward miniaturization with advances in products and packaging. In the late 1960s, Philips invented the SOT23—the industry's first surface mount package for discrete semiconductors. Recent advances include the SOT223, the first discrete surface mount package capable of dissipating up to 1 watt on standard printed circuit boards at ambient temperature of 60°C.

In recent years, Philips introduced a series of ceramic capacitors with exceptionally small dimensions, while the development of flat-profile ferrite cores helped make increasingly smaller switched mode power supplies a reality in hundreds of professional, industrial and consumer systems.

Today, the Discrete Products Division is known for the thousands of components going into a broad spectrum of products.

Behind them all are thousands of quality Philips people who through their work, dedication and contributions have kept their communities and their company moving ahead for 100 years.

Our century-long spirit of innovation continues. Use the attached reply card to learn more about our products.
In SOT23, SOT223 surface mount packages, Philips puts industry-standard JFETs into space-saving standard JFETs. Now SOT223 packages glass-encapsulated single-pole industrial dry reed switches are now qualified for use in UL listed products. Philips is taking aim at test and instrumentation and measurement equipment with its UPR 5000Z series of ultra precision metal film resistors. Initially developed to replace high precision wirewounds, the series is ideal for replacing bulky metal foil designs. Use them for A to D conversions and other circuitry requiring precise, stable resistors. Available in three body sizes ranging from 1/20W to 1/3W, the resistors feature tolerances as low as ± 0.1% and temperature coefficients starting as low as ± 2ppm/°C. Other series characteristics: excellent temperature and time stability, low voltage, low noise, and high initial accuracy and tracking. Ask for UPR 5000Z resistors in bulk or on tape and reel. Delivery from stock or within 8 weeks ARO.

Models BGY110A (over U.S. frequencies from 824 to 849 MHz) and BGY110B (UK frequencies from 872 to 905 MHz) are 6 volt supply types providing 1.2W output power into 50Ω loads. Conventional 7.2 volt models BGY110D (U.S. band), BGY110E (UK band) and BGY110F (Nordic band) all produce 1.7 watt output into a 50Ω load. ThePhilips high speed multiplexing switching systems. They feature interchangeable drain and source connections, and RDS(on) of less than 8 ohms at zero gate voltage. Mounted on a conventional printed circuit board, the Philips-invented SOT23 dissipates up to 1 watt (up to 2 watts on ceramic substrates). Standard T092 packaged versions of the J08, 109 and 110 are available: they’re plug-in replacements for existing industry types. Delivery for the new SMD versions is 8 weeks ARO.

New High-Efficiency 900 MHz RF Amplifier Modules. Samples are now available for Philips' new four-stage BGY110 series RF amplifier modules. Hand-held cellular phones and specialized mobile radio systems are among applications for the 900 MHz modules with typical efficiencies of 43%. Available in five versions, the amplifier modules offer 6V and 7.2V operation. Their high efficiency reduces power consumption, allowing the use of smaller, lighter batteries.

Philips glass-encapsulated single-pole industrial dry reed switches are now qualified for use in UL listed products.

Series RI-23, RI-25, RI-27, RI-29 and RI-46 switches are extremely small — the largest measures just 21.5mm long by 2.8mm in diameter. Perfect for AC or DC use, they are designed open until activated by coil or magnet.

Maximum switched power for the new devices ranges from 10 to 40W. Maximum switched voltage is 140, or 250 VAC/200VDC.

Switches contain a ferromagnetic contact blade hermetically sealed in a glass envelope of inert gas. They offer low resistance when contacts are closed; greater than 1012 ohms when open.

High contact forces and special ruthenium-over-diffused-gold contact layers provide a typical low contact resistance of 60 to 100 milliohm. Applications include reed relays, proximity switches and level detectors in instrumentation, security systems, appliances and automotive equipment.

Volume delivery is 8-12 weeks.

Metal Film Resistors Available Now. Philips is taking aim at test and instrumentation and measurement equipment with its UPR 5000Z series of ultra precision metal film resistors. Initially developed to replace high precision wirewounds, the series is ideal for replacing bulky metal foil designs. Use them for A to D conversions and other circuitry requiring precise, stable resistors. Available in three body sizes ranging from 1/20W to 1/3W, the resistors feature tolerances as low as ± 0.1% and temperature coefficients starting as low as ± 2ppm/°C. Other series characteristics: excellent temperature and time stability, low voltage, low noise, and high initial accuracy and tracking. Ask for UPR 5000Z resistors in bulk or on tape and reel. Delivery from stock or within 8 weeks ARO.

Thin Film Technology, SMD® Combined in MELF Resistor. Philips glass-encapsulated single-pole industrial dry reed switches are now qualified for use in UL listed products. Philips is taking aim at test and instrumentation and measurement equipment with its UPR 5000Z series of ultra precision metal film resistors.

Between Philips MonoKap® radial and MonoAxial® axial product lines, there's a conformally coated ceramic multilayer capacitor to fit every circuit need. Capacitance values start at 10pF with voltage ratings of 50, 100 and 200 VDC. Z5U, X7R and X7T dielectrics are available. MonoKap lead styles range from .100 inches (2.5mm) to .400 inches (10mm) depending on component size and configuration. Packaging: bulk or EIA tape and reel and amp module for automatic insertion.

Coated Ceramic Capacitors In Radial Or Axial Designs.

SMD® is a servicemark of North American Philips Corporation.
Saving space is the key phrase in describing Mepcopal's new 3mm single-turn trimmer.

With their O-ring seals, ST-3 series surface mount trimmers can withstand vapor phase reflow cycles of up to 215 °C for three minutes; dip and reflow temperatures to 260 °C for 10 seconds.

The trimmers are sealed against immersion — passing the flourinit™ leak test @ 85 °C — and other board washing processes. Precious metal alloy contacts assure exceptional resistance stability in low current applications.

Operation temperature range is -55 ° to +125 °C.

Among other features, the trimmers offer a resistance range of 100 ohms to 1 megohm; power rating is 0.1W @ 70 °C. Rotational life is 100 cycles with a maximum shaft torque of 50gcm.

And they’re designed to resist shock: thermal shock from -65 ° to +125 °; shock of 100G and vibration of 20G @ 10 to 2,000 Hz. The trimmers tolerate high temperature exposure up to +125 °C for 250 hours. Available on tape and reel.

Mepcopal is a joint venture of Philips Components and Copal Electronics USA.

Philips brings new technology to photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) for medical imaging, scientific and industrial applications.

New foil structure dynodes developed by Philips allow PMTs to be shorter, so gamma camera heads incorporating the tubes can be lighter and more compact.

Philips PMTs feature fast response times and high resolution. They’re available in a variety of shapes and sizes, including 3/4-inch to 10-inch diameters and hexagonal, round and square configurations.

Covering the spectral range of 200 nm to 1000 nm, these PMTs are available with up to twelve multiplier stages.

Smaller Photomultipliers Allow More Compact, Lighter Camera Heads.
multiplexer. The 7474 and 7408 ICs can be integrated into one chip using a Johnson counter IC.

The stepper motor’s rpm is determined by the clock pulse. This signal can be connected to a counter to tally the number of pulses needed to stop the motor after it has spun its required revolutions. The pulses (or counter outputs), controlling the output to the driver, are organized to spin the motor either clockwise or counterclockwise. The multiplexer’s outputs remain low so inverters aren’t needed.

The four motor coils are powered through four solid-state relays and protective resistors. The motor speed is determined by the number of pulses / s. The number of steps moved by the motor is determined by the number of pulses sent. Its sequence is established by the flip-flops and the adjoining AND gates, or if the Johnson-counter approach is taken. The pulses are then sent through a quad two-by-one multiplexer that determines the direction of the motor.

The relays can be replaced with switching transistors. This increases the controller’s efficiency by letting higher pulse rates drive the motor. Consequently, the power consumption is reduced and coil heating is eliminated.

---

Microwave and rf voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOS) often require control voltages that are incompatible with standard ±15-V supplies used by op amps and other analog circuits. This circuit lets U1 operate from standard ±15-V VCC and VEE supplies while scaling U1’s output to a unipolar level of 5 to 25 V (Fig. 1).

Transistors Q3,4 form a low output-impedance inverting amp with a voltage gain of two. Negative feedback supplied by R2 closes the loop formed by U1 and the inverting amp, causing U1’s non-inverting input to act like a virtual ground. Frequency compensation for the composite amplifier is supplied by R7 and C1. R9 and VEE produce an offset current in the amplifier which sets the “0-V input” output level.

With the values selected, the “0-V input” output is 15 V, and the “±10-V input” output is 5 to 25 V. The
RF TRANS
Over 50 off-the-shelf models...

Having difficulty locating RF or pulse transformers with low droop, fast risetime or a particular impedance ratio over a specific frequency range?...Mini-Circuits offers a solution.

Choose impedance ratios from 1:1 to 36:1, connector or pin versions (plastic or metal case built to meet MIL-T-21038 and MIL-T-55831 requirements*). Ultra-wideband response achieves low droop and fast risetime for pulse applications. Ratings up to 1000M ohms insulation resistance and up to 1000V dielectric voltage. For wide dynamic range applications involving up to 100 mA DC primary current, use the T-H series. Coaxial connector models are offered with 50 and 75 ohm impedance; BNC standard; request other types. Available for immediate delivery with one-year guarantee. Call or write for 68-page catalog or see our catalog in EEM, or Microwaves Product Data Directory.

*units are not QPL listed

---

NSN GUIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCL NO.</th>
<th>FTBI-1-75</th>
<th>5950-01-132-8034</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-1</td>
<td>5950-01-128-3745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-6</td>
<td>5950-01-153-0668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-9</td>
<td>5950-01-116-1218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-1</td>
<td>5950-01-153-0928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-6</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-1</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-6</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-1</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-6</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6-1</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6-6</td>
<td>5950-01-105-8153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO1-1</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO1-5</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO2-1</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO2-5</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO2-6</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO3-1</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO3-5</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO3-6</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO4-1</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO4-5</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO4-6</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO5-1</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO5-5</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO5-6</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO6-1</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO6-5</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO6-6</td>
<td>5950-01-178-2612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Mini-Circuits
A Division of Scientific Components Corporation
P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156

---

finding new ways...
setting higher standards
### FORMERS

**3KHz-800MHz from $325**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>O RATIO</th>
<th>FREQUENCY MHz</th>
<th>3dB MHZ</th>
<th>2dB MHZ</th>
<th>1dB MHZ</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>08-150</td>
<td>2-80</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>003-300</td>
<td>003-300</td>
<td>01-150</td>
<td>02-50</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>07-200</td>
<td>07-200</td>
<td>01-100</td>
<td>05-20</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>01-150</td>
<td>01-150</td>
<td>02-50</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>02-50</td>
<td>02-50</td>
<td>05-100</td>
<td>1-200</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>06-30</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>07-80</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>13-300</td>
<td>25-200</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>04-500</td>
<td>04-500</td>
<td>02-200</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>07-500</td>
<td>07-500</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>01-300</td>
<td>01-300</td>
<td>02-250</td>
<td>0.3-180</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>2-50</td>
<td>1-30</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>01-150</td>
<td>01-150</td>
<td>02-50</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>06-30</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>07-80</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>13-300</td>
<td>25-200</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>04-500</td>
<td>04-500</td>
<td>02-200</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>07-500</td>
<td>07-500</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>01-300</td>
<td>01-300</td>
<td>02-250</td>
<td>0.3-180</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>2-50</td>
<td>1-30</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>06-30</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>07-80</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>13-300</td>
<td>25-200</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>04-500</td>
<td>04-500</td>
<td>02-200</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>07-500</td>
<td>07-500</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>01-300</td>
<td>01-300</td>
<td>02-250</td>
<td>0.3-180</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>05-200</td>
<td>2-50</td>
<td>1-30</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>03-75</td>
<td>06-30</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>03-120</td>
<td>07-80</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>10-350</td>
<td>13-300</td>
<td>25-200</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IEEE Denotes 75 ohm models

* FOR A AND B CONFIGURATIONS

---

**FOR A AND B CONFIGURATIONS**

Maximum Amplitude Unbalance 1.0° over 1 dB frequency range

0.5° over entire frequency range

Maximum Phase Unbalance 0.0° over entire frequency range

---

**CIRCLE 157**
THE OP AMP ($U_1$) IN THIS CIRCUIT operates from a standard ±15-V supply and its output is scaled from 5 to 25 V (a). With a slight modification, the circuit becomes an active lead-lag filter that can drive an rf or microwave voltage-controlled oscillator directly (b). The closed-loop voltage gain is $-R_2/R_1$. Dynamic performance for the composite amp features a closed-loop bandwidth greater than 2.5 MHz and a slew rate greater than 4 V/µs.

Modifications make the circuit an active lead-lag filter capable of directly driving an rf or microwave VCO (Fig. 2). $C_2, C_3, R_1,$ and $R_2$ determine the active filter’s time constants, while $Q_{1,3}$ supply the voltage scaling and buffering.

**MINIATURE PHOTODETECTOR POWER SUPPLIES**

For Photomultiplier Tubes & Photodiodes

- Short Circuit & Reverse Polarity Protected
- Mounts On Printed Circuit Boards
- Input & Output Floating
- Small & Lightweight
- Excellent Stability
- Low Ripple

**Ferranti Venus**

399 SMITH STREET, FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735
(516) 293-4100 • TWX: 510-224-6492 • FAX: 516-752-7976

**HIGH VOLTAGE REED RELAYS**

Coto Wabash’s 5500 Series high voltage reed relays provide designers up to 7,500 volts switching, a dielectric strength of 10,000 volts, and a contact power rating of 200 watts. You get 100 ppm quality in a reed relay delivering >10⁶ operations under signal level conditions. Features include low contact resistance (0.025Ω typical). Rugged, environmentally sealed package is available in custom mounting options. Our 5500 Series is ideally suited for applications such as high voltage testing, power supplies, remote monitoring equipment, and cable testing equipment. Call or write to us today for a free full line “Partners in Design” catalog.

**COTO WABASH**

A Kearney-National Company
55 Du pont Drive • Providence, R.I. • 02907
Tel: (401) 943-2686 • Fax: (401) 942-0920
Engineers need to store more and more large structured data types, such as three-dimensional designs. As a result, the need is growing for object-oriented databases. Because engineering users have so far gotten little support from database vendors, they have come up with customized file systems. These systems, however, can result in isolated groups of data that are difficult to manage.

The market for object-oriented databases that combine data-management facilities with support for an object-oriented language like C++, will grow from a small base this year to $560 million in 1995. These extended relational DBMS are expected to account for 52% of a total DBMS market worth about $4.2 billion in 1995 in the U.S. and Europe, according to London market researcher Ovum Ltd.

Demand for object-oriented databases also is coming from the multimedia sector. These systems need storage for large unstructured data types, image and voice, as large binary objects.

HOT PC PRODUCTS

On an Intel PC-on-a-chip ASIC, surface mounting, and a static microprocessor go to work in a Hewlett-Packard Co. palmtop PC. The checkbook-size HP 95LX has Lotus 1-2-3 built-in—HP is taking aim at 14 million 1-2-3 users. Lotus developed a ROM-based version of 1-2-3 Release 2.2 for the unit, which lists for $699.

Another twist is that Motorola will ship by year end a one-way wireless rf receiver for the PC that can receive 56 messages (up to 32k) 24 hours a day. The 95LX comes with 512k of RAM, 1 Mbyte of ROM, a serial interface, a 16-row by 40 column supertwist LCD screen, a Qwerty keyboard, and a numeric keypad. Also built into ROM are an HP financial calculator, phone book, appointment book, and memo editor.

Files can be up- and downloaded to PCs with HP's connectivity pack. Intel Corp. trimmed the number of motherboard chips to an ASIC that contains PC logic, memory-management unit, power management, an ADC for measuring battery voltage, and display and keyboard controllers. To that, HP adds an NEC V20 microprocessor and zero-wait-state memory. The 95LX runs for up to two months on two AA batteries, backed up by a lithium battery. The HP 95LX also works with an ac adapter. A 128-kbyte RAM card goes for 199.95. The rf device is expected to sell for less than $400; monthly service costs will vary.
Motorola's In Real

© 1990 Motorola, Inc. Motorola Computer Group is a member of Motorola's General Systems Sector. VMEexec is a trademark of Motorola, Inc. All other product or brand names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
ne glance at the full array of options Motorola offers in real-time, and you'll see why it's become the developer's platform of choice. For both target and host environments, no other single vendor has anything like it.

One reason is our long-time experience with real-time technology, beginning with our pioneering work back in 1980. Another is the broad spectrum of our product line, which includes ICs, boards, systems, and software. In short, Motorola has everything you need to build real-time applications ranging from simulation to industrial automation to imaging and more.

Yet another reason to choose Motorola is our unending commitment to open standards. Our real-time platform gives you standards-based choices at various levels of integration. The centerpiece of this non-proprietary approach is VMEexec, our wide-open, totally integrated development environment. VMEexec allows you to use standard UNIX* interfaces to write a single set of application code, and then reuse it for other projects. Better still, you can combine any software product that conforms to these standards. VMEexec includes a high-performance real-time executive, a strong run-time connection to UNIX-based systems, flexible and efficient real-time I/O and file systems, as well as powerful development and debug capabilities. And because VMEexec is integrated with the hardware, you can begin software development even before the hardware is available.

If you're thinking about real-time, you should be thinking about time to market, and that's all the more reason to think Motorola. Especially when you consider that we can help speed product integration by serving as a single source for boards, software and systems. Add to that the industry's best applications expertise and design support, ranging from small embedded control systems to multi-processor simulation. Then factor in Six Sigma quality control. And remember that Motorola gives you the industry's only true migration path from CISC to RISC in both the development and run-time environments.

Give us a call today at 1-800-624-8999, ext. 230, and put the real-time resources of Motorola on your side. We think you'll find the benefits are very big, and very real.

We Do Real-Time Full-Time.

Right now, Motorola real-time systems are hard at work in critical applications worldwide.

Motorola, we've dedicated an entire division solely to real-time development systems. Our real-time system architecture begins at the microprocessor level in either CISC or RISC, and extends all the way to the end-user. Today, you can use VMEexec to port UNIX applications to an SVID-compliant (and soon, POSIX-compliant) real-time environment, and vice versa. And they can be used for run-time capabilities as well as for development.

Several human interfaces are available for UNIX, including Motif, X.11 and DeltaWINDOWS. As for networking, Motorola supports all popular protocols, including TCP/IP, NFS, SNA, OSI, and X.400. We also offer database and CASE tools, and you can work in C, LISP, FORTRAN, ADA, BASIC, COBOL, and PASCAL. Put it all together, and you will discover only one company gives you the full story on real-time, and that's Motorola.
OFFERS YOU CAN'T REFUSE

A demonstration package is free for Data Translation's Global Lab Data Acquisition software. The program offers simultaneous acquisition and display. The software can display data in up to 100 windows.

For more information, contact the company at 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752-1192; (508) 481-3700; fax (508) 481-8820.

A free disk demonstrates Snap-Sequences Software from HEM Data Corp. that integrates data acquisition, analysis, and display. The software works with analog I/O hardware from 12 manufacturers and samples at the hardware's maximum rate, up to 1 MHz. It acquires up to 80 channels and 500 million data points.

Contact the company at 17336 12 Mile Rd., Southfield, MI 48076; (313) 559-5607; fax (313) 559-8088.

USIE-Concurrent Designer 6.0 from Aldec enables designers to simulate and verify breadboard designs. As a result, they can skip the prototyping stage.

A free evaluation kit demonstrates the simulation software. To obtain a kit, contact the company at 3525 Old Conejo Rd., Suite 111, Newbury Park, CA 91326; (800) 48-USIE or (805) 499-6867; fax (805) 498-7945.

A free technical videotape demonstrates Data Translation's Global Lab Data Acquisition software. The program offers simultaneous acquisition and display. The software can display data in up to 100 windows.

For more information, contact the company at 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752-1192; (508) 481-3700; fax (508) 481-8820.
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Contact the company at 17336 12 Mile Rd., Southfield, MI 48076; (313) 559-5607; fax (313) 559-8088.
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For more information, contact the company at 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752-1192; (508) 481-3700; fax (508) 481-8820.
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Contact the company at 17336 12 Mile Rd., Southfield, MI 48076; (313) 559-5607; fax (313) 559-8088.
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Contact the company at 17336 12 Mile Rd., Southfield, MI 48076; (313) 559-5607; fax (313) 559-8088.

A free technical videotape demonstrates Data Translation's Global Lab Data Acquisition software. The program offers simultaneous acquisition and display. The software can display data in up to 100 windows.

For more information, contact the company at 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752-1192; (508) 481-3700; fax (508) 481-8820.

A free disk demonstrates Snap-Sequences Software from HEM Data Corp. that integrates data acquisition, analysis, and display. The software works with analog I/O hardware from 12 manufacturers and samples at the hardware's maximum rate, up to 1 MHz. It acquires up to 80 channels and 500 million data points.

Contact the company at 17336 12 Mile Rd., Southfield, MI 48076; (313) 559-5607; fax (313) 559-8088.

A free technical videotape demonstrates Data Translation's Global Lab Data Acquisition software. The program offers simultaneous acquisition and display. The software can display data in up to 100 windows.

For more information, contact the company at 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752-1192; (508) 481-3700; fax (508) 481-8820.
TIPS ON INVESTING

These days engineers are rate-conscious, as well as aware of how inflation can erode assets. Take the case of an engineer with assets invested in an 8% CD. When he read about a mutual fund up 25% during the previous quarter, he decided he was losing money.

"The CD seemed like a safe investment, until I stopped to think that it wasn't keeping enough ahead of inflation. So I jumped into the fund," he recalled, without realizing that performance over a complete market cycle—rather than one quarter—would be a stronger indication of its potential. Subsequently, his portfolio lost 30% of its value. He invested without regard to risk, his own investment philosophy, or long-term strategy. Greed overtook reason.

Unfortunately, this engineer is not alone. Many investors misunderstand the investment process, especially in regard to risk. They also fail to understand the role a professional consultant and money manager can play in creating a portfolio that fits parameters of personal goals and risk tolerance. Professional assistance also helps the individual investor avoid the herd instincts that overtake Wall Street and individual investors.

Before Oct. 19, 1987, many investors got caught up in stock market euphoria. Not being in the market was seen as a risk. Rather than making informed decisions, investors jumped into what they perceived as a no-lose performance game.

Even professionals and institutions raced to see who could accumulate the most the fastest in a seemingly unending bull market. Many investors lost sight of the fact that a market could actually decline—that is, until Black Monday.

October 19 ended euphoria. Panic prevailed. Investors in droves redeemed their shares in equity mutual funds. Two years later, Friday the 13th 1989, just when many retail investors were regaining confidence in the market, the Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged 190 points. This time, investors—guided by their experience and by professional advisors—controlled their panic and the market rebounded. In retrospect, Oct. 20, 1987 was the time to buy, rather than sell. These downturns show investors that risk is intrinsic to reward. Investors who wish to make money in the stock market must be aware of the potential to lose assets and to set their investment goals accordingly. An investment counselor can help an investor understand how much risk he can live with—financially and emotionally—by asking himself questions like these:

- What type of investments am I comfortable with?
- What are my expectations in terms of performance?
- How does that fit into different market scenarios?
- How much am I willing to risk?
- What type of manager am I working with and what types of investments does he work with?
- What are my time horizons and how much time am I willing to commit to an investment?
- Are his style and philosophy compatible with my risk tolerance and goals?

Investment for engineers need not resemble a roller coaster ride. Intelligent investment protects against loss. Call or write to me for a free copy of Professional Portfolio Management—Making the Right Choice.

Henry Wiesel is a financial consultant with Shearson Lehman Brothers, 1040 Broad St., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702; (800) 631-2221 or (800) 221-0073 in N. J. Wiesel invites readers' questions and comments.

QUICK NEWS: THE PROFESSION

Here's a list of organizations and newsletters for engineers, which address such professional concerns as layoffs, age discrimination, and portable pensions. Readers are encouraged to submit letters, columns, and articles. Write for a sample newsletter.

- American Association of Concerned Engineers (AACE), Dick Lowrie, editor, P. O. Box 667, Trilby, FL 33593. Dues are $10 a year.
- American Engineering Association (AEA), Billy Read, editor, P. O. Box 820473, Ft. Worth, TX 76180-0473. Dues are $20/year.
- AIE, M. Gottlieb, editor, 4666 San Pablo Dam Rd., El Sobrante, CA 94803. Dues are $55/year.
- Provisional EE News, John Gilmer, P. O. Box 7211, Fredricksburg, VA 22404; donations are requested.

DSP applications and technology are attracting more and more attention. Along these lines, the first international conference-trade show on DSP applications will be held in Berlin, Germany Oct. 28-31, 1991. Conference sessions will feature papers on DSP in telecommunications, speech processing, image processing, control systems, consumer electronics, and other applications.

About 100 companies are expected to display their products at the trade show. Engineers who would like to deliver a paper should send or fax a 100-word abstract for review by June 30. For information, contact DSP Associates, 18 Peregrine Rd., Newton Centre, MA 02159; phone (617) 964-3817; fax (617) 969-6688; in Europe DSP Associates, 25 Justitiestraat, B-2018 Antwerpen, Belgium; attention Lina Van Meerbeeck; phone +32 (3) 237-1677; fax +32 (3) 248-1694.
If Your Controls Can't Take The Heat, You Will.

DesignAire™ air conditioners, fans and heat exchangers not only protect your electronics, they also protect your reputation. In fact, we're so confident about the design, quality and service of our air conditioners, that we'll let you try one for 60 days. Free.* And to help you select the best Hoffman Environmental Control Product for your application, we'll give you a free selection software program.

For more information and the name of your local distributor, call 612-422-2177. *See distributor for details.
WHAT'S ALL THIS BRICK STUFF, ANYHOW?

This is an esaeP's fable. Once upon a time, a very proper Bostonian lady decided to build a new home, so she hired an architect to design a new brick house. When he finished the design and showed it to her, she said, "That's very nice. Now, how many bricks will it take?" The architect replied, "About 76,000 bricks, ma'am." She said, "How many bricks, exactly?" He asked, "You really want to know exactly how many bricks?" She said, "That's right. I want to buy exactly the right number of bricks."

The architect realized that this was a reasonable request, so the next day he told the lady. "Exactly 75,885 bricks." So she had that exact number of bricks delivered, and the masons and bricklayers worked for many days. Finally the last bricklayer set the last brick into place at the peak of the last part of the house. The bricklayer turned around and saw that one brick was left. So, he picked it up and threw it over his shoulder. Now if you were planning a project, you might want to plan carefully so that you had the right resources to finish the job. You might even plan to have some safety factor or margin, so that if some unforeseen problem caused delays or trouble, you would still be able to fulfill your obligations. For example, if a few bricks were broken, you wouldn't want to have to go back to the brickyard and ask them to build some more bricks with the identical pattern, would you?

Some managers, though, write a schedule and if there are any unforeseen problems, they want the workers to invent bricks out of thin air, just to get the project back on schedule and back on budget. They claim they should not have to allow extra resources that might just be wasted. I mean, if they bought 75,886 bricks, the workers would just waste one or two, wouldn't they? They might just take a brick and throw it over their shoulder.

By the way, have you ever tried laying bricks? I've done a little bricklaying, and while it looks like a simple "digital" procedure, it is not. It requires analog precision and judgment to get the bricks level and each course flat. Also, when you're trying to fit an irregular space, you find that the broken pieces are pretty useful, as often you can find just the right length to fit in. If not, you have to break a brick into pieces until you get lucky and get the right size piece of brick. It's an analog business.

Now here's another esaeP's fable. Sometime later, that same proper little old Bostonian lady decided to travel on the MTA to visit a friend. She started out on the subway with her little poodle sitting on her lap. At the next stop, a large churlish man got on and sat down beside her. He took out his Record-American and spread it out at full width. Naturally, the newspaper flopped around in front of the little old lady's face, and right across the ears of her poodle. Not very polite. After a short time, she nudged the newspaper. The man retaliated by nudging her poodle. He put out the newspaper again, encroaching on her space. She screamed, and some- body pulled the emergency cord, and the conductor came running up as the trolley screeched to a stop, and the lady tried to explain, "This terrible man, he threw my little dog right out this window." And as the conductor and the lady and the terrible man all looked out the window, the little dog came trotting up the tracks. And what did he have in his mouth? The newspaper? No, the brick.

Of course, at this point, pandemonium ensued. She screamed, and somebody pulled the emergency cord, and the conductor came running up as the trolley screeched to a stop, and the lady tried to explain, "This terrible man, he threw my little dog right out this window." And as the conductor and the lady and the terrible man all looked out the window, the little dog came trotting up the tracks. And what did he have in his mouth? The newspaper? No, the brick.

Now, this starts out with one absurd story, and it rambles along and crashes into a fragment of the first fable. What's the moral of this story? I'm not sure. Maybe it's that you can't count on logical things happening all of the time. If your train of thought derails, what can get it back on the tracks? There are no easy answers to that one. But in the real world, you may find things happening that are worse than you expect. You may also find things working better than theory predicts, and you should be prepared to take advantage of them.

Remember, it was Branch Rickey who said, "Good luck is the residue of design." Good luck doesn't just happen to the lucky; it sometimes "happens" to those who are prepared to grasp it. Another aspect: Only a few years ago, we were reading about "The office of the future: The paperless office"—what a joke! Our offices generate more paper than ever (most of the computerized reports are never read). We now have a quasi-infinite thicket of computer files, floppy disks, floppy directories, and only the vaguest idea where to find that memo you sent out to an important client just a couple years ago. Are there new "file manager" programs that claim they can find anything in all of your files? Sure, and can I sell you a bridge? If you ask one of these file managers for a newspaper, will it give you a brick?

All for now. / Comments invited! / RAP / Robert A. Pease / Engineer

ADDRESS:
Mail Stop C2500A
National Semiconductor
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
TAKE THE SPEED LEAD.

PAL™ 22V10: 7.5ns.
World's fastest programmable 22V10.
Here is the logic for high-performance systems running up to 111 MHz. Set-up is just 3 ns. Fast logic for fast systems. You get the same high speed and low noise with the 22VP10. It offers additional flexibility, including an I/O feedback path to accelerate state machine applications.

BiCMOS. The first BiCMOS 22V10, from the company that delivered the first CMOS 22V10. ECL core path for record-setting performance. CMOS logic outside the speed path, for low power. The speed of smaller PLDs, the convenience of the popular, flexible 22V10 and field programmable too.

Broad 22V10 PLD family and more. Cypress's 15 ns CMOS 22V10 consumes less power than any electrically erasable alternative. It's just one of a broad range of low-power CMOS PLDs. Also get 28-pin applications-tailored PLDs, and our high-capacity MAX™ PLDs too.

Call Today. Order our PLD Kit and we'll ship it right away. Why wait?
Hotline: 1-800-952-6300.*
Ask for Dept. C3Q.

Two VME Boards Implement a Software Algorithm in Hardware to Accelerate Gate-Level Simulation.

Hardware, Software Simulators Blend Seamlessly

Lisa Maliniak

Standard hardware platforms can shackle the speed of gate-level simulation as gate counts rise. This is because even though MIPS ratings go up, simulations don't get faster due to the limitations of the workstations' cache architectures. For instance, a gate-level simulation on an event-based simulator could easily have 100 Mbytes of data structure, yet the cache probably holds only 100 kbytes of data. Even worse, gate-level simulations incur many cache misses. The problem is most severe in multi-ASIC systems.

A hardware accelerator from Cadence Design Systems Inc. will help alleviate this simulation bottleneck. The XLP (XLP) is a gate-level accelerator that implements the company's XL simulation algorithm in hardware. The XL algorithm powers gate-level simulation in Cadence's Verilog-XL and VHDL-XL software simulators.

Cadence overcame two major stumbling blocks to build the accelerator: creating a seamless joint between the software and hardware environments, and having an appropriate cache size that wouldn't handcuff performance. When there are seams, the move from the software-to the hardware-simulation environment creates a large overhead. Moreover, time is wasted on correlating the simulation results.

The resulting XLP product can be viewed as a simulation coprocessor that works much like a graphics or math coprocessor. This is a good approach to simulation acceleration because it doesn't detract from any of the users' resources. XLP is integrated seamlessly with the existing software simulators. Both simulation environments share the same user interface, models, simulation algorithm, and delay calculators. Therefore, translation isn't required when going from one environment to the other. In addition, there's no need to correlate results between the two simulation technologies because the two obtain consistent results (see the figure).

The accelerator can be used early in the design cycle when simulation is performed at both the behavioral and structural levels. Because it works seamlessly with the software simulator, XLP brings higher speed and capacity to mixed-level simulations: The software simulator manages the behavioral-level portion while XLP works on the gate-level sections. XLP can handle designs with up to 1 million gates. It operates at up to 2 million events/s, and offers...
timing accuracy that includes pin-to-pin delays, timing checks, pulse control, and state-dependent delays. However, XLProcessor doesn’t perform dynamic timing analysis. In addition, XLProcessor doesn’t accelerate fault simulations.

XLProcessor is made up of a two-board set that uses two triple-height VME slots. It increases the speed of gate-level simulations by as much as a factor of 15. The XL software algorithm was well-suited for hardware implementation because it performed the specific task of gate-level simulation.

Most of the XL algorithm is implemented in programmable logic. Programmable-logic devices were chosen for cost and time-to-market reasons. The cache problem encountered in most standard workstations is solved by providing 11 Mbytes of fast memory. The memory and the PLDs are tightly coupled to minimize delays. Cadence expects that the XLProcessor can step up a level in performance by migrating from PLDs to ASICs, and by going to faster memory. Host-interface logic is also included in the two-board set.

Users invoke the hardware accelerator with a software switch. The hardware simulator has the same interface as the software simulator, and uses the same input. The primitives, net list, delay calculator, and stimulus are all the same—it’s one big Verilog environment. The software switch determines the simulation’s course.

A software algorithm compresses data types when they’re sent to the accelerator. The transfer time from the host to the server holding the accelerator is identical to any standard VME transfer. For instance, it takes about one minute for a 1-million-gate design to be downloaded to or uploaded from the XLProcessor. The workstation and the server communicate through the VMEbus.

XLProcessor works with both the Verilog-XL and VHDL-XL software simulators, and with the existing model library written in the Verilog hardware-description language. In addition, users can choose software models from Logic Automation Inc. and hardware models from Logic Modeling Systems Inc.

Although it’s best utilized with the Cadence simulators, XLProcessor can be used with any simulator. Users can employ net listers to translate from other EDA environments into the Verilog HDL, and then simulate with the XLP. In this setup, however, users won’t benefit from having the algorithm, models, and the user interface common to both the hardware and software simulation environments.

XLProcessor offers productivity gains for multiple users because jobs can be quickly swapped in and out of the accelerator. For instance, while one job uses the XLP to accelerate a design, a second job can start in the software acceleration mode and switch to the XLP mode, without restarting the simulation.

**Price and Availability**

XLProcessor resides in a server as a pair of triple-height VME boards. The initial release will be compatible with Sun Microsystems servers. Future releases will be supported on other platforms. The XLProcessor board set costs $85,000. Production shipments will begin in the third quarter of this year.

Cadence Design Systems Inc., 555 River Oaks Pkwy., San Jose, CA 95134; (408) 943-1234.

**How Valuable?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGHLY</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODERATELY</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Optimize and Retarget Existing Logic Designs

A tool merges multiple programmable-logic devices into one design, then optimizes and retargets it into an ASIC technology.

Lisa Maliniak

Time-to-market pressures force engineers to use programmable-logic devices (PLDs) for quick production. It's not uncommon for boards to be populated with hundreds of PLDs. PLDs have low nonrecurring engineering costs and don't require much up-front work. Unfortunately, they can become quite expensive once a product goes into volume production. In fact, in large quantities, they cost more per package than ASICs. Consequently, engineers often need to merge those PLDs and possibly some standard logic and retarget it all into an ASIC, a task that can be as time-consuming as the original design.

That retargeting process is now made easier, thanks to a new optimization and remapping tool from Viewlogic Systems. Called the Retargeter, its objective isn't to create designs or change the functionality of an existing design, but to increase a design's performance and/or re-implement it in another technology. For instance, Retargeter can merge together several existing PLD designs and standard logic, determine the function the group was performing, optimize the design, and retarget that same logic into a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or an ASIC (see the figure). The tool will also retarget FPGAs into ASICs.

Retargeter accepts designs as existing net lists, which are files that describe components and the interconnects.

In this example, the Retargeter software optimizes the Actel FPGA design located in the upper-left window, and maps it into an LSI Logic 10k gate array. The retargeted design is in the lower-right window. Viewlogic's Viewsim tool simulates both designs and compares the results in a single window in the lower left.
When Bob Lawrence joined the railroad nearly 30 years ago, he began buying U.S. Savings Bonds for his retirement. Now he buys them for his grandkids. "Bonds pay good strong rates and they're simple to purchase," he says. Become the next Great American Investor. Call us to find out more.
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between them. Viewlogic's net lists are called wire files. Retargeter accepts standard EDIF net lists, and several Viewlogic EDIF translators import net lists created with non-Viewlogic tools. The tool also accepts PLD JEDEC files. JEDEC files basically describe what function the PLD is performing.

Although the Retargeter doesn't work off hardware-description-language (HDL) inputs, the company's VHDL Designer product does. Therefore, if users need to retarget a design described partly in an HDL, they can use VHDL Designer to synthesize net lists from the HDL input. Then, they can feed those net lists into the Retargeter with the other net lists and retarget everything.

The Retargeter reads an existing wire file and produces a new wire file containing optimized logic. It optimizes the design in both the original and the target technology. This retargeting doesn't necessarily involve a direct one-to-one exchange of cells from one technology to another. Optimization may add or delete cells from the original design to optimize its performance.

The tool's optimization algorithms break a large design into small groups and synthesize each small portion individually. However, there's a size limitation to the Retargeter. For instance, users couldn't retarget something as large as a microprocessor. The tool wasn't designed for that. The real key to the product is merging standard parts into an ASIC. It could even turn a whole board into one component, which impacts reliability, testability, manufacturability, and cost.

Retargeter is easy to use. Users specify the input and output libraries and the input net list. Then, if all of the constraints are set at default values, the program is ready to run. Users, however, can set size and speed constraints. It's possible to specify timing requirements with Retargeter. Consequently, users can start with a slow design (worst-case timing of 100 ns) and use Retargeter to make it much faster (worst-case timing of 10 ns). In addition, as users specify their preferred timing, they also can request that the design be as small as possible.

Once the system has a net list, it prompts users for their requirements. Users then enter the design requirements that must be met, specifying area, timing, and the target technology. Viewlogic supports a number of ASIC families (call the company for a complete list).

Retargeter runs in a fast iterative loop. For example, depending on the constraints, a design targeted for an FPGA may finish in 15 min. If there are many constraints, it may take several hours. Other variables, such as the workstation being used and the available memory, also factor in.

Library generation is built into Retargeter, a feature that's generally purchased in other design systems. Called Library Builder, it lets engineers describe the component library for a specific technology. Each manufacturer has their own set of components, and every one is a little bit different.

Viewlogic offers canned libraries, but it also offers this tool to let engineers add to, modify, or create new libraries. For example, Library Builder comes in handy when an engineer has a good canned description, but has worked with a part extensively and knows that there are certain characteristics to include in the model for test reasons. Basically, the tool is for users who want to specialize components for better simulation or a better working product. They may have created their own parts that they need to have models for. Users build models specifying such features as functionality, size, and speed.

**Price and Availability**

The Retargeter, which will ship by the end of the second quarter, runs on DEC, IBM, and Sun workstations. Pricing starts at $30,000.

Viewlogic Systems Inc., 293 Boston Post Rd. West, Marlboro, MA 01752; (508) 480-0881.
The BUS-65153 Small Terminal Interface Circuit (STIC), is the smallest complete, dual redundant MIL-STD-1553B Remote Terminal. Packaged in a 70 pin plug-in, ceramic package that is less than 2 square inches, the STIC also provides the output level required for MIL-STD-1553B & 1760A Stores Management applications.

The BUS-65153 contains two (2) low-power bipolar monolithic voltage driver type transceivers, and a DDC custom HCMOS protocol chip. The DDC protocol chip contains dual redundant encoder/decoders, RT protocol logic, 3-state buffers, and DMA transfer control logic. The STIC supports all 13 dual redundant Mode Codes, and any combination of which may be illegalized by an external PROM, PLD, or RAM device.

The STIC can be easily interfaced to most CPU or simple subsystems with minimal complexity. Parallel data transfers are performed via a DMA type handshake. Selectable 8-bit or 16-bit transfers are supported. Simple subsystems can be interfaced directly through switches, D/A converters, or latches in place of a microprocessor. Advanced memory management controllers such as the DDC BUS-66312 or new BUS-66315 can be used with minimum glue logic for a shared RAM interface of up to 64K words.

The address bus, data bus, and the transfer control signals may be configured for either two-state or three-state operation. Use of the three-state address mode reduces the number of external components required for a DMA processor interface.

The input clock frequency is selectable for either 12 or 16 MHz operation. This helps support a number of different applications with enhanced zero crossing distortion tolerance and provides superior word error rate performance.

The status bits such as Busy, Service Request, and Subsystem Flag are provided as discrete input pins, allowing for easy access by the subsystem. An internal Built-In-Test (BIT) word register reports the status of the terminal in response to a Transmit BIT Word Mode command.

The STIC supports a variety of message timing and error flag indicators to facilitate the subsystem interface. The STIC’s terminal address uses an address parity bit that will prevent a response should an error be detected. The STIC’s terminal address lines are optionally latchable for compliance to 1760A applications.

DDC is planning to value engineer the STIC with a cofired ceramic package with two fully monolithic 5 volt transceivers 4th quarter ’91, reducing the already low price.

The STIC is available with military screening and will operate over the full temperature range of -55° to +125 °C. The BUS-65153 operates with 5 Vdc and -15 Vdc (-12 Vdc optional). The STIC will also be available in a 70 pin flat package for surface mounting. The STIC offers the smallest, most versatile low cost solution for 1553B and 1760A RT smart or simple terminal applications.

For additional information contact Mike Hegarty (1-800-DDC-1772) extension 257.
PRODUCT INNOVATION

COMBINATION RAM/PLD OPENS NEW APPLICATION OPTIONS

PACKING 2048 BITS OF RAM PLUS FOUR 500-GATE CONFIGURABLE LOGIC BLOCKS LETS AN EPLD COMPETE WITH STANDARD CELLS, ARRAYS.

DAVE BURSKY

If system designs require more than a few bits of data storage, erasable programmable-logic devices (EPLDs) are often ruled out in favor of gate arrays or standard-cell ICs. That's because data storage cells (registers or memory blocks, such as FIFOs, dual-port RAMs, or even standard static RAMs) are typically implemented inefficiently on most PLD architectures. By incorporating dedicated but configurable blocks of RAM on its H5110 intelligent data buffer PLD chip, Plus Logic has circumvented this PLD shortcoming.

The CMOS chip includes four blocks of RAM, each organized as 64 words by 9 bits and configurable either as four independent blocks or combined in any mix to form deeper or wider memory blocks (see the figure). Each 64-word block can serve as a dual-port RAM or two 32-by-9 single-port RAMs. Control logic associated with each block enables users to configure the memory function. Each memory block contains the equivalent of about 4000 usable gates. About 1500 of those gates form the 576 bits of RAM, the rest are used for the control functions. To implement all four memory blocks with typically achieved efficiencies
INTRODUCING PRISM CBI™
THE FIRST TRUE SURFACE MOUNTABLE LED INDICATOR.

The new surface mount CBI from Dialight is another breakthrough idea whose time has come. Instead of bending the leads on a through-hole version to make it look like a surface mount device, Dialight uses a patented high transmission prism and clear lens to bend the light from an upwards-facing surface mount LED. This approach offers a uniform illumination of the lens over a wide viewing angle. Finally, a truly leadless indicator developed for reflow-soldering and compatible with a wide variety of pick and place equipment.

The PRISM CBI is available in T-3/4 (1mm), T-1 (3mm) and T-1 3/4 (5mm) lens sizes. This unique product is offered in package sizes of 0.130 x 0.098 x 0.138 for the T-3/4, 0.240 x 0.185 x 0.200 for the T-1 and 0.250 x 0.245 x 0.282 for the T-1 3/4 size.

The introduction of the PRISM CBI means there is one less component on the board that has to be through-hole mounted because now a reliable surface mount version exists. Using this approach, an extremely high "post-process" reliability rate can be achieved.

Available in red, yellow or green, packaged in ESD-shielded tape on EIA standard 7" or 13" reels, the PRISM CBI is ready for a whole spectrum of demanding SMD applications.

For more information, contact:
Dialight Corp., 1913 Atlantic Ave.,
Manasquan, NJ 08736; Tel.: (908) 223-9400
Fax: (908) 223-8788.

ALL INDICATIONS ARE
DIALIGHT

CIRCLE 88
PLD WITH CONFIGURABLE RAM

on a conventional PLD would require a PLD with the equivalent of about 25,000 gates.

The chip also has four programmable logic-resource blocks that each contain about 500 gates, enough to replace between 4 to 6 SSI or MSI logic functions. The four logic-resource blocks are equal to about the same amount of logic as that on the company's previous programmable-logic chip, the H2010. The H5110 is the second programmable architecture released by Plus Logic, but it still employs the basic high-level architecture—a universal interconnection matrix surrounded by blocks of programmable logic. The chips make up the company's Hiper (hierarchically interconnected, programmable, efficient resources) architecture, and employ UV EPROM-based control elements for configuration.

With the on-chip memory and logic combination, the H5110 can efficiently implement specialty memory blocks, such as intelligent first-in/first-out memories, buffered memory controllers, register files, multichannel DMA controllers, and dual-port buffer memories. These memory functions can be used in high-performance LAN and hard-disk controllers. Furthermore, as evidenced by the 9-bit width of each block, parity is carried through the chip. There are eight parity generation and checking units on the chip, two associated with each of the four memory blocks.

Initial versions of the intelligent data-buffer chip will be released for operation at 33 MHz. By year's end, the company expects to have 40-MHz versions available. With all four memory blocks transferring data at 33 MHz, the buffer delivers an aggregate data-transfer rate of 132 Mbytes/s when writing data to or reading data from the RAM blocks. A typical configuration of the RAM/logic block might consist of an asynchronous 64-by-9 zero-fall-through FIFO buffer. Such an option would require about 3000 gates on a gate array to implement the memory and control functions, vs. just one memory/logic block in the H5110.

When configuring the memory block to be a FIFO buffer, designers can make it either unidirectional or bidirectional, and can set up flags that indicate various memory-status conditions—More Data or Full/Empty, and Threshold. Counters formed from the memory-cell logic provide the addresses—one for port A and the other for port B of the FIFO block. Each port can have two flags, one that can be configured to request more data and serve as an Acknowledge signal in response to a FIFO request (a handshake). That flag line can also be configured to serve as a traditional Full/Empty warning signal. Another internal register lets users set a threshold value to generate a flag signal once that value is exceeded. The register can thus be used as a tapped delay line for digital filtering applications.

As with all commercial FIFO registers, the flag logic has to deal with the possibility of two independent, asynchronous signals coming in simultaneously. As a result, the logic must be metastable hard. The basic physics principles show that metastability can't be removed, but its probability of occurring can be reduced. The H5110 is designed so that if 1000 parts run at full speed for one year, only one error will occur.

Because the logic is configurable, the FIFO control circuits can also be set so that the FIFO mode can be suspended and the memory accessed, as with a standard RAM. The FIFO mode could then be reentered—a handy feature for DSP-algorithm execution. Both synchronous and asynchronous FIFO configurations can be implemented. The same memory block can also be configured as a hardware stack by setting the logic to turn the memory into a last-in/first-out memory. The memory can also be configured as one or more register files (single- or dual-ported) or treated as simple static RAM.

Due to the memory array's flexibility, offering just one package option of 144 pins for the maximum 36-bit memory bus didn't make sense, explains Cecil Kaplinsky, Plus Logic's R&D vice president. Rather, one option at 144 pins for 32- or 36-bit systems, and another option at 84 leads for 9- and 18-bit systems, gives users a better cost match to their application. The lower-priced 84-lead package also saves board area.

On the 144-lead version, there are two 36-bit buses that can be used for memory data transfers or for logic control (if not needed for the RAM). In addition, 16 lines are initially allocated for memory-control functions; when not employed for that, they can serve as logic-control inputs. Another 18 lines either serve as either output status flags for the memory blocks or as bidirectional signal lines for the logic section. The chip also has three clock lines and close to 20 power and ground lines. The 84-lead version has two 18-line buses, 16 logic-only input lines, 8 memory control or logic inputs, 8 memory flags or logic-control lines, 3 clock lines, and 13 power and ground lines.

To configure the chips, Plus Logic developed an upgraded version of its PlusTran toolkit, which contains the cell library and the various logic-capture, simulation, and place-and-route tools. The library will contain many new blocks in comparison to the original PlusTran library for the H2000 array family. The PlusTran system will translate logic net lists into the configuration bit maps needed to program the 5110.

**Price and Availability**

Samples of the H5110 will be available in July. The one-time programmable version, set up for 9- or 18-bit-wide memory accesses, is housed in an 84-lead plastic leaded chip carrier and goes for $50 in lots of 1000 (33-MHz version). A version set up for word-wide-memory accesses (36 bits) comes in a 144-lead plastic quad-sided flat package and sells for $90 in 1000-unit lots. Windowed ceramic pin-grid array packages house the reprogrammable versions. The PlusTran development tool set starts at $475 for the behavioral-entry system, and goes up to $975 when one schematic-capture library for the desired schematic-capture package is added. Tools will be available next month.

Plus Logic Inc., 1255 Parkmoor Ave., San Jose, CA 95126; Gary Banta, (800) 253-7387.

CIRCLE 515
Of all the developments in the 1990's, advances in telecom technology may well have the most profound impact on our daily lives.

The integration of speech/data and video technology, computers and communications systems will bring businesses and individuals closer together.

But as the power of communications increases, so must its reliability. And nowhere is that more important than in the power supplies which power the systems.

Here, Ericsson has been at the forefront of technology for decades, and is ready to provide many more innovative, highly reliable solutions in the years to come.

When the PKA DC/DC converter was launched in 1983 it represented the first real power supply 'component', starting a trend towards distributed power architectures which has gained global acceptance.

In 1988 these 25 - 40 Watt units were complemented by 15 - 18 Watt DC/DC converters in the PKC series. Power components the size of a credit card.

Both series boast a remarkable MTBF of over 200 years.

Ericsson continues to lead the way in smaller, more reliable power supplies for advanced power architectures. They are vital components - enabling technologies which shape the telecom networks of the future.

A complete technical information pack is just a 'phone call away. Alternatively, just fax us the coupon.

Please send me your latest information

Name

Company

Job Title

Address

Telephone

Fax

Sweden Ericsson Components AB, Stockholm Tel:(08) 721 62 47 Fax:(08) 721 70 01
France Ericsson Components Europe, Guyancourt Tel:(01) 30 64 69 00 Fax:(01) 30 64 11 46

Germany Ericsson Components Europe GmbH, Neu-Isenburg Tel:(06102) 200 50 Fax:(06102) 20 05 55

Great Britain Ericsson Components Europe, Coventry Tel:0203 555 51 00 Fax:0203 53 68 00

Hong Kong Ericsson Components Asia, Wanchai Tel:2575 0646 Fax:2575 36 09

Italy Ericsson Components Europe, Milan Tel:02 3520 03 55 Fax:02 3520 06 41

Norway Ericsson Components A/S, Oslo Tel:020 050 190 Fax:020 64 06 138

United States Ericsson Components Inc, Richardson, TX Tel:(214) 997 6501 Fax:(214) 660 10 99
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The latest low-dropout (LDO) linear regulators from National Semiconductor, the LP2952/LP2953/LP2954, offer true micropower operation. Moreover, the first two add a new twist—they snap on and snap off at the dropout-voltage threshold.

Ideal for battery-powered circuitry and for regulating and reducing noise on the auxiliary outputs of switching supplies, LDOs provide precise, low-noise, linear regulation while operating with minimum input-to-output voltage. Their minimum quiescent current (efficiency), particularly for battery operation, is vital.

In many applications (for example powering a microcontroller and/or a data-acquisition system feeding it), if the supply rail drops below some predetermined voltage, it’s best to pull the supply rail to zero quickly. The highly efficient LP2952/LP2953 can do just that with the aid of a pair of on-chip comparators (see the figure). The first, called the “dropout-detection comparator,” senses the LDO’s output and fires (its output goes low) when the LDO’s output drops about 5% below its preset value. This signal can be used as a system error flag.

In addition, if the error flag is connected to the “shutdown comparator,” the pnp transistor on the output of this second comparator will crowbar the LDO’s output to within 400 mV of ground. The dropout detector has 60 mV of hysteresis, while the shutdown circuit’s hysteresis is 6 mV. The LP2953 is identical to its sibling with the exception of an additional undedicated comparator, which delivers CMOS/TTL-compatible output levels.

Both devices guarantee a minimum output current of 250 mA and the output voltage can be set between 1.23 to 20 V with an external divider. Alternatively, strapping pin 5 to pin 8 provides a 5-V output. Both come in a 16-pin SOIC. In addition, the LP2952 comes in a 14-pin DIP and the LP2953 in a 16-pin DIP. The LP2954 also comes in a standard 3-pin TO-220 package. It can drop in to the socket of an LM340, a 1-A conventional linear regulator that needs at least 2.5 V across it, regardless of load current.

While the LP2954’s specifications match those of the DIP units, its output is fixed at 5 V and it contains no extra comparators (although snapping versions will appear this year). Its higher power dissipation adapts it to handling a wide range of input voltages (for example, those found in automotive applications). Moreover, the pnp pass transistor provides inherent protection against reverse-battery connection.

Operating from -40 to +125°C with a 6-V input and a 5-V output, all three LDOs feature dropout-voltage ranges from 150 mV with a 1-mA load to 800 mV with a 250-mA load. Over a similar load range, quiescent current varies from 200 µA to 530 mA. Output noise from 10 Hz to 100 kHz with a 100-mA load typically runs between 80 and 400 µV rms, depending on circuit capacitance added by the user. Up to 200-µA can be drawn from the 1.23 V reference used in the DIP devices.

In quantities of 100, L-grade units start at $2.00, $2.35, and $2.30 each for the LP2952, LP2953, and LP2954, respectively. Small quantities are available from stock. Tighter-tolerance A-grade units will be available by mid-year and military-grade units in the fall.
NEW PRODUCTS  
PACKAGING & PRODUCTION

IEEE-488

Control any IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB) device with our cards, cables, and software for the PC/AT/386, EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

HIGH STABILITY MARKS PHOTOTOOL FILM
The world's best humidity coefficient for phototool film—0.0009% per %RH—is claimed for the AccuMax 2000 film products. That means higher dimensional stability, less film movement, and improved film registration. Manufactured in a class-100 clean room, the films are shipped in packaging that eliminates contaminating particulars. Call for pricing and delivery.
Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650-0518; (716) 724-4000. CIRCLE 623

HIGH-HEAT NYLON TOUGHENS CONNECTORS
A material with excellent high-heat resistance significantly improves connector performance. Ranoda Electronics, Anaheim, Calif., for example, used the material, Stanyl 46 nylon, for a line of close-tolerance connectors that retain dimensional stability despite infrared, wave, and vapor-phase soldering. The material comes in reinforced grades for applications calling for low creep and resistance to heat distortion to 455°F, as well as exceptional fatigue resistance. Call for pricing and delivery.

PCB PROTOTYPER HANDLES MULTILAYERS
By using the System Two same-day prototype-pc-board manufacturing system, a multilayer pc board can be built in the lab in a matter of hours, rather than the weeks it may take at a job shop, at a much lower cost. The complete system includes a plotter/etcher built in the lab in a matter of hours, prototype-pc-board manufacturing automatic driller/router, an optical tor. Any board up to 11 by 14 in. can be built using the system. A complete system goes for $39,950. Delivery is in six weeks from receipt of order.

SMT PLACEMENT SYSTEM SPORTS HIGH VOLUME
A wide range of component types, from small chips and MELFs to large PLCCs and QFPs, can be hand led by the MCM 31,000 placements per machine per hour. The unit will feed from tape, bulk, stick, tray, and other types of feeders, and will accommodate boards up to 18 in. Overall placement accuracy is ±0.15 mm. Machine-vision and mechanical-component alignment are provided for large fine-pitch components. The vision software package detects bent component leads and compensates for circuit-pattern misalignment. Call for pricing and delivery.

D-SUB STANDOFFS CUT HARDWARE NEEDS
Rather than using a handful of loose hardware to mount D-subminiature connectors, the DSOS Connect ‘r Ware standoffs greatly reduce handling, inventory, and assembly costs. The self-clinching standoffs become a permanent fixture of the chassis, which prevents them from dropping inadvertently into circuitry. Installation simply involves pressing the standoffs into a properly drilled hole. The standoffs come in 303 stainless steel and in thread sizes #4-40 and M3. They accommodate panels ranging in thickness from 0.037-in. to 0.250-in. Call for pricing and delivery.

Socket Handles Crystal Oscillators
Standard full-can, metal-case clock oscillators will find a home in the DCO 304-014 ST socket, which features integral 0.020-in.-high molded standoffs. The socket is molded of UL 94-V0-rated glass-finished polyester thermoplastic, and uses multifinger contacts that accept round leads ranging from 0.015 to 0.025 in. in diameter. Contact resistance is rated at less than 10 mΩ per contact with a maximum current rating of 3 A. Pricing is $.24 each in lots of 500. Delivery is from stock.

Softwa re Support
As a software library and time saving utilities are included that make instrument control easier than ever before. Ask about our no risk guarantee.

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803

Free:
Informative catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 273-1818
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Behavioral simulation is now possible in Valid's analog design system—Analog Workbench II—with the addition of Profile. The Profile model-building software lets users describe blocks or entire circuits at the behavioral level in a combined text-graphics environment. Users then simulate those models in the Workbench mixed behavioral- and structural-level environment. With Profile working in Analog Workbench II, designers can adopt both top-down and bottom-up strategies.

Profile is easy to learn and use. Its graphical user interface offers an alternative to language-based behavioral-modeling techniques. The Profile models support user-specified error and warning messages, which allow for in-process circuit diagnostics. In addition, the models can incorporate effects not supported by macromodeling, such as hysteresis, memory, state variables, and conditional branching. Users can build piecewise linear models, which support high-speed analysis.

Although primarily suited to analog electronics, Profile can also describe such electromechanical devices as motors, solenoids, and sensors. Users can also build mixed analog-digital models like data converters.

After Profile models are created, they're simulated at the block level in the Analog Workbench II system. This system can perform mixed-level simulations containing behavioral- and transistor-level circuitry.

Profile is offered as an option to Analog Workbench II, which runs on DEC, IBM, and Sun workstations. It will be available by the end of the second quarter for $15,000.

Valid Logic Systems Inc., 2830 Orchard Pkwy., San Jose, CA 95134; (408) 432-9400. (Circle 827)

**LIBRARY ACCURATELY MODELS RF TRANSISTORS**

Designers can accurately simulate linear and nonlinear RF transistors with a new Spice model library from Intusoft. The library has models for 36 foreign and domestic bipolar transistors and FETs that can be used with any Berkeley Spice-compatible simulator on any computer platform. The models employ a custom subcircuit approach that accounts for all package parasitics and matches the published S-parameter magnitude and phase data up to 6 GHz. Several test circuits and schematics are included with the library. The models and circuits are available on floppy disks in DOS and Macintosh formats for $99.

Intusoft, P.O. Box 710, San Pedro, CA 90733-0710; (213) 833-0710. (Circle 830)

**DESIGNERS CAN TARGET AMD'S MACH DEVICES**

Engineers using Isdata's PLD design software can now target AMD's MACH family of devices for their designs. Isdata is the newest member of AMD's Fusion PLD program. Version 3.3 of Isdata's LOG/ic software compiles and simulates the MACH110 and 210 devices. Because the LOG/ic syntax is device-independent, existing PLD designs can be recompiled for implementation in MACH devices. Version 3.3 of the LOG/ic software, which runs on PCs, is shipping now. Pricing starts at $1480.

Isdata Inc., 800 Airport Rd., Monterey, CA 93940; (408) 373-7359. (Circle 831)

**P-CAD SOFTWARE RUNS ON IBM RISC MACHINES**

P-CAD's Premier PCB pc-board design package now runs on the IBM RISC/6000 workstation, expanding the P-CAD design environment to include DOS, IBM, and Sun platforms. Users on a Unix-based network can access the software through a low-cost IBM X-station 120 or compatible. Premier PCB consists of schematic capture, pc-board layout, an automatic router, and specializations. P-CAD's Database Interchange Format facilitates bidirectional transfers of all files between DOS and AIX. Single copies of Premier cost between $10,800 and $19,800, depending on options. Multiple licenses for a network environment are discounted.

P-CAD, the EDA Div. of Cadam Inc., 1290 Parkmoor Ave., San Jose, CA 95126; (408) 971-1300. (Circle 832)
12-BIT-ACCURATE, 5-V REFERENCE CHANGES JUST 2 PPM/°C

With the ability to source and sink 10 mA, the LT1027, a 5-V voltage reference, sports the lowest drift of any unheated IC voltage reference. The output temperature coefficient (TC) of the premium A grade runs 2 ppm/°C maximum. Moreover, its minimum initial accuracy is within 0.02% (1 mV) of 5 V. A trim pin permits an external potentiometer or DAC to set the output closer to 5 V without degrading its TC. The chip’s major application is as the reference for 12-to-16-bit ADCs and DACs. These will include not only the many available IC converters which are built on CMOS processes without a reference, but also the many 12-bit or more converters whose on-chip references typically show TCs at least 5 or 10 times that of the LT1027A. Its TC is 80 ppm/°C.

Indicative of the LT1027’s intended use with successive-approximation ADCs is its fast-settling output op amp. The op amp’s output typically gets back to within 0.01% of its original value in just 3 µs after sourcing or sinking a full-scale current pulse. The 10-mA output also permits the reference to provide clean, regulated 5-V power for a low-power ADC, such as Linear Technology’s 12-bit LTC1290. In quantities of 100, the LT1027A in a TO-39 can go for $12.00. The D grade (lowest), which still has a TC of 7.5 ppm/°C, runs $4.50 each in a miniDIP.

Linear Technology Corp., 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035; Bob Scott, (408) 432-1900, CIRCLE 637

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIER RUNS ON LOW POWER

Most users know that op amps with full-power bandwidths beyond even a few megahertz are power hogs. However, the latest current-feedback IC op amp from Comlinear—the CLC406—betrays such “conventional wisdom.” Running off ±5-V supplies at a closed-loop gain of 6 (15 dB) and putting 5 V pk-pk across 100 Ω, the op amp sports a minimum 3-dB bandwidth of 95 MHz and its response is flat within 0.6 dB at 50 MHz. But it draws less than 5.5 mA from the supply rails with no load—that’s just 50 mW. Linear gain and phase are 0.04% and 0.04°, respectively, for both NTSC and PAL TV signals. For a 2-V pk-pk output driving 100 Ω at 20 MHz, second- and third-harmonic distortion run −42 and −43 dB, respectively. Time-domain specifications reflect those of the frequency domain. Slew rate runs a minimum of 1200 V/µs; the output settles in under 15 ns (maximum) to 0.05% of final value for a 2-V step. Applications range from video distribution and photodiode transimpedance amplifiers to high-speed DAC output amplifiers and driving flash ADCs. The CLC406 is $4.24 in hundreds.

Comlinear Corp., 4800 Wheaton Dr., Fort Collins, CO 80525; Tom Baldwin, (303) 226-0500, CIRCLE 634
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TINY SURFACE-MOUNT TRIMMERS ARE SEALED AGAINST PROCESSING

A pair of 3- and 4-mm single-turn trimmers features breakthroughs in seal design that makes them more suited than ever for surface-mounted-assembly processing. The sealed 3-mm model 3313 and elastomer-sealed 4-mm model 3374 can withstand all popular soldering processes, including wave soldering. The trimmers can take up to 260°C.

Model 3313 is the industry's only sealed 3-mm trimmer with a resistance range of 10!Ω to 2 MΩ. Until now, designers were restricted to devices with a resistance range of 100!Ω to 1 MΩ. In the 3313, they'll find a device that's suited to a broader range of industrial, commercial, and consumer applications. Contact-resistance variation (CRV) for the device is 2% maximum and is typically under 1%.

The model 3374 is the industry's first elastomer-sealed, chip-style 4-mm trimmer with a five-turn seal life. Gone are the devices with temporary seals that were either punctured or peeled off before adjustment, leaving the trimmer vulnerable to contaminants. The unit has the same resistance range as the 3-mm trimmer. Maximum CRV is 3%.

Sample orders for both models will be accepted in June with an eight-week lead time. In lots of 1000, prices start at $0.87 for the 3313 and $0.60 for the 3374.

Omron Electronics Inc., Control Components Division, One E. Commerce Dr., Schaumburg, IL 60173; (708) 843-7906.

DAVID MALINIAK

TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY MEETS BELLCORE SURGE STANDARD

Designed to meet the emerging worldwide standards for the telecommunications industry, the G6N 12-pin DIP relay features smaller size, lower power consumption, and considerably higher surge-withstand capability than the 16-pin DIP relay that's been the telecom-industry standard for some seven years. A principal feature of the relay is its 2.5-kV surge-withstand voltage between coil and contacts. That's a significant improvement compared with the 1.5-kV requirement of the previous operative standard, which was defined by FCC Part 68.

The relay has a 2 Form C (double-pole, double-throw, single-break) contact arrangement and a maximum switching current of 1 A. Also featured is high sensitivity with a power consumption of 140 mW standard. Service life is rated at 100 million operations. The device's package measures 11 mm high by 7.5 mm wide by 15 mm long.

Thanks to a full immersion seal, the relay is impervious to water-soluble-flux cleaning methods. Relays will be available on both tape, and reel and tubes. It also can be modified for surface-mounted assembly.

Mass production is scheduled for June. List price per unit is $4.05.

Omron Electronics Inc., Control Components Division, One E. Commerce Dr., Schaumburg, IL 60173; (708) 843-7906. CIRCLE 632

DAVID MALINIAK

TWO ACTUATOR TYPES CONTROL MOVEMENTS

Both electrostrictive and piezoelectric materials are used in a line of electroactive actuators. The devices, which control extremely small, rapid movements, are offered in rectangular, cylindrical, and bimorph configurations. They operate by providing displacement in response to an applied electric field. Hysteresis for piezoelectric devices is typically around 14% and creep is from 10 to 15%. For electrostrictive devices, hysteresis and creep are typically less than 3%. Pricing ranges from $400 for single quantities to $50 for lots of 10,000. Lead times depend on parts, values, and quantities.

AVX Corp., 2875 Highway 501, Conway, SC 29526; Bharat Rawal, (803) 349-6264. CIRCLE 637

3-GHZ ATTENUATOR GIVES 60-DB CUT

Specifically designed for OEM instrumentation applications, the P3010 300-kHz-to-3-GHz programmable attenuator features an insertion loss of 2.4 dB maximum and a VSWR of 1.4:1. The small-outline device has a 60-dB attenuation range, and can be adjusted in 10-dB steps. Repeatability is ±0.2 dB at any setting, and accuracy is rated within ±0.7 dB maximum. Other features include an isolated ground and a TTL-interface option. Price is $485 in single quantities, and production units are available now.

Wavetek RF Products Inc., 5508 Churchman By-Pass, Indianapolis, IN 46203-6109; (317) 788-9351. CIRCLE 638

DAVID MALINIAK
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VXI-BASED DIGITAL TESTER OFFERS FLEXIBILITY

Scalable architecture, comprehensive triggering for mixed-signal testing, and on-the-fly timing changes are some of the significant features of the VXIbus-based HP 75000 Model D20 digital functional test system. The system, which comes with its own menu-driven software, offers a 20-MHz maximum data rate with 40-MHz clocks.

Components include the HP E1450A timing module, HP E1451/52A pattern I/O modules, and the HP E1496A digital test development software. All components are compatible with the Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments language. Pin-to-pin deskew and automatic compensation for pod-cable length enhance performance. Deep segmentable memory behind each I/O pin lets users download multiple tests simultaneously.

Each pattern-I/O module supplies 32 I/O pins (four ports of 8 bits each), a 20-MHz pattern rate, and a 64-kbyte pattern depth. Every port can output, record, or perform real-time comparisons. Users can three-state any port on-the-fly. The timing module can control up to 10 pattern modules. It provides timing generation for up to 320 data channels, master-slave capability to synchronize multiple mainframes, and three independent timing generators (stimulus, response, and control). Tests can be synchronized with other equipment for mixed-signal testing.

Based on the X-Window System Version 11 and OSF/Motif, the software features a graphical interface and runs on HP-UX workstations. Users enter timing information as timing waveforms, with data entered independent of timing. The software can be used independently to develop digital tests using screens that help to create timing cycles and edit vector files.

A system with one timing module, one I/O module, two pods, and the test development software costs $14,455. Delivery is within 6 to 8 weeks.

Hewlett-Packard Co., Loveland Instrument Div., P.O. Box 301, Loveland, CO 80539-0301; (800) 752-0900.

JOHN NOVELLINO

GENERATOR OFFERS DATA PATTERNS TO 1360 MHZ

The PG-1400 digital-pattern generator supplies the high-speed stimulus signals needed for functional or margin testing of GaAs or fast ECL devices. The instrument provides eight complementary output channels at up to 680 MHz (8 bits by 16 kwords) or four complementary outputs to 1360 MHz (4 bits by 32 kwords). Output rise and fall times are 170 ps (typical). Outputs may be shifted (independently in four-channel mode, in pairs in eight-channel mode) over a range of ±2 ns with 10-ps resolution and better than 100-ps accuracy. An IBM PC/AT or equivalent host is required. Software includes a pattern editor and pattern-generation and translation utilities. The PG-1400 costs $38,000. Delivery is within 45 days.

Outlook Technology Inc., 200 E. Hacienda Ave., Campbell, CA 95008; (408) 374-2990.

CPU MODULES OFFER 25-MHZ POWER FOR PCXI

Two 80486-based CPU modules bring 25-MHz PC performance to the PCXI system. PCXI (PC Extended for Industry) is a modular, industrial architecture based on a 13-slot passive backplane. The PX1240 includes up to 32 Mbytes of on-board system memory and 8 kbytes of internal cache memory. It also has floppy-drive and IDE hard-drive interfaces. The PX1241 version features a VGA video controller with resolution to 1024 by 768 pixels. It contains a 3.5-in. floppy drive. Both units have one parallel and two serial ports. The modules, which are enclosed in a metal chassis for EMI/RFI shielding, run MS-DOS, Unix, OS/2, and Windows 3.0. The PX1240 costs $5495 and the PX1241 goes for $5890.

Rapid System Inc., 433 N. 34th St., Seattle, WA 98103; (206) 547-8311.

INTEGRATED SYSTEM AIDS IN i960 CA DEVELOPMENT

A fully integrated development system helps designers realize the performance of systems based on the Intel i960 CA superscalar microprocessor. The package consists of the enhanced EL 3200 emulator, which runs at full processor speed, Validate/XEL development software, and comprehensive service and support. The emulator offers real-time transparent emulation to 40 MHz with no wait states and supports the unique features of the i960 CA, such as pipeline and burst modes and different bus widths. The Validate/XEL software includes a highly optimized ANSI-conforming C compiler created for the i960 CA, an assembler, a disassembler, a source-level debugger, and a seamless interface to the EL 3200. The i960 CA development system will be available July 1. Prices start at $35,000.


BOARD TESTER OFFERS FLEXIBLE FEATURE SET

The GR2288 is a compact, yet full-featured, combinational board tester. Each of the tester's 1152 fully hybrid, memory-backed pins can execute all types of tests: continuity, in-circuit, functional, cluster, analog, digital, mixed-signal, memory, GPIB interfacing, and internal or boundary scan. Enhanced system software includes several new features. The system has comprehensive event triggering, eight-wire analog-measurement capabilities, parallel memory-bank testing with automatically generated programs, and multiple timing sets. The GR2288 is available now, starting at $210,000.

GenRad Inc., 300 Baker Ave., Concord, MA 01742-2174; (508) 369-4400.

JOHN NOVELLINO
PC-BASED VMEBUS BOARD SUITS CONTROL TASKS

Optimized for control applications, the EPC-6 PC-based VMEbus embedded controller can be used as a standalone processor, with an embedded PC, or with another single-board computer. Because the controller is PC-compatible, PC applications run without any modification. Using a software environment called EPControl, users can develop software for the EPC-6 using standard PC-based development tools and an embedded PC as the development system.

The software-development environment for the EPC-6 uses the VMEbus as the high-speed communication path to and from the controller. With EPControl, users develop their application on the host using standard PC tools and debuggers, then download the application into the controller's on-board DRAM or flash memory.

The EPC-6 is based on a 20-MHz 386SX microprocessor, with a socket for a 387SX math coprocessor. The board can also hold up to 4 Mbytes of dual-ported RAM, and 8 kbytes of battery-backed SRAM. A 16-kbyte instruction cache is included.

The board has a local EXM expansion bus that enables users to customize their boards by adding modules. The EPC-6 is priced at $1,955 in single quantities or $1,495 in OEM quantities. EPControl costs $1,450.

RadiSys Corp., 1945 NW Von Neumann Dr., Beaverton, OR 97006; (503) 690-1239.

CORRECTIONS:

On page 67 in the Apr. 11 Special Report "High-Resolution ADCs Up Dynamic Range In More Applications," the statement "Today, hybrid SARs, such as the 16-bit AD1377 and ADC700 from Analog Devices, own the 12-to-16-bit field" is incorrect. It should read "Today, the 16-bit AD1377 from Analog Devices and the ADC700 from Burr-Brown, own the..." Ed.

Also, on page 52 in the Apr. 25 Special Report "DRAM Diversity Yields A Memory To Suit Any System," figures A and B in the sidebar were provided by Siemens Corp. Figure A was incorrectly referred to as a stacked-cell structure. The reference should have been a lateral-capacitor memory cell.
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**DIRECT CONNECTION ADS**
New Products/Services Presented By The Manufacturer.
To Advertise, Call JEANIE GRIFFIN At 201/393-6080
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**Instant Microcontroller**

**Instant C Programming**

Don't use a microprocessor, use a SmartBlock™ microcontroller module to build your custom controller. Our low cost Dynamic C™ makes programming a snap. 3.5 x 2.5 inch module includes microprocessor, memory, time/date clock, EEPROM, watchdog, serial ports and more. As low as $59 in quantity. The efficiency of a custom design without the headaches.

Z-World Engineering
1340 Covell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616 USA
Tel: (916) 753-3722
Regular Fax: (916) 753-5141
Automatic Fax: (916) 753-0618
(Call from your fax, hear computer voice, use touchtone dial to request desired data sheets.)

---

**Noise simulators help find perils in power-line defects**

**IMPULSE NOISE SIMULATOR**

**NoiseKem**

---

**High Performance Lexan® FR700 Film**

For Barrier Insulation
- UL94 V0 rated at 90°F
- High heat resistance of 275°F
- Excellent dielectric strength
- Easy fabrication—sharp folds, intricate die-cut shapes
- Competitively priced
- Call for free information:
  (800) 451-3147

---

**Analog Circuit Simulation**

**SPICE FOR THE PC (XT, AT, 386, 486)**

* Schematic Entry
* SPICE Simulation
* Model Libraries
* Waveform Graphics
Intusoft has it all at an Affordable Price!

**Intusoft**
P.O. Box 710 San Pedro, CA 90733-0710
Tel: 213-832-0710 Fax: 213-832-9658

---

**DESIGN & PROGRAM PLDs**

**BYTEK PLD MULTIPROGRAMMER® plus**
FREE PLD design Software - $2495.00
- Program PLDs up to 40-pin (44-68 pin opt.)
- Micro Disk Drive for easy library updates.
- Stand-alone with extensive editing.
- RS232 & Parallel ports for high speed transfer.
- Intelligent Synthesis & Optimization.
- Choice of Design Entry: High Level Equations, Truth Tables or State Diagrams.
Memory Programmers from $495.
Call now: 1-800-523-1565

---

**MODULES ADAPTOR**

L-Com is your best source for Modular Adaptors. We make many different types & offer custom versions to suit your needs. The listed feature variations will give you an idea of our capabilities.

---

**BYTEK**

543 NW 77th St., Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 394-9500 FAX: (407) 394-9515

---

**NOISE LABORATORY**

**MODEL INS-410**

U.S.A. WATAHAN NOHARA INTERNATIONAL INC.
TEL (800) 366-3515

---

**GE PLASTICS**

**Structured Products**
**Design PLDs with ABEL-PLD, now just $495.***

- 150 PLD architectures supported (over 4000 devices)
- Uses ABEL® Hardware Description Language (ABEL-HDL™)
- Intelligent synthesis and optimization
- Upgradable to full-featured ABEL

Call for your FREE ABEL-PLD start-up kit!

1-800-247-5700

*U.S. list price only. Limited-time offer.

**Program PLDs and memories with the low-cost 212.**

- Supports more than 450 CMOS devices
- Memory cards for easy updates
- Extensive editing capabilities
- Compatible with JEDEC standard programming files
- Now supports the 27C4001, 87C51 and 22CV10!

Call for your FREE 212 15-day trial!

1-800-247-5700

**NEW, POWERFUL, UNIVERSAL**

VARTA vs.

For memory protection: two fierce competitors!

For memory protection, NiCd rechargeables and lithium primary cells go head-to-head. Varta's unique mass-plate NiCd cell construction provides the longest time between charges, can be trickle charged continuously and lasts 500-1,000 full-charge cycles over 4 or more years. Varta CR lithium cells offer the highest capacity available and 10-year life. So whichever your application requires, Varta has the best solution. Contact Varta Batteries, 1-800-431-2504, Ext 270. FAX 914-592-2667.

VARTA CIRCLE 263

**ADVANCECH**

1991 PC-BUS Data Acquisition & Control Reference Guide

- A/D, D/A, DIO
- Signal Conditioning
- RS232/422/485
- Industrial PCs
- 286/386/486 CPU Cards
- RAM/ROM Disks
- Application Software

Free 120 page reference guide for quality minded, budget conscious engineers.

408-293-6786

ADVANCECH CIRCLE 262

**INFORMATION TRACKBALL CONTROLLS**

Complete line of precision trackballs for OEM's. Compact low profile designs with optional features to suit most requirements.

- Low cost
- High rel. non-contacting optical encoders
- Desk-top and panel mount models
- Industry standard output protocols
- Custom features and designs available
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Crystal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Circuits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-Circuits Laboratory, a Div. of Scientific Components Corp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola Semiconductors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multibus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multibus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWS Wire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Semiconductor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham's Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nohau</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrCAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Electronic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Discrete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Test &amp; Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pico Electronics, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-One</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Interconnect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Semiconductor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens Components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliconix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sipex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teltone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varta Battery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xentex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yokogawa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-World Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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incredible!

SPDT switch dc to 5GHz with built-in driver

Truly incredible...a superfast 3nsec GaAs SPDT reflective switch with a built-in driver for only $19.95. So why bother designing and building a driver interface to further complicate your subsystem and take added space when you can specify Mini-Circuits' YSW-2-50DR?

Check the outstanding performance specs of the rugged device, housed in a tiny plastic case, over a -55° to +85° C span. Unit-to-unit repeatability for insertion loss is 3-sigma guaranteed, which means less than 15 of a 10,000-unit production run will come close to the spec limit. Available for immediate delivery in tape-and-reel format for automatic placement equipment.

New...ZYSW-2-50DR Connector Version (SMA) available, $59.95 (1-9)

finding new ways...
setting higher standards

Mini-Circuits
P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 Fax (718) 332-4661 Telexes: 6852844 or 620156

CIRCLE 161
Talk about easy. Linear's new LT1074 is a simple, elegant solution for your stepdown and inverting switching regulator applications. It's a 5 amp monolithic bipolar regulator with up to 200kHz switching frequency and internal adjustable current limiting. Power switch, oscillator and control circuitry and output monitor are also on the chip. It's a positive "buck" (stepdown) converter with several LTC innovations that also allow the device to be used as a positive to negative converter, a negative boost converter, and a flyback or forward converter.

As a stepdown converter, the LT1074 input voltage range is 8V to 60V. The switch output can swing 40V below the ground, a feature that permits the regulator to perform positive to negative conversion with inputs down to 4.5V. It also allows the use of a tapped inductor for output currents up to 10A with no external switching transistor. A true analog multiplier in the feedback loop lets it respond quickly to input voltage fluctuations. The LT1074 is available in either a 5-lead TO-220 package or an 11-lead single-in-line package at $5.25 and $6.45, respectively, in 100-up quantities. For a data sheet and applications note contact: Linear Technology Corporation, 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035 or call 800-637-5545.